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Nights and One Matinee,

Very

supported by

a

New

THE

than

performance of Gilbert

&

Sullivan’s

with the following celebrated artists in the cast:
Admiral.El. C. Barnabee
Capt. Corcoran.HI. W. Whitney
Ralph Rocktttran'.W. II• Fcwtedeu
Hick Bendeye.Geo. Frothinghrm
Boat*wain.G. Kamuiniee
Josephine. Geraldine dinar
Hebe ...Hay Calef
JLizaie Burton
Little Buttercup.
musical Birector.. ..8. L. Sturt ley
Ideal
50 People.
Special Scenery.
of

Orchestra

14

Boston

Instrumentalists.
Tickets 50, 75 and SI, according to location. For
sale at Stockbridge’s Music store.
Half fare oil M. C, R. R., F. & R. R and G. T. R.
inhl6dtd
B.

GILBERT’S JUVENILE EXHIBITION BALL,
CITY HALL,
Saturday, ipril 1st, at 2.30 P. M

AD V ERTISEME N TS

of Poptlsiud.

City

occupanta of Huildiugit and
Burnham, Grant, Mellen, Wherlot*,
man, Wheridau, (the latter including old
Poplar »tr«ct.) Arsenal, Bench, € eutral
Chadwick, Cherry, Commercial, Fletcher,
Emery, Fore, Frederick, Gilman,Gould,
Hemlock, Henry, Kesuehec, kaarel,
liourli, fffcnpfte, .'Silk, Dlooily, Itloillton,
Noy«», Orchard, Promenades KaoteiD
and Western, School, Skerbrook, Silver,
Taylor, Went Commercial and Wifaou
owners or
on

streets.

ClePwK’s Office, )
February 9, 1882. J
amed
is hereby given, that the above
s reets have by order of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen been renumbered according to the
plans in the City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the numbers
City

NOTICE

go

designated

said streets on
1882.
Per order,
febldtd

must be affixed to the
or before the first day of
H. I.

have
able to

Another Lot Pique
Remnants only 10 cts.
Usual
Very cheap.
of
these
goods
price

buildings
April, A. I).

on

lars, containing further information, address
J. P. WESTON, President.
mcbl4 d&w 2w
Stevens Plains, Deering, Maine.

School

Family

NORBIOGEW'OCK,

Term will commeuce March 27th.
H. F. EATON, Principal.
Address,

Spring

marlS_d2w
Instruction in EorIMi
ical Studio;
ptipii* by the

.]. W. COLCOKi),
14il Pearl Street.

jan2«___XL.
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STEPHEN

fficoic. Job

i

of
remnants
Our
and
Silks
Colored
Satins are very cheap.
Call and see them.

Our
Handkerchief
Sale of Manufact urcrs’s Seconds will continue one week longIn this sale we are
er.
offering Gents’ very
Fine, all Linen Handkerchiefs for lO cts.,
usual price 2*> cts.
Visit
fore

be-

Store

our

purchasing Dry

Goods of AJW MII¥D.

<md (gald oP’dnicl,

No. 37 Plum Street.

JOST «Sr MORT«*,

FRESCO PAIN TERN.
lil market Square. Portland.
Price?

reuonable and eaticfactlon guaraatcf fi.

legdl*

Lawn

Dressing.

Messrs. C. W.

Belknap

& Son

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in the wo^ld;

is food for
every article of which it is composed
from
grass. It also eOectually drives earth worms
is often so
which
kills
wise
lik
and
moss,
the lawns,
stable
troublesome in old lawns. After applying
manures to lawn also Superphosphates and many
other lawn tfressings now in use, it is a lo g time
before he children can be allowed to play on th«m
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
composition which we offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent chil
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any and all
times.
$yTry it and you will use no ether.
Put up in bags of 10, 25, 50 and 100 pounds,
gy Directions in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Whitney’s. Market Square, W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s, No. 7
Preble Street, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No. 4G
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High and
Commercial Street.

C. W. BELKNAP & SON,
142 & 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND,

HE.

mh20_

<itf

GRAND TRUNK RAW
OF DAJIAOA.
Company desire to make arrangements with stea nship comThe

panies lor a line of first class
steamers to run bet ween Port land
and Halifax N. S., and another
line between Portland and St.
John, N. B. for the carriage of pasI oi
frame.
senger and 1 reight
underto
the
narticnlftrs apply
signed.

JOSEPH HICKSON,

General Manager.

Montreal, March 17th, 1882.

Street

A prominent New York
Artist
photographed a
short time ago Mr. Osear
Wiide, the .Esthetic apostle,
in many positions which
are very characteristic, as
being explanatory of the
doctrines of this new disciple. Among many of the
compositions* which were
emblematic, were some,
with the dim and shadowy
patterns of sunflowers and
lilies on the walls, and used
as acce sories in the interiwhen exterior
ors, and

miir202a\v«3w

were

used,

then the artist was equally
happy in their .arrangement
The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the
^Esthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer of the State of
Maine, whose new and elegant studio is located in
How’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in this city.
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DRESSER,

CO.,
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No. 47 EXCHANGE STREET.

4-

$15, former
CLOAKS, $5.00, former price, $28.00.
and.

price,

one
ers
we

and Weaknesses
our best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
lion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and Is particularly adapted to the

Change of Life.

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus In
early stage of development. The tendency to cancerous humors there Is checked very speedily by Its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
f or stimulants, and relieves weakness of-the stomach.
It cures Bloatljjg, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indian

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, Is always permanently cured by Its use.

It will at all times and under all circumstances act In
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidnoy Complaints of either sex this
Compound Is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PIN KII AM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenuo,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also In the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.

ST.
CO., 511 CONGRESS janSOeodtf
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in Timothy, Clover. Flax, Hun
garian, Millet, Reil Top, Blue Gra»»,
Laws Ora**, Orchard Ora**,

Dealer*

Garden, Flower, Eird Seedn,

Ac.

-i

PER NET.
(JUU

ELEGANT

TEETH, $10.
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in

Other

now; but on
to be at one.

matters

they ought

this

These

Teeth

|LT OF

THE

\

are

POblTIVE-

VERY BEST

the Best RubjfMATERIAL,
V her Celluloid, and
equal
on

or

With

are

E. B.

&

F. W.

LOCKWOOD,

Fitted

aa<s 1-3 MinDLi! mtburi',

English

PortluKil, Maine.

complete with

JfMtfaft Cosoe.

Warranted absolutely pur a
Cocoa, from which the ckccss c£
Oil has been removed. Itl'.ns three
timett H e *?»•• ?;. \ •. f C’ceca mixed
: er Sugar,
r
wi.fc f
« Rioini*
ar.ti;.

Duplex, Oxford

cal.

»

etrcRi;

';

<

!•;,

admirably adapted
v/eil

as

fur

W, BAKER &

LITTLE,

Pres.

WM. J.

BRIDE, Tress

BOSTON LEAB MFG. CO.
Office,

21

and 26 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.

CORRODERS

AND

MANUFACXURKR8.

“BOSTON STAR BRAND”

led, and
invalids as

PURE WHITE LEAD

for persons in health.

RED LEAD AND

CO., Dorchester, Mass.
UF.M&W4»(«'

feb24
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i;»t:ribbing,

Sold by (irocers everywhere.

LEAD PIPE

LITHARGE.

& SHEET LEAD.

TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER, &c
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics’Association in 1881.
marl
eodOrn

M'ewCien-

& CO.
SMITH, GAGESTREET.
02 (
mar4
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OTITIEKCIAL

rSi. ii
has opened an office in
Portland andean be found

WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) and
ROBERT M. READ, (M. D.# Harvard 1876.) have
associated themselves together at 41 Somerset street,
Boston, and give especial attention to the treatment
Of FISTULA,
AND ALL DIN92 AN K£N OF THE RECTUM,without detention from business.
Abundant
references given. Correspondence
answered.
Office hours—12 to C o’clock P. M. feblO cod3m

com.

over Edwards & Walker’s
from
^Hardware store,
^Marc'll 11tli to i£7tli>

dtf
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DISEASES OF THE

MO

Z

HEALING

SK|N,

SWAYNES'

Bl2ec"e8'
Erysipela's,

o-amount opallay,no the intense

Tetters,
Pimples, Sores,

Such

m

OINTMENT.'

Barbers'

Itch,

LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
STREET, NEW VOBK
f.iun.1 or, ttle » our office.
4 PARK KW«
NKW VOKK
hr

the real

ral address. After this disrelished treat,
A. S. Hewitt, George H. Pendleton, Judge
Hoadley, and a long list of Congressmen
and other prominent gentlemen tailed off
the parade like the “citizens generally” at
the end of a Fourth of July procession.
There is no apparent justification for this
species of political disturbance now becoming so alarmingly frequent as to suggest ex.
orcism and other approved scientific methods
for laying the dead.

Ax exchange, commentingou thepow-wow
of the Iroquois chiefs at Chicago, remarks of
the big talk of one of the braves thusly:

Judge Doolittle, of Wisconsin, who, to use a
nautical and timely simile, has boxed the political compass, and has been in every party
since Andrew Jackson was born, made a
speech in opposition to monopolies. Judge
Doolittle has been monopolized by no party.
With a generosity that does credit to mankind, every political organization with which
he has affiliated himself has given him up
with cheerfulness at the slightest hint.
Therefore, when he spoke in his peculiarly
solemn and lugubrious way of the baneful
influence of monopolies the Iroquois smiled
feebly and called for the reading of the letters.

The warlike spirit is epidemic in Europe.
Italy is the last to wish to put a finger in the
pie. The Nuova Autologia of Rome publishes a remarkable article by the secretary
of the Committee of the General Staff, urging the prompt completion of the military
organization and an alliance of Italy with
Germany and Austria against a probable

Indians on the Gela River have gone
the
war-path. The probabilities are
upon
that instead of letting them go and thanking Providence that they are rid of them, a

lot of soldiers will follow up those Indians
and try to annoy them by firing guns at
them. Then the noble aborigine will turn
and smite the army of the United States, aud
will do it at some confounded camp that nobody ever heard of, located by the side of
some alleged river with a Mexican name
half a yard long and spelled in thirty different ways. In the interests of the overworked proof-reader this sort of thing should

stopped.
are uueasy because they
most uueasy must be
who is constrained to pass

Or all heads that
wear a

crown, the

that of the

Czar,
his days in seclusion, and who,
has been reduced to something

to face the

nEDNESSOP
Nose

is

it
like

publicity inseparable

ceremony of coronation.

AND

said,
lunacy

It

is

from

the

because

a

circumstanced might be inclined to
seek relief in the game of war that Skobcletfs wild, whirling words are so ominously

Face,
Burns,

mau so

Cuts

suggestive^
Almost 7000 immigrants landed at Castle
Garden last week. There is a brisk demand
for farm hands at the Garden, and hundreds
are sent off for points south and west, who
will receive from $18 to $20 a month besides

ALL THE

MPBU4JJB

■

Seymour gave a historical sketch of
Iroquois, which must have been interesting, but which was like a wet blanket
to the Democracy. They wanted inspiration, not disastrous history. Mr. S. J. Randall treated the hungry Iroquois to a bit of
cold meat from his cupboard in the shape of
a cut out of Thomas Jefferson's first inauguratio

by the terrible strain of the situation. lie
has not yet summoned up sufficient courage

Ringworm,

Advertising Agents,
OB

Ex-Gov. John M. Palmer of Illinois (formera Union
Republican), who very much
Wau—
i-.
wrote ahnnt State
rights and the horrors of centralization. Ho-

be
A

GEO. P. leoWEEC A CO.,

Bio. 270 Middle Si.,

octl

W,F&!\T eow&weowlyB

c. E. JOSE & GO.

S AMUEL

condolence.
The Hew York Times summarizes their contents: Of course there were stacks of letters from distinguished Democrats (more or
less defunct) who were invited but not ex"

Apache

the

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

BAK.WS

at

We learn from Santa Fetliata company of

feb22

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

Iroquois banquet

vited guests who sent letters of

the East.

and Harvard Burners.

ood2m

the

ideas

ranean, and her alliance, if possible, if no*'
at least her neutrality, will simplify the
large task that Austria has on her hands on

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
SAtstima, Kioto, &c.

——

'W«S?

fsenutfuS Pottery
Centre*.

to any made in this city for
$20. We warrant them to be
a perfect fit, and satisfactory
in every particular. Call and
SEe specimen sets.

greatly impressed
precipitated upon
Chicago by the in-

The newspapers are not
with the stock of

Franco-Russian alliance. While her militarery force is not such as to command the
spect of the powers, Italy’s new iron-clad
fleet is the most formidable in the Mediter-

Work in Proportion.

50 Bbls. Mew Orleans Molasses, also
fuegos and Porto Eico, for sale by

WARDROBES.

eod&wly

marl

»
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11158 I. E. FAIRWEATHER, NEW mm MOLASSES. FlSTOLFANDTiLES;
Ho. 8 Elm Street,
Would call tlie attention of the Ladies of
Portland, to her large stock of Kensington Materials.
She is constantly receiving new designs for Kensington and
other Embroideries. Stamping done on
any material and warranted to be permanent.
She would call particular attention to
her white-work Undergarments, cut and
basted, or made in a superior manner.
Particular attention giving to Infant's

WILL CERTAINLY CURE
Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, and
every Affection of the Throat,
Lungs and Chest, including Con’jmption. Sold by all Druggists.

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,

Hall, Market Square, Portland, Me.
dtt

Market
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AGENTS,

Portland,M,T\ Maine
&Flm

&
W
flL
9

IL BLm I ■
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K^uMflJudldlik^
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^p

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
^1

W&Fly

FTXTUREfS,

Street,

Exchange

ON

TOLFORD,} Commissioners.

MARSTON,

&

M

oct!7

a Match,
Bu*tauly
given
When Stopped, all Expense Cenne^
mediately.
> o explosions, no fires nor cinders, no gauges, no pumps, no engineer or
other attendant while running. Recommended by insurance companies.
UNSURPASSED IN EVERY RESPECT for hoisting in warehouses,
__sprinting, ventillating, running small shops, &c. a, 4 and 7 II P. and upwards. built by ntuLEICll^^i SCIIUMM & CO., 3045 Chestnut Wt., Philadelphia.

Portland. Me., March 22,1882.
the foregoing petition, it is ordered that a
hearing be had on THURSDAY, March 30th.
at 2.30 P. M., on the premises, and that notice of
the above petition, together with this our order
theron, be given by publication in two <laily papers
printed in Portland, for seven (7) days preceding
the hearing.

CHARLES MERRILL,

jgy Sold by all Druggists.

Working Without Boiler, Steam
or Attendance.
Coal, Ashes
Full Power Imit
Started
by

_

TIMOTHY B.

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINK HAM’S
LU'SIt PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousass*t
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.

NEW OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINE.

1882.

Harbor

matter

_d£ ly

Positive Cnre

those
socommon to

This is not trash, but first class goods. We have made prices which cannot fail to interest all purchasThe entire lot must be closed out before March 1st, as we need the room for New Spring Goods, and
have put prices upon it very greatly under value. Tho Public are cordially invited to call and examine

T>~irg A T .T7?T* S3

a

PafnFuTTTontylAIMI

for all

ol the best makes.

CLEVELAND

Is

r*w;:

FRENCH andENGLISH CRETONNES, .25c former
prices, .50, .62 and .75.
DRESS GOODS, 12-12 to 1.25, former prices 25 to 3.25.
PIANO COVERS, $3,25, formerprice, $6.00.
PLAIN SILKS, .70 worth 1.00.
LOT DRESS GOODS, .121-2 worth .25
than half price.
LOT ()LOAKINGS, less
“
DRESS BUTTONS
VELVETEENS and CORDUROYS, half price.
CHILDREN’S WOOL HOSE,
C ASSIMERES at very low prices.
BLACK WORSTED DRESS BRAID, 4 cts. per piece5

build a gate or bulk bead to keep out the tide water
in order to convert said land, now flowed by salt
water, into grass land.
W. G. OSBORNE.
(Signed)
6
v
GKO. H. F1CKETT,
ALBERT SPAULDING.

^.fcvCOB McLELLAN,

heads on most

pected. Senator Bayard was, as usual,
gloomy and grandiose. The key-note of his
screed was, “Let us oppose”—everything.

COlliflENClNG IflONPAY. JAN. 30th.
DEKKASHAWLSJIO

22,
Portland, Me.,
To the JIarbor Coiiisuissioners ©i'
Portland.
fin HE undersigned, owners of a piece of land lyJ[ ing in Cape Elizabeth, desire permission to

feblS

CD

before the

We, the undersigned, respectfully represent
that about one-half of the patients in said Asylum are women, that the whole staff of physicians there employed is composed of men.
That it is impossible, without great and unavoidable expense, to treat women scientifically and properly, without the aid of a woman
learned in the science of medicine. That in
several of the States women physicians are
employed in public Insaue Asylums to treat
womeu patients as Superintendents, Assistant
Superintendents, and by the men Superintendents, without sny official appointment, and
that such employment has demonstrated its advantage and necessity in all institutions where
women are cared for.
Wherefore, the undersigned pray that a competent woman physician may be appointed as
assistant in the Maine Insane Asylum, to have
charge of those of her own sox who have been
or may be consigned thereto; that a suitable
compensation for her services may be provided; that such legislation as may be necessary
therefor, if any, may be recommended, and
this petition laid before the Legislature therewith.
The Governor and Council are at logger-

m

feb6
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PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

**

eodtf
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once

our

J. Iff. !>¥Kli &

OSCAR WILDE

petition generally circulated throughState, and which should be as generally signed, runs in these words:

Longer.

customers to call at
stock becomes broken.

advise

worth hear-

A

Prices Will Remain the Same,
we

are

out the

&

And

These witnesses

same.

nates.

eod&wly

feb24

IRS. LYDIA E.

For One Week

the

ing by the authorities who appear to inspect
and should always control our houses of
refuge for the insane and other unfortu-

Unsold,

the Continuance of our Sale

announce

cuse, whose name is known and honored of
all medical practitioners, says substantially

gestion, heartburn, sleeplessness, dizziness, nervous
debility, weakness, &c.

dtf
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compositions

BERRY,

We would

experience,
speaking
testimony to the worth of woman physicians,
and said one ought to be employed in every
asylum in the country. Dr. Wilbur of Syra-

Use only Brown’s Iron Bitters made by
Brown Chemical Co., Baltimore. Crossed
red lines and trade-mark on wrapper.

In Order to Close Out the Stock of Books Now

sharp buyers.

-T2JK.

(Established 185(5.)

'•'£*

dlw

BOOK SALE.

We

STUDLEY,

Courses of Instruction:—Common English, Higher
English, College Preparatory, Ladies’ Collegiate,
and Scientific. Best facilities for Music, Painting,
anti Drawing.
Experienced teachers, good accomTerm begins Monday,
modations. low prices.
For CircuMarch 27th, ends Friday, .June 30th.

t*t

ST.

bore

from his own rich

Brown’s Iron Bitters
does not contain whiskey
or alcohol, and will not
blacken the teeth, or cause
headache and constipation.
It will cure dyspepsia, indi-

DRESSER, McL£lLAN & GO'S

20 cts.

ROBINSON, City Clerk,

BUSINfcfeH

window,

mar

12 1-2 cents.

Westbrook Seminary and Female College,

ttivfiT' to orlTftto

be

can

Staples,

MIDDLE
346
20

sell

large lot of choice
Plaid Ginghams at

A

EDUCATIONAL

Eaton

Horatio

ever

have
several
choice
Styles to
very
in
oder
at
Fancy Black
Dress Goods at prices
that will please close

A limited number of reserved seats for sale at
8tockbridge’s and at the Academy. Price 50c.
General Admission 25c.
Gilbert’s next. Waltzing Party will be given Thursmar21dtf
day Evening, March 30tb.

To

choice

we

been

H. M. S. Pinafore,

CITY

The styles of the 25 cts.
seen in our large corner
which is full of them.

PORTLAND,

them before.

satirical opera

Ideal

dyspepsia

open.

in

Com-

79 Dearborn Ave., Chicago, Nov. 7.
I have been a great sufferer from
a very weak stomach, heartburn, and
in its worst form. Nearly
every tiling I ate gave me distress,
and I could eat but little. I have
tried every thing recommended, have
taken the prescriptions of a ddken
physicians, but got no relief until I
took Brown’s Iron Bitters. I feel
none of the old troubles, and am a
new man.
I am getting much
stronger, and feel first-rate. I am
a railroad engineer, and now make
my trips regularly. I can not say
too much in praise of your wonderful medicine.
D. C. Mack.

—

BOSTON H EAL OPERA 00.

ChoruM.

HOnATIOSTAPLES,

styles at lower prices

28!h,

March

now

Edges

Wednesday, March 22d.
dlw

Taesday Evening,

Another lot large, heavy', all Linen
Towels, 18 1-2 inches by 38.

nTini ro

purifying

strengthening.

mencing at the foundation
it builds up and restores lost
health—in no other way can
lasting benefit be obtained.

job lot of Hamburg

A

HALL,

CITY

nnniTin

and Ulster 246Middle St.,
Cloth in New Spring

A Story of the For West.

Usual Prices.
Sale of seats commences
mh20

and

Cloakings, Dol-

Styles

Fancy Rifle Shooting by Buffalo Kill,
who is acknowledged pre-eminent and alone.
A Grand Street Parade, Buffalo Bill’s Silver Cornet Band and Orchestra.

system, healing,

Price, 15 cents.

mans

ex-

WAIF,

THE PRAIRIE

one

RECEIVED

About Women Doctors.
Tlie extracts from Dr. Devoll’s paper, reprinted by the Pbess to-day, are of immediate interest. The resignations of the Superintendent and the Steward of the Maine
Geueral Hospital for the Insane indicate an
entire reorganization of its staff;—and this
is the time for the State to employ a woman
doctor for the woman patients there,—if it
chooses to employ one. To our mind the
arguments advanced by Dr. Devoll are convincing, and we are confident that our readers, after studying her plea, will speedily
reach the same conclusion. We invite their
attention to her energetic presentation of
the matter, and to the long and imposing
list of authorities she cites. That list can
be lengthened. Dr. Goldsmith's paper, at
the Social Science meeting at Saratoga last
Fall, was one of the most edifying essays
read to the Association. He, a healer of
wide repute and extended practice, known
to every intelligent doctor in the country,

By thorough and rapid
assimilation with the blood,
it reaches every part of the

PRICE, 12 1-2 cts. each.

POWERFUL DRAMATIC COMPANY,
producing Buffalo Bill’s Now Drama, written
pressly for him by John A. Stevens, author
of "Unknown,” entitled

chemical and
medicinal principles, and
does j ust what is claimed for
it—no more and no less.

scientific,

Very heavy.

furnished

anonymous letters and communare in
eations. The name and address of the writ
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for nbllcation but as a guaranty of good faith.
Wo cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

preparation
compounded on thoroughly
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Three lots Bleached Damask Towels, with KNOTTED FRINGES, large
sizes, in elegant designs. PRICE 2o
CENTS EACH. These are actually
worth double the money.
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Buffalo Bill

will give
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PORTLAND THEATRE.
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Frank Curtis.Proprietor & Manager.
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Damask Towels
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large and heavy, in
beautiful figures of birds, animals
&c., with very handsome colored

Pattern and Model Maker.
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Tboy is bound to have $2,500 worth of
satisfaction out of Johnny Sullivan, and
money and man are ready. It isn’t the
Troy Terror who is “spoilin’ for a row,”
but the Awfui Blacksmith—James Fox by
name. Fox has thrown down his "defl,”
and if Sullivan takes it up the mill will
come off six months from the signing of the
articles—a long time, but perhaps the European war will come in to All up the gap.
Mb. Luther S. Howlett, formerly of the
Worcester Spy, and for some years past editor of the Louisville Commercial, is now the
Washington correspondent of the Louisville
Courier-Journal. He has not changed his
politics by entering the employment of a
Democratic newspaper, but Is as earnest a

Republican

as ever.

State to pass a Rethe new apportionment. It was not a difficult matter, since
there were only nine counties in the State
which gave Democratic majorities in 1880.
If all goes well Michigan may now return
eleven members to the next Congress, and
Michigan is the first
bill under

districtiog

Newburgh, N. Y., is getting ready for
her centennial celebration next year by asking Congress to appropriate $10,000 for a

there,

and

Washington's headquarters
help pay the bills for a

also to

celebration which will commemorate the
closing events of the revolutionary war.
It

seems

that the people of the United

States cannot even have a flood to themselves.
Probably jealous of the efforts of the Missis-

line, the Amazon has broken
swamping towns and overwhelming provinces at a great rate.

sippi

in that

is

loose and

The area of land which will be reclaimed

by the draining of Lake Okeechobee, work on the canals for doing which has
already been begun, is larger than that of
the States of New Jersey, Connecticut, Delin Florida

aware

and Rhode Island.

his salary of 10,000 a year the
lieutenant governor of Quebec presents
yearly a bill of $15,000 or more, of which
about $1,300 is for carriage hire. He appears to be “a traveling man.”
Besides

During tbe last ten years the population
of Rome has increased 55,000, that of Naples 45,000, that of Milan 59,000, and other
Italian cities in like manner, except Florence, which has

gained only 3400.

The leading independents of Georgia are
attempting the formation of a ne w party and
have called a mass meeting of all Georgia
independents to convene at Atlanta, Ga.,
June

_____________

Some Florida Notabilities.
[Correspondence Atlanta Constitution]
Florida has a live duke and a still liver duch
ess! About thirty miles above Rock Ledge, on
Indian river, is situated the famous Dummet
orange grove. The simple country people living about there were somewhat mystified, but

abashed, a Bhort time ago by hearItalian duke had bought tbo grove,
ana was comiDg to Florida to take up his residence. Iu due time he came—the duke of
Oastelluccia and his American duchess. He is
not a whit

ing

that

The Large Cities of Europe and their Sur-

plus Population.
I.Corresponilence Springfield Republican.)
Of the large cities in Enrope, Berlin ranks
third in size to London and Paris—the census
of last year giving it 1,100,000 inhabitants. In
1850 it had but 400,000, a gain of 700,000 in 00
years—thus doubling and nearly trebling its
numbers. Nor is Berlin exceptional from other
German cities in its rapid growth. Dresden in
1850 had 90,000 Inhabitants and now it numbers
about 220,000; Breslau 30 years ago had 100,000
and at present it numbers 280,000; 80 yean ago
Munich had 50,000; 30 years ago 100,000; and
last year 230,000 inhabitants. Not only these
cities, bat all the German cities, and also the
towns show the same remarkable growth. And
the growth is not occasioned by emigration
from outside the empire’s borden, as it is In
America, but from the people's literally fallfilling the scriptaral command to“increase and
multiply and replenish the earth." It is seldom
that a German mother has less than eight or
ten children, while it Is common for them to
have 12 and

all Republicans.

monument at

Europe's Teeming Millions.

an

a burly soldierly fellow
easy-mannered, bat very

good-looking and

much afraid that
somebody will swindle the duke or hurt tbe
duchess. He came to New York a short time
ago and married a Brooklyn lady of great
wealth, it is said that she bought his title,
but this is not true. He inherited liis title,
and her money simply enabled him to properly
support it. He lives in fine style in New York
and has one of the finest places in Florida. It
was sold to Sir. Schuyler of New Jersey a few
aud he sold it to the duke
years ago for
It will pay a pretty uiccim,
it up with
this sum, and the duke is not fixing
the lavishness that might be expected from an
Italian nobleman. The duchess is a large, fair-

looking iady, very fond of the duke, and, alto-

common
gether, I expect they are as happy ashad
a tine
and
people. He is a great sailor,the
builder and
yacht built hut disagreed witli
do not like

refused to take it. The neighbors
the distinguished pair, claiming that they are
stingy and proud; but I suspect their greatest
crime consists in being noble folks.
The finest country reaidcBce io Florida is
that of a French count, Frederick de Bary.
This gentleman is best known to t he public as
the American agent for Mumm's champagne,
from which he derives a princely revenue.
The Count de Bary became interested in Florida about 10 years ago. He bad a daughter of
about 15 years of age that he thought was dying
of consumption, and he sought a softer clime
that her last days might be more peaceful. To
bis surprise she rapidly recovered her health,
and is now happily married to an officer in the
Prussian army.
Count de Bary bought two places near Entermake
prise. One of them he determined to
bis home. He built a house that cost over $50,000 under the first contract. It is supplied with
wine cellars, billiard rooms, gas, water, and is
furnished in the richest style. Back of the
house is a beautiful artificial lake, and the
grounds are handsomely decorated with fountains, avenues and flowers. The main feature
however, is the grove. It is simply ideal. Five
thousand orange trees of the very best quality
are set out with the utmost precision and ferThe grove is kept as
tilized into perfection.
neat as a parlor, and each tree is carefully
clipped and attended. There is not a piece of
stick, and scarcely a leaf to be found anywhere
this grove stretches over
on tbo ground, and
nearly 100 acres. A competent traveler, who
had spent five years on the Mediterranean, told
me it was the finest grove he had ever seen.
The house and grounds cost over $250,000, and
make a magnificent country seat. Nearly 50
people are employed about the place as cooks,
grooms, sailors, gardeners, etc. The fount disDenses here a princely hospitality. He is about
70 years old, and is fond of sampling the wines
he deals in. His sou, a cool and shrewd
the enormous busiman of 35, lias charge of
ness in New York. This embraces, beside the
wine and water trade, »n immense cigar factoWest.
ry in New York and another at Key
Besides all this the count has done a great
He now
Florida.
of
the
deal for
development
the five finest steamboats on tbe St.
owns
Johns making daily trips from Jacksonville
A be de Bary, built last year at a
to Sanford.
cost of $75,000, is the best boat ever put on the
river. The count is a strong believer in Florida and spends his winters here. He has fine
boats, good wines, balmy airs, sunshine and
friendB, a fine grove and a good cook in his
winter home, and wliat more can a man of 70
want that this earth can furnish?
Mr. Astor, tbe New York millionaire, has
been an enthusiast on Florida for years, but
lias invested very little money in orange groves.
He has spent abont $200,000 in city improvements in Jacksonville, and has bought a con*
troling interest in the queer little railroad that
lias purruns from Tocoi to St. Augustine. He
chased two land grants at small figures, and
they are not worth any more than he paid. Tbe
town of Astor, that bears his name, is simply a
warehouse and depot, named for him because
be gave the railroad company the land ou
which it is located. Mr. Astor is iu Fiorina
this winter, but comes without bis yacht, aud
only for a short time. A few years ago bo used
to spend most of his winters here aud was lavish with his money. He has new. given it up
almost entirely.

(Charles C. Ward in the Century.
•The Black Bear’s Cunning.
I roally think that Bruin possesses the sense
ol humor; at all events his actions point that
he is extremeway, anil there is no doubt that
I once had an
ly cunning and observing.
English friend visiting me, who played the

He was in the habit of marching up
flute.
and down, while playing, near a tame bear I
had at that time. The bear had a piece of stick
about two feet long, which lie tossed about for
amusement. After a time, he came to handle
the stick very much as my friend did Iris flute.
This auuoyed my sensitive friend, and in rewith uncouth noises.
venge he teased the bear
Bruin sniffed and whined, and waited his opblow
portunity for delivering a tremendous
with his paw at his enemy, whose tall hat was
Ho escapknocked completely over his eyeB.
ed being scalped by dropping flat and rolling
This
bear
the
bear.
of
spent
out of the reach
much of his time in the tree to which he was
chained, and when climbing usually got his
in a
chain twisted over and under the branches
to
most intricate manner, but never failed
take cut every turn as he!desceuded. A friend
he
conld
who owned a tame hear told me that
which
not account for the mysterious way in
Observing at differthe poultry disappeared.
Bruin s
ent times, a good many feathers around
was the
pole, he began to suspect that the hear
his
confirmed
suspicculprit. Close watching
ions. When Bruin thought lie was unobserved,
he would seize any unfortunate hen or chicken
w'tliin his reach and devour it; but if auy one
the meal,
appeared before he oould complete
he would fit upon his prey until the danger ot
He was betrayed, at
discovery had passed.
last, by the cackling of an old hen, that he had
failed to silenco.

15 and not uncommon for even

higher numbers. Pray don’t have any anxiety
lest Germany becomes depopulated and ruined
by the enormeas emigration that is constantly
taking place to other countries, and especially
to America. The country is already over-populated; it has more mouths than it has bread
to give them, more hands than it has labor to
perform. The great problem which Bismarck
and the government at piesent are trying to
solve is what to do with the increasing millions
of the future.
Emigration is the great safety-valve of the
country, and through its channels the surplus

population, or a portion of it at least, sees new
homes in foreign lands and under foreign skies,
where labor is in demand and receives its just
reward and where the hard working laborer
and mechanic will be free from the military
despotism which in Germany grinds them to
earth. In some parts of Germany the population has more than donbled in 16 years, and
from 1872 to 1878, the yearly excess of births
over deaths was 542,000, and at tbe present rate
of increase the population of the country will
reach nearly a handled millions before the
next centary is half completed.
From 1816 to
1864 the increase of population in Prussia was
from 10,350,000 to 19,260,000, and in 1875 to 21,232,000, or 105 per cent. With these startling
figures, the German economist is busy at work
over his calculations, endeavoring to fix on the
time in the future when the prophecy of Malthus will be fullfilled, aud the population of
this earth will be so dense that there will not
be standing room on the earth's surface for its
inhabitants. The labor qnestion now is the
question of the hour, and is engrossing the attention of not only the higher but the lower
classes. Win re there is a demand for the labor of one pair of hands there are 20 striving to
get it. Parents in alarm are auxionsly asking.
“What
shall we do with our children.'
Strong, abled-bodied men, who wonld jump at
the chance to work for a mark—25 cents—for
10 or 12 hours’ labor, seek work in vain. There
is no opening of commerce, for the commerce of
the country is small and confined to one or two
ports. There i9 a great pressure to enter the
military service, notwithstanding its insignificant pay, bat the service is already overcrowded, and has 20 applicants where one is received
Not only the German government, but cities
and townships throughout the empire are financially embarrassed and find it almost an impossibility to raise money by taxation to meet
their demands.
Statistics which have been carefully gathered, show the emigration from Germany in the
last 60 years has amounted to three and a halt
millions, the greatest share of which, about
seven-eighths, has taken place since 1850, and
mostly to the United States. And tbe same
statistics show that the direct loss to Germany
by its emigration in the 60 years specified has
amounted to ten millards of marks or about two
and one-half millards of dollars—more than
twice the enormous sain of the war indemnity
which Germany required of France at the conclusion of the late Franco-Prusslan war, and
the United States has been the gainer by what
has been Germany’s loss.
Germany now claims 45,000,000 inhabitant.
In area it covers 204,719 square miles. The
State of Texas has 274,356 square miles, so that
to plant the whole German empire on its surface, mile for mile with its 45,000,000 of people,
there would still be territory enough left to
make three countries larger than Portugal,
Switzerland and Denmark combined. With

Sum,™11™11 Europe

other great States and Territopresent are sparsely populated,
there is not much danger of over emigration
for centnnes to come.
of
nothing
woloii

nes

our

at

Burdette on Custer.
"But X am ratlier fond,” said Mr. Burdette
in his lecture on ‘The Pilgrimage of a Fanny
Man,'‘‘of the frivolities and freshness of the
average young man. We most not forget thet
these conceal rather than proclaim the man.
These youths who were parting their hair in the
middle and whispering airy nothings ia Ihe palace of Whitehall became the men who followed
the fiery Rupert to the charge, and marched to
fields of carnage with the conquering spears of
Cromwell. 1 have long ago got over the idea
that I could tell all about a man by looking at
him. I got over it daring the civil war.
went down there to help General Grant whip
the rebels. The General had a command and
I had one. Mine was the horse aDd accoutrements of a private soldier, and if General
Grant’s command had caused him one-half the
trouble mine did me I believe he would have
resigned. I wanted to resign, but the government would not let me.
Well, one day when
I was trying to make my command keep up
with the commands of the men In front of me,
l never was more
a cavalry officer rode by.
Such a fop—finical
disgusted in all my life.
and priggish to the last degree. Not a wrinkle
in the glittering uniform that encased the
slender form. White gauntlet gloves reached
nearly to the elbow, a long Spanish sword and
Ixing hair in that region! And
long hair.
what was worse lie curled it and wore it falling
and down ills back like a
over His shoulders
The most gloriYellow hair it was.
woman.
ous gold that ever sunlight shone upon, I believe it now- bat yellow I called It then. I
the name
was too much disgusted even te ask
of the officer, and rode along a little piqued
that the government didn’t make officers of
such meu as me, instead of the one jnst passed.
We were
I saw him again subsequently.
studying geography—trying to find how far it
was from one place to another
by going there.
When we had most got where we were going
we came to along line of marshes with a creek
running through them, and crossing the
marshes was a causeway with a bridge over
the creek. Across the marshes, on a hill, was
a party of gentlemen in gray nlstera haring a
picnic. We had never been introdeced to one
of them, bat thev shot away at us jnst as sociably as if we bad hens alongside their backyards for ten years.
Mr. Burdette then gave an account of the
mameuyres of the cavalry and the agonized
waiting while the fight went on near It. ‘"Till
finally,” he said, “with a rush and a roar the
fight was on ns. Then I saw that form again.
Forward into the hell of the battle, and, ride
hard as we would, those yellow ourls were
always in advance, leading na on. Above them
l saw the Hash of the sabre, catting circles of
light in the air, and where he led we followed;
would not ride gayly, smilingly to
for wh
death when Coster led the way?’’

A woman

fully

across

A Missing Baby.
[Detroit Post.]
was wheeling a baby-wagon carethe Campus Martins yesterday,

when several men screamed to her to “look
out!” and a span of horses, driven wildly, came
tearing across, as if about to demolish everybody. With the persistency of her sex, however, the woman looked the other way, and-in
a

moment the

lay tarned

kept on

up

baby-wagon was

over

in

a

overthrown and

heap, while the carriage

Woodward avenue

without even

slacking speed.
One man in a spring overcoat and sunflower
turned the Ijpggy up expecting
ran and
to find the baby dead underneath, and a number of ladies shrieked and begged him to get
the “dear little thing out.’’ Several gentlemen
who had been leaning in musing mood against
the Detroit Opera House essayed to help him,
but though they righted the buggy no baby was

gloves

seeu.

“It’s smothered in the mud!” shrieked one
of the ladies.
“It must have clung to the horses and have
been carried off,” suggested auother.
“How did it get away?” they all asked.
“No doubt the poor little thing is dead by
this time,” said another kindly matron, “(lave
you looked all through the things?”
At this moment it occurred to some one of
them that the mother would be the right person to appeal to, and they turned to her.
She
was standing coolly on the crossing, armt-jkimthe
bo, watching
proceedings.
"The baby is all right," she said arily, “I left
her at home while I took the buggy for, to bring
the washing.
Hev you got all the pieces
picked up? cos if you have I might as well be
goiu' ou.”
To see the disgust impressed on the countenances of
all interested was a study in human
nature. Not one of the crowd was glad that
baby was safe at homo. They would much
rather have picked it out of the mud I Bat each
fact that a man was hung
one recalled the
once for not attending to his own business and
sneaked off.
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THE PERUVIAN COMPANY.

Continuation of Shipherd's Testimony.

WHAT GARFIELD FORESAW.

XLVIIth Congress-ist Session.

Why He Looked with Favor
the Peruvian Company.

SENATE.
Washington, March 23.
Mr. Windom, from the committee on foreign
relations, reported adversely the Senate bill In
relation to the Venezuela award. Indefinitely

on

postponed.

MAINE.
COLLECTOR ROBERTSON
Fire in Harrison.
Bridgton, March 23.—The annealing house
connected with P. Tolman & Co’s wire factory in Harrison, and contents were wholly defire at 2 o’clock this morning. Loss

stroyed by

$1000 to $1500; insured for $400.
Longfellow Seriously HI.
Boston, March 23.—The poet Longfellow is
seriously ill at his residence in Cambridge, it is
understood with inflammation of the bowels.
The Katahdin Iron Works Assault.
Bangor, March 23.—The assailant in the
horrible affray at the Katahdin Iron Works is
named John Bailey. Frank Robinson, the

victim of the assault, is still alive, although

quite

low.

It appears

now

that Robinson

struck Bailey flrst, and that the latter responded by seizing a shovel and smashing in Robin•on’s skull. Bailey has not yet been arrested.

MASSACHUSETTS.
A Good Haul.
schooner
23.—The
Gloucester, March
Grace L. Fears, from the Grand Banks, yesterof
halibut,
day, weighted off 98,823 pounds
3.000 pounds of cod fish which sold for $G,017,on a five
each,
5206.30
the
crew
sharing
30,
This is the best stock ever made
week’s trip
in

halibut trip.

a

WASHINGTON.
Death of Rear Admiral Spotts.
Washington, March 23 —-Seoretary Hunt
this morning received a cablegram from Capt.
A. W. Weaver, commander of the Brooklyn,
dated at Montevideo, stating that Admiral
March
Spotts died at Stanley, Falkland Island,
9th, of apoplexy and was buried there. Rear
comwas
in
who
H.
James
Admiral
Spotts,
mand of the South Atlantic squadron at the
time of his death, entered upon that duty in
July last, having relieved Rear Admiral BryHe was born in North Carolina, March
son.
11,1822, and was appointed to the navy from
Kentucky, August 2,1837. His total sea service was over 22 years. His last previous
cruise expired in October, 1872. His death
makee the following promotion in line: Commodore Pierce Crosby to bo Rear Admiral;
Capt. A. A. Semmes to be Commodore; Commander G. H. PerkiuB to be Captain; Lieutenant Commander Charles V. Gridley to be Commander; Lieutenant John Bryce to be LieutenRear Admiral John C.
ant Commander.
Febiger has been ordered to hold himself in
readiness to command the South Atlantic station.
__

WALL STREET.
Denver
and Other Securities.
New Yobk, March 23.- Wall street reports
State that the covering by two large bears was
an important factor in the advance yesterday.
The drive at the low priced stocks was determined, but it increased the short interest without bringing out much long stock. The pegs in
Missouri Pacific, Western Union and Lake
Shore held fast, and assurances are given that
they will be plaoed higher to-day. An insider
said last evening that the market might not be
rampant to-day, but he thought Friday and
Saturday would be field days for the bulls.
The bears were very confident last evening of
a further reaction. They predict shipments of
Saturday, talk gloomily of the effects of
B floods, and predict trouble between the
trunk lines on acoount of the lack of business

Gossip About Jersey Central,

Sid

The fjowen party is understood to have obtained full control of Jersey Central. Mr.
Gould is believed to be in harmony with the
Gowen-Vanderbilt interest. It is reported that
Mr. Gowen will make application to the Court
to-morrow to vacate the injunction against the
issue of Reading deferred bonds. The advance
in Denver was aocompanied by two rumors.
One was that it had been decided to pay the
April dividend. The Directors, however, have
taken no action relating to this dividend. The
other rumor was to the effect that arrangements were pending with the Union Pacific
Company, which would require ratification by
the stockholders, and which made holdings of
the stock a mattered importance. German
houses bought Denver heavily.
There were large
purchases of Western
Union yesterday, for the account of an outside

pool.

Members of the Gould party begin to include
Wabash in their predictions of liigher prices.
There is said to be a strong pool in the common stock.
It is stated that operators usually well informed have put out short lines in Lake Shore,
expecting the price to go above 120, but intending to average at a figure which will, in their
opinion, yield a large profit a month or two

MAKES

A

Washington, March 23.—The examination
of Shipherd was resumed before the foreign
affairs committee this morning.
Before any questions were put to him, Ship-

herd desired to add a word if in order at this
stage to the testimony given yesterday. He
then stated that he would waive the technical
objection he had raised and would state that
tbe Senator to whom he had alluded was
Henry W. Blair of New Hampsh|re. He
further stated that with one exception there
was no other member of Congress who had in
any way been interested as counsel or approached with a view to securing his services.
This gentleman, .Shipherd says, was asked to
act aB counsel and declined on the ground that
he might be called upon as a member of Congress to pass upon the claims of the Peruvian
With this exception and that of
Company.
Senator Blair there was no other instance of
the services of members of
secure
to
effort
any
either House of Congress.
Representative Blount inquired, “What
were your reasons for employing Blair as counsel? Was it on account of his relations with
the Secretary ot State or simply in his capacity

asattorney?”

The witness replied that he would like to
his answer until the committee should
haue decided whether this matter should be
gone into at the present time.
Mr. Blount asked what was the inducement
which impelled him to seek the services of the
member of Congress who had declined, whethon account of supposed influence
er it was
with the executive or for the purpose of obhis
advice as a lawyer.
taining
The witness—It was for reasons purely personal to the member himself as dintinguisbed
from any aid that he might render or was exnented to render in any event as a member of
reserve

Congress.

to give the name at
to stating the details of
transactions.
any purely personal
Some discussion on tbe part of the committee ensued, as to whether they should pursue
this branch of inquiry at present. The chairthat Shipherd desired to be exman stated
cused from further examination this morning
on account of the state of his health, and perhaps it would be better to pass on the request
before proceeding with a further investigation.
Tbe question was therefore waived for the

Tne witness declined

present, and demurred

present.

Tne witness produced a copy of his (witness’s) letter to the President May 21st, and
explained that it had been sent to him by his
son, who had been requested to make a copy
from his letter book; and that he (Shipherd)
after a critical examination of it was prepared
to say that it was a correct copy.
The letter was then read by the clerk. It
was quite long and rehearsed in detail the
claims and plans of the Peruvian company.
Tbe letter referred to enclosures, naming the
prospectus of the company, the draft of an
agreement with Peru, the claim and title of
the Peruvian company, and stated that it was
deemed best to lay the whole matter before
the President and to avail of such suggestions
as he might deem
proper to be made in the
premises; that no difficulty was anticipated of
the settlement of all differences without asking further government aid than that already
indicated. It spoke of the magnitude of the
interests involved and estimated the value of
guano at a thousand millions of dollars, and
indicated that ex-President Grant would be
president of the company and that its board of
directors would include gentlemen equally
well known and capable.
At the conclusion of the reading Shipherd
said he had been “Engaged in lively flirtation
with the neuralgia.” which had deprived him
of rest and unfitted him from fatigue for
further examination to-day and he would
therefore crave indulgence of the committee
and asked to be excused for the day.
The examination was postponed until tomorrow and the committee went into regular
session for general business.
Collector Robertson’s Statement,
In regard to the Peruvian company investigation Collector Robertson of New York, said
this forenoon to a reporter:
I have read the testimony given by Jacob B.
Shipherd, yesterday, before the House committee, and so far as that testimony relates to
me Shipherd has stated the facts tersely and
fairly. I was employed by the company to examine a question affecting tbe company and
Tbis I did and was
to give a legal opinion.
paid for it, and that comprises my entire connection with the company. The question that
I was asked to examine was concerning the
title of the company to the claim made against
the Peruvian government. Further than this
I have nothing to say.

THE STAR ROUTES.

An Order Issued for Dorsey’s

Ar-

rest.

ments.

The Hibernia mine was sold by the sheriff
at Leadville, yesterday, for $20,730, to C. J.
Rowell.
The St. Paul & Omaha road is bearing 4 per
cent on the common stock. There were large
purchases yesterday in expectation of an advance.

The bull pool in Texas Pacific have taken a
very large block of stock. A long short line
was covered in the morning, but new lines
were put out in the afternoon.
Mr. McGeough is reported as saying, yesterday, that he would not sell April wheat below
1.36, and the longer the shorts waited the more
they would have to pay. Some settlements
were made during the day at 1.36.
A prominent house telegraphed last evening
that the clique had been feeding the market all
day. Boston people were buying Lake Erie
and Western on a belief that the stock will go
to SO and the inoomes to 75.
Insiders are absorbing Oregon short line subscriptions, and expect a sharp upward movement.
Bullish talk on Union Pacific is tempered by
a reported large order to sell at 115.

ELECTION

FRAUDS.

Attorney General Brewster to Vigorously
Prosecute South Carolina Parties.
Waihimoton, March 23.— Correspondence is
made poblio between Attorney General Brewster and Dallet Sanders, Assistant U. S. District Attorney of Charleston, S. C., on the subject of election fraads in that State. In a letter dated March 18th, Mr. Brewster says:
“I wish Mr. Melton to be told by you that I
expect that he will prosecute forthwith the
meet important persons concerned in the attempts to defeat honest elections by fraudnlent
I say “highest and most
or forcible means.
responsible people,’’ are those whom I desire
to be first prosecated and first pursued. There
will be no example if merely insignifican peteons are takon hold of. Those who stand high
In the oommnnity and have thus ventured to
violate the law and encourage others to do it,
are the very persons to be first prosecated, and
if connected punished in a signal way, then
things will begin to change and voters be en0 nraged to vote according to their convictions,
and these who do vote will feel satisfied their
votes have been dnly counted and surrender
cheerfully to the honest result.”
In reply to Mr. Sanders, steps have been
taken to bring to trial the various managers of
the election, and also board county canvassers
of Sumter county who are men who count retarns from the different precincts of their respective Bounties and forward the same to the
hoard of State canvassers.

THE RED CROSS.
Appeal In Behalf of the Sufferers by the
Southern Floods.
Washington, March 23.—The following call
has been issued:
To the American people—Tho President having signed the treaty of the Geneva Conference and the Senate having on the (1th inst ratified the President’s action, the American Association of the Red Cross, organized under
provisions of said treaty, proposes at once to
send its agents among the sufferers by the recent floods with a view of ameliorating their
condition, so far as can be done by human aid,
and the means at hand will admit of. Contributions are urgently solicited. Remittances in
money may be made to Hon. Charles J. Folger, Secretary of the Treasury, Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, or to his associates, Hon.
Robert T. fcincoln and Hon. George B. Boring,
Commissioner of Agriculture. Contributions of
wearing apparel,bedding and provisions should
be addressed to the "The Red Cross Agent’’ at
Memphis, Tenn., Vicksburg, Miss., and Helena, Arkansas.
(Signed)--Clara Barton, Bancroft Davie,
Frederick Douglass, Alex. Y. P. Garnet, Mrs.
Omar D. Conger, A. S. Solomons, Mrs. S. A.
Martha Canfield, R. D. Mussey.
THE SOUTHERN FLOOD.
The Waters Gradually Subsiding—Reports of the Damage Greatly Exaggerated.
Yazoo City,March 23.—The river fell two
Inches here last night, a total fall of four inches since noon on Tuesday. The steamer from
the Tallahatchie river reports a fall of fifteen
inches at Sharkey’s, and that it is falling four
inches in twenty-four hours. All along the
Yazoo river below Greenwood the fall has averaged five inches. The extreme suffering reported on the Tallaobie river was greatly exaggerated. The people are well provided fur
and in some places preparations are being made
for planting. Boats now arriving bring but
few people and it is supposed that the exodus
from the Yazoo delta is about ended.
A. K.
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St. Louis, Iron Mon,.,-.._, ^_,Railroad to compel an accounting of the earnings
and expenditures for the past two years. An
officer of the road states that no interest has
been paid on the income bonds for the past
two years, because the company spent $1,100,000 in 1880, and about the same amount in
1881, making necessary repairs and improve-

A CHANCE FOE A GRAND AND

THE HEARING POSTPONED TILL SATURDAY.

Washington, March 23.—The case of the
United States against Thomas J. Brady, ExSenator S. W. Dorsey, H. M. Vail and others,
defendants in the Star route cases, were called
in the criminal court, Judge Wylie presiding,
this morning. The hearing was to be devoted
to preliminary arguments to arrange the date
of the trials and other preliminaries. None of
At the close of
the defendants were present.
the arguments the Court said he would allow
the defense until Saturday to prepare their
case, and would make their appearance then
peremptory. It would be necessary for them to
enter a plea, on that day unless further reasons
should appear.
Mr. Hines counsel for John R. Miner, charged with perjury in these cases, and Mr. Bro» n,
counsel for James W. Donahue, charged with
conspiracy in the Straw bond cases, said they
could enter pleas in their case now if the prosecution insisted on trying some one, but it was
finally arranged that the pleas in all the oases
should be entered upon the same day as far as

possible.

Mr. Bliss then stated that Stephen Dorsey
had not been placed under bonds, and asked
the court to compel his attendance.
Col. Robert Ingersoll said this course was en
The prosecution was
tirely unnecessary.
aware that Dorsey was in the far West and he
him present
behave
to
could promise
fore these cases could possibly come to trial.
There was nothing in the charges against him
“He is no more afraid of
to cause his flight.
them than is a hungry man of mince pie,’’
Col.
remarked
Ingersoll.
earnestly
The prosecution, however, insisted upon
Dorsey’s arrest, and the Court said it was their
privilege to have the order issued.
Mr. Bliss then affked that Fred B. Lilley, a
defendant in one of the original Star route
cases, be compelled to enter a plea today.
Mr. Totten explained that Lilley had not
been informed that bis presence was necessary
and he asked that his case also go over until

Saturday,

District Attorney Corkhill objected and asked that Col. Totten either pledge himself to
cause Lilley’s appearance or that his recognition be declared forfeited.
Mr. Totten gave the required promise and
this case also went over.
Judge Wylie said he hoped these cases would
not last through the hot summer weather, to
which remark Mr. Totten replied that the defence would not interpose any obstacles to a
speedy trial. Mr. Ingersoll, however, turning
toward the prosecuting officers said frankly
that be could not tell what course he would
pursue. It depended upon the developments
in the trial. If he found he could make anything by a speedy trial then he would try and
have one. If he believed it to be for the interest of the defence to delay them, why he
should do his best to fight them off. This candid remark caused merriment among the counsel. The Court said fortunately the question
The hearing
of time rested with the defence.
was then postponed until Saturday next.

CRILI-PERU.
Ex Secretary Blaine on the Imbroglio.
Washington, March 23.—The Post to-morrow will print a long interview with Mr.
on
the Chili-Peruvian question in
Blaine
which he Btates the general result was precisehad
he
what
predicted when Mr. Trescott’s
ly
He had Baid that
instructions were revoked.
Peru was to be despoiled and destroyed and
the
of
the
that
spoliation were to be diprofits
vided between Chili and English bondholders
and speculators who furnished the money and
This
guns and ironclads that destroyed Peru.
fact has been made evident by the recent action of the Chilian authorities in asking for
bids on 1,000,000 tons of guano from the Peruvian guano beds now in the hands of Chili, all
of which must be paid for in English money.
Onp-half goes to Chili and ‘he other half to
English bondholders; and Chili binds herself
to deposit 50 per cent, of the proceeds in the
Bank of England. Mr. Tiescott was forbidden to make any authoritative utterances as to
to the merits of the controversy between Chili
and Peru and being thus powerless Chili and
English bondholders had it all their own way
with nobody to molest or make them afraid,
The moral influence of the United States juciciously exerted could have saved the autonomy of Peru.
Another Small Pox Scare.
Dks Moines, la., March 23.—The courts
have adjourned in haste owing to small pox
breaking out in the jail, whieh is in the basement of the court house.
Chicago, March 23.—Nine new cases of
small pox are reported and five deaths.

Samuel Huff, Judge, Solomon Hill, Majority Inspector, and W. McIntyre, Minority In-

the recent munispector in the Tenth Ward at
election in Philadelphia, were arrested
with
making false and
Wednesday charged
fraudulent election returns. They will have a

cipal

hearing to-day.
The Union rolling mill strike at Chicago has
ended in a compromise and the furnaces will
The strikers gained an instart up again.
crease of 12 to 15 cents, but agreed to work
twelve hours per day.

New York, March 23.—The Graphic publishes the following Washington special:
There are certain indications that point to
eventual understanding of the Chili*
an
Peruvian controversy, which will show to the
public that, instead of a scandal, great credit
will be reflected upon the leading public men
This will come
who encouraged the scheme.
about, if at all, without reference to any action
that Shipherd may have taken, or without
disinterested course of
the
guaranty of
It may be that these men sought
Hurlbnt.
certain ends without
to
accomplish
one
the
great circumspection as to the means employed,
and the other took advantage of an opportunity to extort reward for the assurance of neutrality. This is a side issue, which is not very
important compared with the question as to
what was the attitude of the last administration, which is of chief interest to the-public.
There has been an immense amount of smoko
and dust raised and an effort among the gcasips
here to make political capital out of the matter.
Shipherd’s testimony indirectly connecting Garfield’s name with the affair has given
a new impetus to this sort of) warfare, aimed
in reality at the late Secretary of
tate.
A prominent public man, whose name, if it
coula be furnished, would be an ample guarantee of the fact that he knows whereof ho
speaks, has given your correspondent a statement of the facts relative to the attitude of
the administration toward the Chili-Peruvian
Company. He was on such terms of intimacy
with the late President that his knowledge of
It appears
the matter cannot be questioned.
from his statement that, in the failure of the
out
its plans, the
Peruvian company to carry
United States lost the grandest opportunity
ever vouchsafed this country to assert its inIt has
fluence outside its own boundaries.
lost in this opportunity the ,prospect of eventof
control
ual peaceful

Srobably

THE ISTHMUS OF DARIEN

and the chance to establish its commercial
domination of the southern Pacific coast. The
President and Secretary Blaine recognized the
principle that the conquering nation in a war
had the right to idemnity, bnt also believed
in the doctrine that, when a reasonable indemnification could be made by the vanquished,
boundaries should not be disturbed. They
were prepared to insist, also, that, when the
conquering nation had received a reasonable
indemnity, there should not be further levy
made which would entail the interests of
The foreign policy of the
American citizens.
administration was fixed without regard to the
Peruvian Company, yet it was favorable to
the prosecution of such an enterprise under
legitimate management. It was not doubted
by the administration that Peru would recognize a reasonable amount of the claims on
which the so-called Peruvian Company—not
formed, by the way, till some months later—
The Landreau claim amounted
were based.
to some 9130,000,000 and the Cochet claim to
It was not expected that
some 9100,000,000.
Peru would agree to pay all this, for it would
have been impossible to comply with the demand under their methods of development of
their country. It was proposed that a company be formed owning these claims, or, at
least, the larger of the two, that of Cochet.
This company was to obtain recognition of
such part of the claim as Peru would admit
and agree to, instead of pressing her for the
money which it was known she could not pay
to take the nitrate beds and guano deposits.
It was also to guarantee the debt of Peru, pay
a reasonable war indemnity to Chili, estimated
at from 940,000,000 to 960,000,000, and pay a
license yearly enough to run the government
and keep order and protect society in Peru.
This was perfectly feasible
FROM A FINANCIAL

STANDPOINT,
as the nitrate beds were wcrth 92,000,000,000,
It thus appeared
of
the
to say nothing
guano.
to the late President that, by encouraging this
enterprise, Peru could be maintained; that an
immigration of 8,000 to 10,000 North Americans would be drawn thither; that the country
would be brought up gradually to the North
American civilization; that the European influence on the coast, fosteied by Chili, would
be checked; that we would predominate the
Pacific coast of South America by holding under our influence the key to the position, that
would thus control the isthmus of Panama
from the western side; that American civilization and Christianity and our educational sysHe
tem would be engrafted on the countries.
was convinced that, owing to the established
we
not
should
that
we
Cuba,
acquire
policy
were not so near the isthmus as England or
France, and that the fntnre might be fraught
He thought
with difficulties in consequence.
that the practical possession of Peru would obviate this difficulty, and for the other reasons
indicated he favored the project.
The late President’s friend said further that
Garfield never had the slightest personal interest in the enterprise, but was imbued with the
grandeur of the policy ,as a beneficent public
measure for the glory and security and peace
On the
of the United States in the future.
contrary, the result had been that Chili had
uoou aliem-ed to seize the nitrate district, the
guano islands, and still demand 920,000,0'“'
and hAW »*{U -—a1—■
Just wbat it had
antee for it.
to avoid had come about. Peru

guar-

been desired
had been practaken posseshad
and
Chili
blotted
out,
tically
sion of these interests, which really meant
their surrender to E ngland and Franco. Had
the Peruvian company succeeded, our commercial interests would have risen to vast proportions, where now England will rule in undispuled possession. This was the interest of the
late President in the Peruvian Company, or in
what crystallized into the Peruvian Company
after his death.

TERRIBLE EXPLOSION.

Steam Tug’s Boiler Bursts and Kills
Four Men.
Philadelphia, March 23.—Tugboat Henry
C. Pratt exploded her boiler this morning,
killing four men. George Scuily, the captain,
was blown over the house-tops in Water street.
He was taken to the hospital, where he died.
The dead bodies of Bernard McCann and
Patrick Flannagan, firemen, and a man named
Maloney have been recovered. John Lyons,
engineer, is missing and is supposed to be
Two other men are reported missdrowned.
A

f'he Henry C.

Pratt had arrived at the wharf
take out the canal boat, of which one of the
victims, Maloney, was captain. When the explosion occurred her boiler was thrown across
Delaware avenue, knocking the front out of the
building No. 135 of that thoroughfare. Both
boiler and wheel house fell on the pavement in
During the daytime
front of this building.
Delaware avenue is thronged with people and
vehicles ot all kinds, and had the explosion occurred a few hours later the result would have
been appalling
Immediately following the
explosion flames broke out in all directions.
Pier No. 8, which is occupied as the passenger
and freight station of the Philadelphia and
Atlantic City Railway, took fire and was completely destroyed. The tug Ella, lying at the
wharf below, also took fire and sank, after
being well burned. Winnows were shattered
in all directions for squares distant, but the
force of the explosion is better illustrated by
the fact that the Pratt’s anchor went flying
through the air to Water and Walnut streets,
where it became entangled and remained
hanging among the telegraph wires. Three
in the street,
dead
found
bodies
were
only one of them being badly disfigured. The
engineer has been found, having had a very
narrow escape, The tugs Ella and Pratt were
owned by Devinney Brothers.
The narrow guage depot, at whose wharf the
tug was lying, was about 200 feet in length by
GO feet in width, all of which was destroyed
with the exception of the front of the strucOn the pier was
ture facing Delaware avenue.
a large consignment of paper from the Waymouth paper mills consigned to Russell &
Armstrong, a large amount of lumber ready
for shipment to Atlantic City for building purposes also household effects belonging to cot
tagers at the seaside, and other goods all of
which were consumed.
Loss by railway company over 815,000.
to

Mr. Platt, from the committee on patents,
reported favorably a bill relating to the regulation of trade marks.
Mr. George, from the committee on agriculture, reported as substitute for several measures before that committee an
original bill to
constitute the department of agriculture an
executive department, and to enlarge its powers and duties.
The above reports went to the calendar.
A bill was introduced by Mr. Frye to provide
for the formation and admission into the
Union of the State of Washington.
The life saving service bill was again taken
up and a discussion upon an amendment proposing new stations occupied the remainder of
the time allotted to the calendar. The bill
was not acted upon.
A bill was introduced by Mr. Hollins for the
improvement of the channel of Cocheco river,
N. H.
At 2 10 the tariff commission bill came up as
regular order, and Mr. Saulsbury opposed the
appointment of a commission as of no practical
use
in the establishment of a proper revenue
system. He advocated the reduction of the
tariff to tbo actual wants of the government,
and urged the necessity for this modification at
the present session.
Mr. Garlaud argued that the only constitutional power of Congress over the tariff was
that which it derived from the clause empowering it to levy and collect taxes for the purpose of raising revenue.
Mr. Buck said he would reply to Mr. Frye
to-morrow, and a controversy followed betw een
Messrs. Frye and Williams as to the actual
market price of cotton and other details in the
computation upon which the latter’s assertion
was made.
Pending the motion for an executive session,
Messrs. Bayard and Sherman asked unanimous consent to an agreement to dispose of the
bill to-morrow, but objection was made.
A communication from the Secretary of
War was submitted recommending an increaso
in the clerical force in his office and in the offices of the Adjutant General and Surgeon General of the army.

Adjourned.

HOUSE.
Tlie House this morning resumed the debate
on the Chinese bill.
Mr. Morse of Massachusetts based his objection to the bill upon the ground that it would
destroy tlie commerce between the United
The markets of the latter
States and China.
ceuntry would be forever closed against us by
a mad
policy which had nothing to recommend it except a small and mean temporary
advantage. He would vote against it as unDemocratic, un-Republican and un-American,
dangerous to the United States as a nation and
ijjurions to our commerce.
Mr. Joyce of Vermont Btated the following
grounds why he should vote against the bill:
1. Because it was in violation of our treaty obligations in absolutely prohibiting all laborers from

coming here for 20 years.
2. It was hostile to the spirit of our free institutions as shown by our record of a century.
3. It was in direct contradiction to our policy
with all nations of the earth for a hundred years.
4. It was a new and dangerous departure in our

foreign policy.
5. It was hold and unwarrantable repudiation
our

national declarations from the

settlement

of
of the

colonies down to this time.
6.
a

It

public

foolish and unnecessary ad inisaion in
law that we had been wrong for twenty

Russia to Germany.
St. Petersburg, March 23.—The following
telegram from the Czar to Emperor William of
Germasy, is officially published:
The Emperor ami myself are present with our
whole heart and mind at your birthday, ami take

demonstrations ofaffectlon and respect
part
which surround you.
MayGod preseve for many
a life crowned with so much glory for
to
come
years
the welfare of Germany and the peace of Europe.
Snow Blockade in Manitoba.
Winnipeg, March 23.—Trains are |blockaded
in every direction, owing to the recent snow
storms. The worst experience is on the western
division, upon which uo regular trains have
run for a week.
Ministerial Crisis in Egypt.
Alexandria, March 23—A ministerial crisis
is immtnent.lt is considered certain that Arabi
Bey, at present minister of war. will become
in the

Premier.

Cost of Nobility.
London, March 23.—In the Commons today
Gladstone moved an additional annnity of
£10,000 for Prince Leopold and a pension of
£6000 yearly for his widow in the event of his
death.

Samuel Storey, Ranical, objected to spending the public money in support of titled idleness.
Labouchere, Broadhurst and Healey
(advauced liberals) also opposed the grant. The
motion was passed by 387 to 42.
4
Foreign Notes,
Emperor William in a speech Sunday to a

deputation

of the conservative central commit-

mentioned the death of President Garfield,
who was the people’s choice, as showing the

tee

perils to which rulers are exposed.
A dispatch from Tnnis says the Italian Consul has lodged a formal protest against the
concession of the Esparto monopoly to a French

company, as a fragrant violation of the treaty
between Italy and the Bey of Tnnis.
Advices from Canso, N. S., state that the
cable steamer Faraday yesterday completed
laying the American shore end of the second
of the Trans-Atlantic cables of the American
Telegraph and Cable Company.
METEOROLOGICAL.
FOE

INDICATIONS

THE NEXT
HOUBS.

TWENTY-FOUE

Was Dep’t Office Chief Signal j
>
Offices, Washington, D. C.,
March 31, 1 A. M.
)
For New England,
Partly clondy weather, occasional light snow
in |northern portion, southwest to northwest
winds, falling followed by rising barometer
colder weather during the night.
Cautionary signals from Sh orebam to East-

port.

[special

bulletin.

J

Occasional light snow and partly cloudy
weather are reported from Lake region, northern New England, and St. Lawrence valley
and fair weather prevails in all other districts.
Warmer southeast to southwest winds are
reported from the Southern, Middle and New
England States, lower Lake region, and Ohio
The temperature is below zero in
valley.
Minnesota and 11 degrees below north of Min-
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It was in open violation of
Republican platform of 1880.
9.

the terms of the

of Minnesota said that if the
was reduced to ten years
vote for the bill, but as it
now stood it would leave a national taint which
would do the country infinite damage.
Mr. Orth of Ind.opposed the measure because
it violated the treaty, and because it made discriminations founded upon race and color.
The legislative day of Wednesday tbon closed and that of Thursday was opened with
prayer by the Chaplain.
The morning hoar having been dispensed
with the House at 12.25 resumed consideration
of the Chinese bill.
Messrs. Sherwin, Haseltine, Pacheco and
Townshend supported the bill.
Mr. Robinson argued in support of certain
amendments he proposed to offer, the first of
them being to strike out the 17th section, which
defines the meaning of the word “laborer” as
He
covering skilled and unskilled laborers.
would also move to reduce the time of suspension from 20 to ten years.
At 3 o’clock the previous question was ordered on the bill and amendments which were
offered by various members.
Mr. Page then took the floor for the closing
hour of debate, but yielded ten minutos to Mr.
Robinson, who concluded his argument.
Mr. Curtin said now Congress had come face
to face with the square, unadulterated question
One hundred thousand Chinese
of labor.
laborers in California took the place of one
hundred thousand American laborers, and
now the question was
presented to Congress
whether that state of facts should continue. It
was tlie right aud duty of
Congress to protect
Americau citizens against the introduction of
heathen Chinese labor. The American government should set up for itself and say to all
the world, “We shall say who shall come and
who ahaU b9Come
Mr. Dunnell

period of suspension
he thought he would

Hales Norcrcss.
Mexican.

Ophir....

6

After n brief speech by Mr. Cannon in su pport of the bill Mr. Page took the floor to
He trusted the bill wonld
close the debate.
be passed without amendment. The gentleman from Iowa (Mr. Kasson) oame here and
under the cloak of his amendment he (Page)
saw the dagger of an assassin which wou id
scab the bill to death. He believed that the re
the part of
was a persistent determination on
those who opposed the bill to force an amendHe
ment npon it which would destroy it.
witnessed a scene the other day when he saw
one of the lobbyists of a corporation walk in
deand congratulate a member who had
nounced this bill. The six Chinese companies
through their agents in this city swarmed in
every corridor of the capitol and had for weeks.
He knew two railroad corporations that had
united to defeat this bill.
Here he was called to order by Mr. White,
who said that the words of the gentleman
The gentleman has
were too far reaching.
stated, he continued, that the opposition to
this measure comes from the reason » he has
given and that I denonneo as utterly false and
unworthy of statement by any gentleman.
Mr. Pago, continuing, made a last appeal to
the Republican side to grant the Pacific slope
He again asserted as
tlie relief she asked for.
a fact that there had been an agent of the six
companies here and had solicited members.
Here he was again met with cries of “Name
him,” but he declined to do so and continuing
said he did not intend to intimate any member
had been improperly approached or controlled.
In conclusion he said, “I turn to that grand
old party which for twenty years has fonght
the battle of the down-trodden and oppressed.
I turn to that party with its grand and noble
record and in the last agony of hope I say,
‘Give ns this bill and let tus invite European
immigration. Do not confine us to Chinese
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immigration.’

The House then proceeded to vote npon the
amendments, the first being that offered by
Mr. Kasson of Iowa, reducing the period of
suspension to ten years. It was rejected—yeas
100, nays, 131.
Mr. Butterworih’s amendment limiting the
term of suspension to 15 years was lost without
call of yeas and nays.
A large number of amendments were then
voted upon but were lost without a division being called, and the bill was then passed—yeas
167, Nays 65. The following is the nay vote:
Anderson, Barr, Bragg, Briggs, Browne, Buck,
Camp, Candler, Carpenter, Chase, Crapo, CulleD.
Dawes, Deeriug, Dingley, Dunuell, Dwight, Far well
of la., Grant, Hall, Hammond, of N. Y., Hardenbergh, Harris, of Mass., Haskell, Hawk, Henderson,
Hepburn, Hooker, Humphrey, Jacobs, Jones of

N. J., Joyce, Kasson, Ketchum, Lord, McCold,
Morse, Norcross. Orth, Rich, Parker, Ramsey, Rice
o’ Ohio, Rice of Mass., Richardson of N. Y., Ritchie,
Robinson of Mass., Russell, Reagan, Sbulte, Skinner, Spooner,
Stone, Taylor Thompson of la.,
Tyler, updegraff of la., Urner, Wadsworth, Wait,
Walker, Ward, Watson, White, and Williams of
Wis.,—66.

The House then

adjourned.

FOREIGN.

The Irish Question in the Dominion ParliaMINOR TELEGRAMS.
ment.
The Ohio Republican legislative caucus deOttawa, March 23 —Mr. Costigan’s motion
cided on a bill Wednesday night for redistricton Irish questions asks the Commons to renew
ing the State for Congressional purposes. It the expression of their loyalty and devotion to
giveB the Republicans 17 and the Democrats 4 Her Majesty’s person and Government, aBd
then sets forth—1st. That the present condidistricts.
tion of Ireland has been observed with regret.
The New York grand jury has refused to
2d. That Irishmen in Canada are among her
indict Mr. O. B. Potter, the owner of the
most loyal and prosperous subjects. 3d. That
burned World building.
the Dominion has not received its proper share
The citizens of Jersey
City Wednesday of Irish emigration because of
estrangement tosalutes
in
and
fired
held
mass
meetings
night
ward the Imperial Government. 4th. That it
honor of Gov. Ludlow’s veto of the bill giving
that
this
should
not
is desirable
continue. 5th.
the river front to a corporation.
That Ireland should be given a similar form of
The Cambridge crew made their first apself-government to tliatexisting in the province
of Canada, (ith. That clemency be extended
pearance on the Thames at Putney yesterday.
Advices from Hawley, Minn., state that
by Her Majesty to persons now imprisoned for
Barnes & McGill’s grain elevator with 15.000
political offences.
bushels of wheat was burned Tuesday night.
The Irish Land Court.
Loss 8200,000.
London, March 23.—Mr. Gladstone, in ac
The large flouring mills and elevator of
knowiedging the receipt of Mr. Charles Rus
Haven & Ho., ao Leavenworth, Kansas, were
sell’s memorial in favor of enabling the Land
burned yesterday.
Three employes
were
Court to make its decisions retrospective as far
arrears of rent, and to grant
as they concern
seriously injured. Loss 500,000
loans
to tenants for tbe payment of arrears,
Seven hundred moulders in Troy, N. Y., are
writes that the document will receive the anxin the strike there; and 2000 men are thus
ious and careful attention due to its importance
made idle.
and to those who signed it.
Col. Barnaby's balloon, which is crossing
The Czar and the Jews.
the English channel, was sighted yesterday 15
miles south of Boulogne, sailtug southwest.
The Jewish World has received a telegram
thut the Czar has
The Proctor House, a noted summer hotel from St. Petersburg, stating
refused to confirm the recommendations of the
at Kearsarge Mountain, N. H,, was burned
commissions on the Jewish questions in favor
yesterday. Loss 575,000; no insurance.
of compelling the Jews to quit the rural disThere is no change in the situation of affairs
tricts, on the ground that such expulsion would
at Lawrence, Mass.
almost ruin agriculture, and that the recomThe National Education Association is holdmendations are generally conceived in a vindictive spirit.
ing its annual session in Washington.
A Balloon Voyage Across the English
The House committee on naval affairs have
Channel.
voted 9 to 1 to complete the monitors now unfinished at various shipyards.
Colcnel Barnaby, author of “My Ride to
Khiva,” left Dover alone in a balloon at 10
The President
has
approved the anti
o’clock this morniug in an endeavor to reach
polygamy bill.
France. If he passes over Boulogne, as|he
The sub-committee of the House committee
to, he will continue in the air until he is
on elections to-day authorized Representative! hopes
near Paris.
Rauuey of Massachusetts to make a report to*
Skobeleff Administering Taffy to John
the full committee in the contested case of
Bull.
Bisbee v. Finley, from the State of Florida, in
favor of seating Mr. Bisbee.
St. Petbbsboro, March 23.—Gen. Shobeleff,
The president of the Boston Council of the
Speaking at a military banquet gin his honor
Brotherhood of Telegraphers Lis authority for last night, toasted the British nation and warmly alluded to the friendly relations jjetween
the denial of the report that a strike of opertors is contemplated in Boston.
England and Russia.

44®46c.

drain.
60 H. M. old Corn.
car lots
26
83@84
60 New Com,

car lota,
82@83
Spring
68
Wheats.8 2o@9 00 |Oata,
Bran
00
Sacked
I
Win00®27
Miehigan
28 00
Mida..
ter best.7 00,g7 26
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
Common
bag lots 34 80
Michigan..,.0 75@7 00
86
Com,bag lota..
9t. Louis Win82
7 25@7 60 Meal,
ter fair
00
Win tor good.. 7 60A7 76 Oats,
28 Ot
Winter beet. .7 76@8 00 ;Bran,
30 00
Produce.
Mids,
13o
Sweet potatoe»6 26@5 60 iKye,
Provisions.
15@18
Turkeys.
Mess Beef .11 00@11 60
Chickens.
12@16

Patent

...

..

..

..

Ex Mess.. 12 i
Plate.14 £
Ex Plate..15 (

PorkBacks... .22 00@22 25
Maine 9 00(5)10 00
Clear.21 00@21 25
Cape Cod,12 00@15 00
Mess.18
£>0@19 On
Sugar.
Granulated. 9% Hams.11%@12
9*4 Bound Hogs....
Extra C..
9@9%
Lera.
Fruit_
1UHM1BKI imgo w lev, XV ID.... 11 *74 W11
Condon Lavers310@3 16 Tlercea, B>y.ll%@U»i
Pall....
12% @12%
Valencia "12 ® 13

omul rye.
Detroit. March 23.—Wheat easier; No 1 White
at)
spot
30%; April at 1 30%; May at 1 30%;
June 1 29%.
ear lev,

..

Beans

Pea.3 7E@3 80
66@3 76
Yellow Eyes. .3 10@3 25
Bulter.

Creamery.33@36
Gilt EdgeVermont 33 a 35

uplands

22@28
Choice
Lemons.
20@22
Messina.3 50@4 60 Good...........
3 00@4 001 Store.16@17
1'alennes
Cheese.
Malaga.2 76®3 00

Mobile, March 23.—Cotton dull; Middling

Early Bose, p

Vermont_12%@14ya

Houltou.

@1 00
@1 00
Maine Central.
Grand Trunk.@100
Eastern
Proliflcs,
.@86

Grand Trunk.@86
White Brooks.75@80
Scotch.
60@70c
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes; small
ots about 5c higher._
Fresh Beef Market.
Corrected for the Press dally by Wheeler, Swift
St Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 8%@10 Hinds-11 @12%
Fores.7 @7% Rattles. 6 m 7
Rounds. 8%@ 8%
Backs. 8 @9
Rumps.13' @14 Loins.13 @18
Rusno I-olns.13
@16
Crain Market.

Portland,March 23.
following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminie
St Co., 157 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago-Wheat----Corn-. ^-Oats-.
Time. April. May. June.
May. June. June.
129% 128% 67% 68% 43%
19.47..
The

10.30.. 136% 130% 128%
11.30. 136% 129% 128%
12.81.. 136% 129% 1277/s
1.08..136% 129% 127%
CaU....136% 130% 128%
May Oats—9.47 a m at 44% ;

67%
67%
677/s
67%

87%
67%
67%
67%
68
67%
call 44% c.

43%
43y8
43%
43%
43%

Foreign Exports.
LrVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Hibernia—19,133
bush wheat, 12,466 do peas, 482,269 tbs cheo?e,
188,398 do baoon. 10,633 do lard, 66,000 do tallow, 27 bbls pork, 737 bags clover seed, 23 cases
boots and shoes, 985 do canned meats,120 do match
snlints, 66 do furniture, 600 sacks oatmeal, 1726
do flour, 32 packages leather, 30 bales wood pulp,
10 tons copper ore, 43

ccs

figs.

Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Ontario—110
cattle, 10 calves, 13 sheep to Burleigh and Bodwell,
9 horses, 1 collie to Wm McKay, .1000 boxes tin,2,334 bars Iron to A E Stevens & Co., 636 bush potatoes, 3 bales wool, 4 do linen to J P Roulston.
Receipts of Mnino Central.
Portland.March 22.
For Portland, ears 3D miscellaneous merohandhetor connecting roads 98 ears miscellaneous merchandise.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bash Oornmcal to G
W. True St Co.
block Market.
The following quotations of stocks are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury St Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange stree t:
Opening. Closing.
7%
Boston Land. 7%
6%
6%
Water Power.
6
6
Land.
Asplnwall
24
24
Flint St Pere Marquette common
101
C. S. St Clev. 7s.101
61%
Hartford St Eric 7s.A. 61
86%
A. T. St S. F. 88%
140
Boston & Maine.■.
64
Western
61%
St
pref.
Norfblk
96
Flint St Pere Marquette preferred. 96
60
60%
LR.& Ft. Smith.... '.
63%
Mar<luette' Houghton St Ont. 64
11
Summit Branch. 11
62%
Denver Sc Rio Grande. 03%
84
83
7s.
Central
Mexican
76%
Northern Pacific preferred. 75%
«
34%
Common. 36%
Mch.
23.
the
Broker’s
at
Board,
Boston,
(Sales
—

Eastern R. R.. 4%s.107
Deer Isle Mining Company. 16c

Douglas Mining Company.60c
Eastern Railroad. 34
8o
Milton
New York Stock and Money Market.
New York.

MaroL 23—Evening.

Money loaned

from 6 to 3, and closed offered 3; prime mercantile
and
paper 5@«. Exchange steady 486% for long
489% for short. Governments strong and %@8/s
State bonds inactive. Railroad bonds are

higher.
irregular.

The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregate,l 450.000 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government tsecurities:
United States 6s, ex..101
United States|5’s ext.103
United States new, 4% s, reg. 114%
United States new, 4%’s ooup.114%
United States new, 4's, reg.117%
United States new, 4's, coup.118%
Pacific 0's of 96.120
The ioUowlng are the dosing quotations of stocks:

Uhioago & Alton pref erred.136

"".v""".::::::::::111?%
kf”
preferred..,76%
Erie,
Illinois Central.130%
Lake Shore.118%

Hodgkins
Hotel

FalmoutLi
DUBDTG

—

—

Friday & Saturday (To-day & to-morrow)
with samplfs of

importations

our

for

SPRING AND SUMMER WEAR,
and will be prepared to take
for any

New York.

measures

and orders
to order.

garments gentlemen may wish

CHAS. A. SMITH & CO.,
MERCHANT TAILORS,

Kenyon, Parker, New York
WILMINGTON. NO-Cld 20th, sch Alfaratta S
*
Snare, Smith, Bath.
RICHMOND-Sld 21st, sch W H Roberts, Bray,

mdlt

BONTOEI*

mh24

BALTIMORE—Cld 21st, sch Isaac T ^Campbell,
Matthews, Boston, (and sailed.)
Below 23d, ship John T Berry, Jordan, from
Antwerp.
Cld 22d, sch Etna, Robinson, Darien, (and sld.)
Sld 23d, brig Merriwa.
PHILADELPHIA-Cld 21st, sch Hattie Weston,

Lace Department

Craig, Baracoa.
Cla 22d. sch R

M Brookings, Otis, Fall River.
WILMINGTON. DEL—Ar 21st, schs Kate E Rich,
Bowen, and W D Marvel. O’Keefe, Boothbay.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, schs W F Parker, Daniels,
Belfast; Helen Thompson, Marshail, Rockland;
Warren B Potter, Benson, Portland for Philadel-

We have

Lace anil Hamburg Collars,
FANCY LACE HANDKERCHIEFS
AND

Ladies’ Ties

Kelley, New York.
FALL RIVER—Sld 21st, sch Geo B Somes, Norwood, New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 21st, schs I H
Horton, Smith, Rockland for New York; H S Boynton, Teel, Camden for do.
In port 21st, sch Bramhall, Hamilton, from New
York for Portland; and others.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 21st. schs Mindora, Brown,
Jersey City for Boston; Charley Hanley, Rhodes,
New York for Plymouth; Silver Spray, Maloney,
Amboy for Tbomaston; Billow, Arey, Rondoufcfor
Portsmouth; E Arcularius, Snow, New York for
Kitterv; Maggie Bell, do for Rockland.
BOSTON-Ar 22d, schs Union,Lufkin, Cranberry
Isles; Charlotte Augusta, Holmes, Eastport.
Cld 22d, barque Boylston, Small, Portland.
Ar 23d, schs Mary Standish, Higgins, Harmon's
Harbor via Portland, dismasted.
Cld 23d. schs Helen Montague, Green, Savannah;
Wm B Herrick, Chase, Washington, DC, via Booth-

Fichus

and
Spanish

In Real Duchess and

Laces.

sntf

marls

YOUR OLD

JaLEM—Ar

21st, schs Fred Gray. Foss, Perth
Amboy for Portland; Edward L Warren, Babbidge,
Boston for do; Sparta, Arey, do for Belfast; Louisa
Wilson, Alley, Portland for New York; Fieetwing,
Maddox, New York for Portland; Julia 8 Bailey,
Marson, Brunswick for do; E L Gregory, Pierson,
Rockland for New York; M E Long, Hardy, Boothbay for do; Susan H Ritchie, Bartlett, Portland for
MACH IAS—Ar 17tb, sch
Portland.

very

some

styles in

new

Children’s and Misses’

tucket.
Sld 22d, seh Pushaw.

Philadelphia.

received

just

choice

Ar 23d. ship Empire, Leckie, from Havre; barque
Ormus, Shackford, Matanzas.
Cld 22d, ship Tam O’Shanter, Prescott, San Francisco; brig Sarah Gilmore.Griffin, Boston; schs Leonora, Bonsey, Jacksonville; Winner, Frye, for Wilmington, NC.
Sla 22d, brig L M Merritt, for Fernandina.
Passed the Gate 22d, schs Laura Messer, from
New York for Boston; Orrie V Drisko, do for do;
Jas O’Donohue, do for do; Hope Haynes, Hoboken
for Boston; E L Gregory, Amboy for do.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 22d, sch Medford, Hall, Paw-

CLOTHES!

Chalcedony, Bryant,

—

AND

Dyed

Cleansed

or

anil Pmaed ty Tailor’*
Pn umrn, at a
expense, and

trifling
ex*

pressed C.O.D.

FOSTER’S

—

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

Gentlemen

FOREION ports.

beautifully

Can be

Ladies

At Calcutta Feb 16, barque Edw Kidder, Griffin,
for North of Hatteras.
At Malta Feb 27, barque Carniela, Maresca, from
Alexandria for Portland.
Sid fm Lagos dan 30th, barque Cardenas, Yates,

13 Preble Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid Gloves cleanec every day at 10 cents

Gaboon.
Ar at Carthagena 6th inst, barque Hannah Blanchard, Card, Marseilles.
At Rio Janeiro Feb 25, barque John R Stanhope,

jan23

perjgdr

Pillsbury,

for Mobile.
Sid fm Point-a-Pitre 2d inst, sch Walter L Plummer, Plummer, Marseilles.
Ar at St Pierre Feb 19, sch Grace Davis, Davis,
St Kitts.
At Arroyo Feb 27, sch Harry White, Hopkins, for

Norwich, Jdg.

Easter Cards.

w

prev to 10th inBt, sch Wm
Slater, Killen, Fernandina.
Ar at Havana 16th, brig Mary E Leighton, Leighton, Philadelphia; 17th, brig John H Crandon,
Pierce, New York.
At Matanzas 12th inst, barques Nellie Brett, Davis, from Vera Cruz; R A Allen, Tarr, from Providence; brigs Rocky Glen. Higgins, and Caroline
Gray, Snow, for North of Hatteras; Mary Fink, do,
schs Ellen M Golder, Hodgdon, for do; F L Richardardson, Belano, from Philadelphia ; Eagle Rock,
Hammond, from Pensacola.
Sid fm Matanzas 17th, barques Ethel, Thompson,
Caibarien; 18tb, Norena, Chase, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Cardenas 16th, sch Ariadne. Dyei, NYork;
17th, brig Henry B Cleaves, Charlson, Portland.
Sid 15th, brig Mary C Mariner, John's Hampton
Roods; sehs Olive Crosby, Hutchinson. New York;
16th, barques Alice, Dyer, New York; Dida E Clark
Clark, Sagua; brig Mary T KimSall, Sanborn, New
York; 17tb, barque J R Lopez, Leland, Sagua; sch
Robie L Foster, Hart, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Halifax 21st, sch Golden Belt, Swain, for
Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 21st, schs Lizzie, Lamson, fm
Jonepsort, to load for New York; Ulrica R Smith,
Richardson, and Ella Brown, Keene, Macbias, to
load for New York.
Cld 21st, sch Peiro, Kelley, New York.
Ar at

_

Mayaguez, PR,

_

MMUi

ssw

*

as-

sorlment, in hundred* •(
and
new
elegant de-

*su

READY, lUigns.

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.
»nd3w

mchlT

CARD.

aPOKEft.

Sarah A. Gates

Miss

21, lat 10 N, Ion 129 W, barqua B F Watson,
Hawkins, from San Francisco for Queenstown.

Annie

FINANCIAL.

and Miss

Cash, who

M.

for

over

twelve years have been with H. W.

Simon ton & Co., have associated

IBANKSTOCKS

themselves with
will be

pleased

]
have constantly on hand the
best of MUNICIPAL and

Railway securities.

of business.

charge

onr

to

House and
their friends

see

in their new

and customers

We

roniplt-le

[Our usual

I

WWW

Nov

place

Miss Gates will have

of onr

Lace

Department,

Cash of Children's Suits

and Miss

and Ladies’ Cotton Underwear.

0. M. Payson & Co.

ends at 12a.

European markets.
Bv Telegraph.)
March
23 .—Consols 101 6-16.
London,
securities Unite 1
23.—American
London,March
States bonds, 4s, 119%,
Liverpool,March 23—12.30 P.M.—Cotton market shade easier; Uplands at 6 ll-16d; Orleans at
6%a; «ales 10,000 bales; speculation aud export 1,000; futures dull.
IBARBIAGE8.

Burbanks.@86

Jacksons and

up-

ll%o.
SavannahJ March 23.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands ll%c.
Memphis,March 23.—Cotton steady;Utddllng up-

Maine.12%@14%

Potatoes.
bush:-

Mr. E. W.

12c.

lands at

.....

Wilmington.1 76®2 26 if Y Factory.12%@14%
Virginia—2 25@2 60| Skims. 7%@ 8
Apples.
80@2 00
»®10o Perbbl.2 25@3 25
Castana.-p tb.
Walnut*
12^@14o Cooking.2 60@3 00
Filbert*
12%ffil4c Evaporated.14® 16
Peean
12%@14o Dried Western....6V4®7
do Eastern— 6%@7

will be at the

U.IIVU

Receipts 1,000; shipments 18,000 bush.
Nbw York, March 23.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 12 3-16o.
New Orleans, Mch 23.—Cotton quiet: Middling

Mediums.3

Tennessee.. .1

Cheese firm.

Freights to Liverpool stronger; Wheat p steam at
l%d.
Chicago. March 23.—Flour is firm. Wheat is
lower; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 35% cash, March
and April: 1 29%@1 29% May; 1 27%@1 27%
for June No 3 do at 108%@110%; rejected 80
@84c. Corn lower; regular 62%c; fresh 64% for
cash; 62@62%e for March; 62%®62%o for April:
67%@67%c May; 67%@67%c June; rejected at
63%c. Oats weak; regular 41%o; fresh at 44c for
cash; 41%@42c March; 42c for April; 44%@44%
for May; 43%c for June; rejected at 41%. Rye
steady.* Barley steady l 02. Pork is lower at 16 80
®16 85 cash and April: 17 02%@17 06 for May;
17 26@17 27% June. Lard shade lower 10 60 rash
and April;10 76®10 77% for Mav;10 85@10 87%
for June. Bulk Meats irregular; shoulders at 8 60:
short ribs at 9 65. short dear at 9 90.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
shade higher at 1 36% asked for March and April;
Com higher at
1 30% for May: 1 28% for June.
62%c April; 67%@6S for May; 67%@67% June.
Oa s shade higher 42 April; 44%®44% May; 43%
for June. Pork higher at 16 82%@16 87% April;
Lard shade
17 10@17 12% for May; 17 35 Jnne.
higher 10 60@10 62% April; 10 77%@10 80 for
May; 10 90 Jane.
Receipts—14,000 bbls flour, 21,000 bush wheat,
66,000 bush corn, 60,000 bnsh o«ts, 1000 buso
rye, 7,000 bush barley.
Sbipments-12 000 bbls flonr, 7,600 bnsh wheat,
32,000 bnsh oorn, 35,000 bush oats, 24C0Jbusb
rye, 7,000 bush barley.
St.Loots, March 23.—Flour quiet and unchanged;
family 6 90®6 10; choice to fancy at « 20@6 70.
Wheat lower; No 2 Red Fall at 1 32 Va cash; 1 3J %
March; 1 31% April; 1 33V* for May; 1 23% for
June. Corn lower at 67%c cash; 66%c tot March;
67%c for April; 67%c May; 67% June
Receipts—4,000 bbls nonr, 8,00> nosh wheal,
18,000 bosh oorn, 0,000 bush oats, 00,00 bnsh rye,
0,000 bush barley.
Shipments-4,000 bbls flour, 16,000 bnsh wheat,
68,000 bush oorn. 0.000 bnsh oats, 00,000 btah

The following are to-day’s quotations of Flour.
Grain, Provisions. So.

Nuts.
Peanuts—

DOMESTIC PORT*.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 21st,ship Young America,
Baker, New York.
Cld 22d, ship Undaunted. Hamilton. Havre.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 20th, brig Henry C Buckman. Harrington, Fernandina.
KEY WEST—In port 18th, schs Minnie C Taylor,
Taylor, from Aquin for New York, reloading: Fannie L Child, Hart, from Baltimore, ar 16th, disg.
BRUNSWICK- Cld 16th, sch Sarah L Davis, Burgess, Philadelphia.
Cld 19th, sch Laina Cobb, for Providenc.
TYBEE. GA—Ar 18th, sch G W Lewis, Hupper,

phia.

faded

strong without quotable change here, but at other
points prices have advanced; at New York granulated was quoted at 10c. The total stocks In the four
ports of raw Sugars is 30 000 tons, against 74,000
tons a year ago, and 44,000 tons at the first of the
year. In Provisions, Plate and Ex Plate Beef shows
considerable strength, and quoted 50c higher.

Oranges
Falermoe $»bx 3 60®4 00
Messina,^box 4 00®4 76
Valencia Incase $10®$ 11
$12
Extra large

_

(By Telegraph.)
*-'«w York. March 23—Evening.—Flour market
somewhat
stronger and closed dull, advance
opened
lost and holders more disposed to realise; export
local trade demnad light.
Receipts Floor 12,369 bbls; exports 4476 bbls;
sales 16,700 bblB; No 2 at 2 76®3 76; Superfine
Western and State 3 80S4 60; common to good ext
Western and State 4 60@6 16; good to choice Western extra at 6 20®8 60: common to choice Whit e
Wheat Western extra 7 00® 8 OOjfanoy do at 8 00
a'8 60: common to good extra Ohio at 4 60@8 00:
common to choice extra St. Lotus at 4 76®8 60;
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 60@8 00: ohoice to
double extra at 8 10®8 60, including 2200 bbls of
Cty Mill extra at 6 66fflB 80 for W I; 1200 bbls
No 2 at 2 75®3 76; 1800 Superfine at 3 80@4 60;
660 bbls low extra at 4 60®6 16; 3900 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 65®8 60; 4600 bbls Minnesota extra 4 60®8 60. southern flour is steady common to fair at 6 20@6 60; good to choice at 6 70@
8 00. Wheat—receipts 22,080 bush: exports 22,326 bush; 1@2% lower and feverish; export trade
decidedly more active with very brisk bnsiness on
speculative account, closing strong with nearly all
the decline recovered; sales 4,i >46,000 bnsh, inoluding 366,000 on spot; No 2 Spring at 1 34 new; unRed 1 06@1 46%; No 2 Red at 1 39%@
41 % now, 1 41.0,1 42% delivered: No 1 Red at
1 45%@1 46%; Mixed Winter at 1 33: ungraded
White at 1 34®®1 37; No 1 White, 2600 bush at
1 37®1 37%. Rye firm at 89®93c. Barley strong.
Malt firm. Corn unsettled; cash lots very strong;
options opened easier, afterwards strong and advanced %®%, closing very firm: trade moderate;
receipts 1676 bnsh; exports 12,626 bnsh; sales 1,188,000 bnsh, including 220,000 bush on snot: ungraded 70®78c; No 2 at 74%®75%c; No 5 White
87@87%c; ungraded do 87 dock: No 2 for March
74%c; April 74%@76c, closing at 76c; May 74%
@76%c, closing at 76%c; Juno at 76%®76%c,

DBil) Wholusle MarVei.
Poktlanu, March 23.
The improvement in the Grain maraet noticed for
several days past is fully maintained, and trade is
quite active. At Chicago to-day prices fell at the
opening, but during the afternoon a firmer feeling
prevailed, and the decline was nearly recovered.
Fiour is firmly held at quotations.
Sugars are

Turkish Prunes.7ti4®8o
French Prunes.l2V&@14

66@6 30.

Domestic narkeu.

Portland

1

GENTLEMEN!

Boston.

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago,March 23—Hogs—Receipts 18,000 head:
shipments 10,000; loss active; common to good
mixed 6 205:6 80; heavy packing and shipping at
<> 90@7 20; light 6 20@6 80; skips and culls 6 00@
6 10; market closed 6<ai0 lower.
Cattle—Receipts 7600head;shipments 4700 head;
steady; exports 6 60@7 60, gooa to choice shipping
6 90@6 30; common to fair 6 40rfi}6 80.
Sheep receipts 4600head; shipments 2600 head;
strong; inferior to fair at 4 60@5 25;good to choice

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

1'
Eggs.
Unions,bbl. 2 76(
Ornberries, ^ bbl

Sch Minetta, from Wintcrport for Boston, with
hay, was cut through by ice a few days ago in the
Penobscot river, and partly tilled with water. She
has repaired and started for Boston.

Fernandina.
Sld 22d, sch Stella M

10%
Union Con.
1
Yellow Jacket...

urday.

Fowl..

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ship Resolute, Nickels, from New Orleans for
signal of distress up; spoke him,
no information and he wanted no

with
but could obtain
asslstanae.

STMARYS-Ar 17th, sch C B Paine, Hillyard,

J

Nevada.

Sierra

A cold wave has appeared in the Northwest
and-indications are that much colder weather
partly cloudy weather will prevail in New
England and norther portion of the Middle
Warmer fair weather is
States Staturday,
indicated for the southern portion of the Middle and South Atlantic States on Friday followed by colder partly cloudy weather on Sat-

Flour.

7%

Northern Belle.

nesota.

Superftne.4 75a5
Sara Spring..6 75@6
X.2C Spring....7 00&7

f'A

Virginia. JL,

Eureka. 204*
Gould & Curry..

was a

years.
7. It was building the same wall against
that she had reared and kept up against the
for centuries.
8. He thought it was a deadly blow to our

ite

arc

closing auotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Best & Belcher —*.

cd

Liverpool,

In Saccarappa, March 22, by Rev. C. W. Bradlee,
Arthur B. Libby of Buxton and Miss Nellie F. Mayo

of Westbrook.
In Bath, March 5, Ghas. F. Skofield and Miss Lizzie M. Ford.
In Bath, March 10, Robert C. Mitchell and Mrs.
Louise Doyle Whittam.

DEATHS
In Cape Elizabeth, March 23, Mrs. Roxana, wife
of Enoch L. Pillsbury, aged 83 years.
[Funeral service Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at her late residence.
In West Baldwin, March 23, suddenly, Jas Sanborn. aged 78 years 9 months.
In South Newcastle, March 6, Martha I,, wife of
Jos. C. Paine, aged 60 years 6 months.
In Friendship, March 9, Isaac Simmons, aged 77
years 1 month.
In West Gardiner, March 0, Ira Bachelder, aged
80 years.
SAILING DAlfS OF

STEAMSHIPS.

FROM

FOR

Catalonia.Boston.Liverpool.. ..Mch
Celtic.New York..Liverpool... Mch
Mosel.New York. .Bremen.Mch

33 Exchange Street.

Febl

SPECIE

eodtf

QUOTATIONS FROM

We are now paying for
Sovereigns.

$ 4.86
Spanish Doubloons.16.60
Mexican & So. Amr. Doubloons.16.46
German Twenty Mark. 4.70
Canada Notes.99 V2
N. B. & N. S. Notes.99
American Silver Vi and Va Dollars.99^
Canada Silver.90
English Silver, per £. 4.76
Trade Lollars.98
Mexican
87
Prince Edward Island notes.98
Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
in any of the principal Cities on the Continent of
Europe.
Highest price paid for Sterling Bills on London.
Government Bonds and good Local Securities
bought and sold director on commission, at the most
favorable rates.
_mar!7eodtf
Victoria

Western Bonds
Information furnished regarding

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regarding litigation and
lers of

sales.

Also buyers and sel-

same.

Corns!

BT USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a
removes Corns, Warts,

It

without leaving
Brush for

a

caustic.
Bunions and

blemish.

applying

in eaeh

trA CURS IS

Calsoa*,

bottle.

(iUARAKTRRn.

Jr%

Price 25 cents.
For sale by all Druggists.
Try it and yon will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testily to Its yalne.
A sk fnr Schlnlterbeck’s Cnrn and Wart
Solvent and take

an

other.

nov23

andif

COME AND SEE
OUR

GOODS.

SPRjNG

I The best and most complete line of
MEW

Bents' Ladies' and Children1 s

Spring &

...

MAlRII^E

Cure Your

NEW

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH 24.

sn

JOHN! E. ZEBLEV & CO.,
3 Broad 81., (Drexel Building,) New work.
m.w&sSm
angl5

Anchoria.New York..Glasgow.Mch
Nevada.New York..Liverpool.. ..Mch
Gallia.New York..Liverpool ...Mch
Alsatia... .New York..London.Mch
France.....New York. .Havre.Mch

.6.55 1 High water, (pm).. 3.14
Sunrise.
Sun sets...6.17 I Mood sets. aaorn.

meli 13

...

25
26
25

26
28
29
29
29
Polynesian.Boston.Liverpool... .Mch 30
City of Montreal...New York Liverpool....Mch 30
Ontario.Portland .Liverpool—Mch 30
.New York. .Liverpool....Apl 1
Britanie
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Apl 1
Arizona.New York..I i*erpool....Apl 4
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool—Apl 6
Peruvian.Portland_Liverpool.... Apl 6
Adriatic.New York.. Liverpool.Apl 6
.Apl 6
Westphalia.New York..Hamburg
Brooklyn.Portland.. .Liverpool....Apl 13
Circassian.Boston.Liverpool ....Apl 13
Sarmatian.Portland... .Liverpool.Apl 20

492 & 494 Congress St.
Utf

J. B. Brown & Sons.

BOOTS Mil SHOES

Summer

DRESSGOODS

offered in this city.

ever

SPECIAL ANMCESENT!

Just Received at

THURSDAY, MARCH 30.1882,

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED’S

We shall

3STEWS.

PORT OF PORTLA1VD.

THURSDAY, March 23.
Arrived.
Steamship Ontario, (Br) Williams, Liverpool via
Halifax—passengers and mdse to D Torrance & Co.
Steamship Franconia, Mangum, New York—mdse
to Henry Fox.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Gertie May, (new, of Portland, 102 tons) Jewett, Bath.
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler. Port Clyde.
Sch Matilda, Coffin, Wiscasset—heading to E S
_

x

Cor.
mar20

Congress & Elm Sts.

eodtl

a

Hamlen & Co.
Sch Robert Woodruff, Lewis, Wiscasset—heading
to Phinney & Jackson.
Sch Superior, Coffin, Wiscasset—heading to E S
Hamlin & Co.
Sch Nancy J Day, Munroe, Round Pond for New
York.
Sch Sassanoa, Lewis, Boothbay for New York.

Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Wy’ie, Liverpool

Kelsey.

&

Sch
Co.

S. H. LARMINIE,

_

Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay—D Cboat.
Hattie M Bain; sch Olive Eliza-

SAILED—Brig

beth.
Also

A.

VT. JORDAN,

Portland,

Chicago.

S. H. LARMINIE &
CommitcNion

via

Traverse, Lane, Winterport—S W Ihaxter

Grain,

Seeds,

Me

CO.,

Provisions,

157 Commercial St., Portland, me.
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought aud sold on Chicago
Margins. Correspondence invited.

CHEESE.

Market

on

mar3dtf

CHEESE.

100 Choice Vermont Sage—150 Choice New York
Plain—for sale by

The new schr Uranus, in the yard of Geo Russell
at East Deericg, has her masts in and is to launched
next week. She will register 303 tons, is to be commanded by Capt Leslie J Clark of Pembroke, and
is owned by J S Winslaw & Co, Portland, ana parties at the east.

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,

sailed, schs Eddie Pierce,
Herrick, southern shore, for mackerel.

FROM

Ar at New

Pisagua.

Augusta

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

York 23d, barque Isaac Jackson,Welch

Antwerp 22d inst, barque Caprera, Randall,
Samarang.
Arat Bombay 21st inst, barque Chasca, Washburn, Zanzibar.
Ar at

fflEmORAlVDA.
Steamer Hutch'nson, at New Orleans from Havana
reports, March 20, 60 miles east of SW Pass, sight- J

92 COMMERCIAL STREET.
ci3w

mar 4

230,000 BRICKS
FOR SALE BY

C.F. Claris.,
marOeoJ.'iw

ALL

GOOD

GOODS.

RE1MLEIVIBER THE PEACE !

merchant*.

E

and

Away

100 Pairs of Men’s, Women’s and
Children’s Boots and S’aoes.

Cleared.
Halifax-H & A Allan.
Steamship Franconia, Mangum, New York—Henry
Fox.
Barque Sir Robert Peel, Wakely, Montevedio—
W&CRMilliken.
Brig J Williams, (Br) Knowlton, Cardenas—Nutter, Kimball & Co, and Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch Geo M Adams, Standish, Savannah—Ryan &

Throw

HOI.L1H CENTRE.

W. P. GOSS,
227 Middle St.
Wedding William S. Lowell,
ANI)
CARD PLATE ENGRAVER.
Visiting
AND
Cards.

Stationer^

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for

Weddings

tions

a

and

Recep-

Specialty.

513 CONGRESS STREET,
mcbll
dtf

T.

PBESB.

THE

by the Portland
Cadets.

Their Reception

VICINITY?"
A

WELCOME

THE PRESS

DANA

obtaine-l at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei A Oo,, Andrews, Armstrong, Oo*, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland.
Kobert Costello, Boston A Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of the
city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, F. Fierce.
C

a?

Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Blddeford, F. M. Burnham.

Lewis,

BATTERY.

A

Scene of Great Magnificence Displayed
at City Hall.

Some time ago tlis Portland Cadets paid a
visit to the Tillson Light Infantry of Rockland,
and received a hearty, generous reception,
such as the eastern part of the State knows so
The
well how to extend toward strangers.

since the old days when the Stroudwater
Light Infantry entertained its guests at Broad’s
and the old Portland Light Infantry gave dinners under marquees on Munjoy Hill. The
opportunity once offering the Cadets were not
slow to take advantage of it, and the result
in their reception to

was seen

SPECIAL NOTICES.

to elect officers, yesterday, and
with the Brown Light Artillery,
were included.
The High School Cadets,

to

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Spring Ulsters—Eastman Bros. A Bancroft.
Farm for Sale—Charles B. Merrill.
Notice—G orliam Savings Bank.
The Carpenters of Portland.

they too,

thus adorned.
At noon the Cadets, headed by Chandler’s
band, marched to the Maine Central station to
receive their visitors. The Bockland company
As they entered the
arrived at one o’clock.
were

From W. W. Morland, M. D.,
Fellow of the Mass. State Medical Society.

After a daily trial, under your directions, of
th eHealth-Lift, during two months, it gives
me great pleasure to express to you the very

station they were receive* with a torpedo salute and a salvo of artillery.' Line was immediately formed and the visitors escorted to the

it has made

upon me
Lifting, as I now do, five hundred pounds, I
have never felt the least strain, nor any other
injurious effect. On the contrary, the sensations, after lifting, are only those of exhilaration, lightness, increase of muscular force, and

citizens who lined the sidewalks. The Tillson
Light Infantry is composed of as fine looking
a

uniforms bright, and they march with steadiand precision. After stacking arms in
Old City Hall, the two companies and Chandler’s hand repaired to the United States Hotel,
where they sat down to an excellent dinner
The afternoon was spent by the visitors in visit
ness

ing places of interest in Portland. The following is a roster of the Tillson Light Infantry:

We have the most positive and convincing
proof that Thomas’ Eclecteic Oil is a most
In case of
effectual specific for bodily pain.
rheumatism and neuralgia it gives instant remcb21eodlw
lief.

THE COMPANY.

Captain—H. C. Chapman.
Lieutenant—E. W. Berry.

DANA LIGHT BATTEKY.

Health-Lift rooms,
mar20dtf

At 4.40 p.

as

well as a

neces-

Placed where it should always be upon
the toilet, it adorns it, and gratifies the taste
and senses. It sends out a delicious perfume,
and gives pleasure and health to its users.
eod&wlw
Cleve

I have used the Health-Lift you represent
for about tLree years at my home, and it has
1 cheerbeen a great benefit to my health.
fully recommend it, and could not be induced
Health-Lift
to discontinue its daily use.
mar20dtf
rooms, 201 Middle St.

battery:
G. W. Proctor, D. Guptil, W. B. Moody, F.
Hathaway, J. A. Chase, J. R. Gilbert, J. D.
Bubier, C. C. Cole, E. Dodge, W. J. Davis,
T. Blockum, F. J. Felt, G. E. Faunce, G. W.
Fuller, A. K. Farnham, W. Hayford, L. W.
Jackson, G. ,M. Kavanagh, M. Moriarty, T.
Merrill, F. A. Prescott, S. Stewart, B. L.
Stubbs, B. Stevens, E. J. Tibbetts, E. A.
Willis, C. A. M. Wasgatt, W. A. Whidden,
W. P. Johnson, R. Sawyer, C. Fisher.

Scirio, N. Y., Dec. 1,1879.
1 am the Pastor of the Baptist Church here,
I am not in
and an educated physician.
practice, but am my sole family physician, and
Over a year
advise in many chronic cases.
ago I recommended your Hop Bitters to my
invalid wife, who has been under medical
treatment of six of Albany's best physicians

CITY HALL.

At 6.45 p. m. the doors of City Hall were
So great was
thrown open to ticket holders.
the rush for tickets the week previous that it
w>s found necessary to place five rows of settees around the hall to accommodate the public, aud when the doors opened last night every
vacant place not reserved was quickly filled.

She has become thoroughly
several years.
cured of her various complicated diseases by
We both recommend them to
their use.
our friends, many of whom have also been
cured of their various ailments by them.
Kev. E. K. Warren.

Upon the grand staircase with its handsome
festoonings of bunting, the crowd pushed its
way and crowded into the main hall, where,
as soon as they could collect themselves, they

expressed
Prom Gen. A. B. Nettleton, Philadelphia.

physical

exercise.

Health-Lift rooms,

201

The wall at the rear of the stage was intended to represent Roman panelling, with a drab
groundwork, each panel separated from the
next by Corinthian columns in Pompeian red.
The centre window formed a superb portico,
surmounted by a 1 arge eagle and glory of flags,

cold.
Mercury 27°
yesterday,
at sunrise, 34° at noon, 30° at sunset; wind
north, northeast.
The Boston & Maine Btation in Boston, is to
but

■

brilliant, representing
a knight’s crest in nickel plate, surrounded
by a beautiful floral wreath. In the centre of
the portico stood a full length figure of Victory
from which

be lighted by electricity.
A boy was run over by a light carriage at
the foot of Park street yesterday, as the Cadets
were passing, and somewhat injured.
Rev. Dr. Holbrook delivered a very interesting lecture on “California’' in the popular
at the Abyssinian church, last evening.
Mr. Hewes has sold that charming medallion
on

hibition at his gallery.
A large party took the Eastern road morning
train yesterday, for Boston, to attend the
the afternoon
opera, and a still larger one on
train.
Steamer Hibernian, Capt. Wylie, of the Allan line, sailed for Liverpool via Halifax yesterday afternoon, with a full cargo and several

from rosettes of biilliants and nickel-plated
spear-heads, and festooned to the pavilions on
either hand. On the panels, between the porlancet shaped,
embossed with military emblems.
The windows, on the side of the hall, over
the doors, were draped with crimson, and those
tico and

,Strangers

in the smaller
on Pearl
Parish
church,
the
Second
of
vestry
street.
At the receiver’s sale of stock, carriages,
taming tools, &c., at Riverton Farm, Deering
Thursday, about ®S,000 were realized. C. W’

religious meeting this evening,

travel.

The horse belonging to Mr. TimmonB, the
salute
-oyster dealer, took fright at the torpedo
and
at the Maine Central station yesterday,
with bad
ran over three boys, who escaped
bruises.
for
The new fishing schooner built at Bath
WedCarney & Prince, was towed to Portland
She is to be rigged and fitted
nesday night.

here, and will be got ready as soon as possible.
As yet she bears no name.
The Boston & Maine railroad has a new lo"
to
comotive in its'Lawrence shops nearly ready
This is the second one made
road.
the
on
put
cars and
during the year. Three new parlor
four new passenger cars are to be ready July
1st.
Messrs. Chas. A. Dyer & Co. ol tnis city,

’have leased the premises formerly occupied by
the Portland Packing Co. at Oceanville, Deer
Isle, and are arranging to do a large business
the coming season in canning lobsters, mack*

erel and clams.
Geo. Chustenson of Kennebunkport, launcli<ed a schooner Wednesday for A. M. Smith of
this city, to be called the Fanny Spurling.
This is a very fine vessel, workmanship and
She will be brought to
(material of the best.

Portland and measured.
The new designs in bracelets and ear-rings
are very handsome. The former are of braided
gold, with lions’ heads, the latter having ruby
diamonds in their mouthseyes and holding
The|latter are lions’heids with curved serpents
and the ring is made to fasten like a safetails,

ty-pin.

of Richmond, which was
marine railway Weda few days, be towed
she will then
new
receive
boilers;
to
Boston
to
taken to Portland, where her repairs
be
she has been on the
Will be completed. While
she has been extensively rerailway
mariae
been put on, anew
paired, a new top having
in that part of the bottom
keel new timber put
new paddles put into
whioh was injured, and
The bottom was most all newly
the wheels
The steamer

City

put afloat from the Bath
nesday morning, will, in

The total cost of the work
her will amount to at °ast 850,(XX).

flanked

put

on

The

stage, representing huge vases filled with
moth bouquets, and the front of the stage
was draped in crimson bordered with gold. On
the right and left sides, respectively, of the
central portico were American flags dependent

Mr. M. E. Haskell, of Lord & Haskell, has
sent home from Florida a fine specimen of a
inches long.
young alligator about nineteen
The young chap is lively and healthy.
are especially invited to the social

summer

laurel wreath.

mam-

passengers.

a large
creasing

a

flashed a thousand colors over the magnificent
audience. These pavilions bore on their caps,
in large letters, the one “Tillson Light Infantry,” aud the other, "Portland Cadets.” Two
large scenic pieces stood at either side of the

ex-

Allen acted as auctioneer.
Capt. C. H. Knowlton has sold the steamer
Tourist to parties at Jonesport, and will build
boat to accommodate the constantly in-

depended

windows at
presenting
either side represented pavilions, draped with
rich curtains of orange, blue and crimson,
bearing in the centre superb brilliants which
a

course

now

the decorations in no

THE DECORATIONS.

Brief Joltings.

entitled “Pouting,” by Thaxter,

delight at

Mr. Beal of the Boston Decorating Company,
decorated the ball very handsomely with the
same elegant designs which created such a sensation at the Tigers’ ball in Boston.

mar20dtf

Fine day

their

set terms.

Having used the Eeactionary Health-Lift
several years, I would not ditpense with it for
It is the “condensed milk’
any consideration.
Middle St.

committee from the Brown
of Corporals Mar-

looked finely and numbered twenty-eight men
and three officers, under the command of SerThe following is a roster of the
geant Moody.

_

Prom John D. Rockefeller, Esq.,
land. O.

a

wick and Gould, Privates Howe, Hinckley
and Fuller, proceeded to the Maine Central
station and escorted the Dana Light Battery
The Artilof Lewiston to the Preble House.
lery were accompanied by a.drum and fife,true
military music, aud the Battery also was reThe Battery
ceived with a torpedo salute.

sity.

mar20

m.

Light Artillery consisting

A Toilet Luxury.

luxury

Kittredge,

C. E. Young,
B. H. Burnham, Frank Singhi.
F.
N.
L.
Privates—E.
Deake,
Cobb, W. E.
Mayo, Knowlton, Ingraham, Hix, Lemuel
Tyler, J. S. W. Burpee, E. H. Burpee, W. C.
French, Geo. D. Achorn, Chas. G. Kiff, F. E.
McNamara, A. Shea, D. M. Murphy, J. W\
Blackington, C. L. Torrey, W. Bartlett, Samuel Tyler, Samuel W. Lawry, D. G. Morey.

_

a

W. H.

Sergeants—M. W. Mowry,
Burpee.
Corporals—J. W. Anderson,

“I consider the Health-Lift one of the
world’s greatest blessings.”
Commencing its
use in January, ’71, for dyspepsia and severe
headache, and weighing 113 pounds, I found
myself, in less than a year, entirely free from
disease and my weight increased to 130 pounds.

pavilions,were banners,

hall in orange,
on the opposite side
crimson and blue. Festoons of red, white and
blue bunting decorated the sides and rear of
the hall. The window directly opposite the
of

[

the

main entrance was canopied in red, surmount
ed by a blazing brilliant, from which depended
the Cadet banner bearing the inscription “P.
C., Org-uized January 4,1870.” The front of
the gallery was draped in light blue, on which
was
hand-painted, at great expense, most
lovely floral festoons, each caught up with a
There were 400 yards of
true lover’s knot.
drapery employed in this festooning, and that
on the rear gallery, facing the stage, bore the

little cherubs holding
up the wreath that enclosed the legend. A
large brilliant flashed its prismatic hues from
the centre window of the rear gallery and was

inscription, "Welcome,”

either side by Roman banners,
while other banners, painted in heraldic devices, adorned the gallery niches and corners.
A broad band of blue drapery, heavily bordered with gold, and studded with stars, adorned
the upper portion of the rear wall, in graceful

supported on

festoons.
The central chandelier was dropped several
feet, and a tri-colored balloon filled its place,
the circle at the bottom studded with brilliants.
From this balloon streamers of bunting radiated to the sides of the hall.
THE CONCERT.

At 7.30 Chandler’s full military band treated
the great audience to the following admirable
concert, which lasted an hour, and was warm-

ly applauded:
War March.Mendelssohn
Overture—Banditenstreiche.Suppe

Priest’s

Waltzes—Les

brilliants shed floods of light of every possible
hue, and the only place where one could have
desired a little more illumination was on the
stage. The gay uniforms of the military, the
nodding plumes, the steady marching, all pre-

sight long to be remembered. After
marching twice around the hall the battalion
drew up in line, sainted the Governor, Mayor,

sented a

and invited guests, all of whom then took seats
in an elegantly furnished lltttle pavilion under
the rear gallery.
The following programme was then carried

by the Cadets:

out

Grand March

Galop—Inauguration.Kipley
THE DRILL AND BALL.

The invited guest3 assembled in the Mayor’s
There were present Govoffice at 8.30 p. m.
Plaisted and Adjutant General Beal, Inspector General Lynch, Judge Advocate General
McQuillan, Sergeon General Hitchcock, Com-

missary General PulleD, and Col. Hawthorne

O'Donoghue, Major

B. J.
Hill, Division Quartermaster and Major T. P.
Shaw, of Gen. Chamberlain’s staff; His Honor
Mayor Libby; Col. J. Marshall Brown, Lt. Col.

.staff; Lt.

Col.

by the Company and Invited Guests
Silent Company Drill.
Silent Bayonet.

Manual of Arms to Music.

Drill by the Little Fellows—Johnson and Skillings.
Fancy Drill by Cushing, llogers and Hogan.
It was the united opinion of military men
that never had the Cadets drilled with such
precision and snap. There was not a perceptible mistake on the part of any one down to
the little fellows.
Every movement was exfrom
comes
ecuted with promptness that
familiarity. All the new movements were exThe applanse was
ecuted as well as the old.
tremendous.
Just at the olose of the silent company drill
the Brown Light Artillery and Dana Light

Battery

the hall and were heartily
They made themselves at home

arrived at

welcomed.

appeared to enjoy themselves hugely.
After the drill there was an order of twelve
Lieut.
dances which was
fully enjoyed.
Ilsley was floor manager assisted by Sergeants
and

Heseltine, Bnrgess, Baker, Corporal Bicker,
Privates Cushing and Bain, Honoaaries Rogers
and Colcord.

At intermission Reception Halj
Mrs. Ulmer had a neat

visited where

was

menu

prepared.

The affair was a great success ana is due in
great part to the exertions of the committee of
arrangements, Capt. Winslow, Lieut. Ilsley,

Sergeants Heseltine and Burgess and Corporal
Tobey. The reception committee were Messrs.
Albro E. Chase, A. A. Dennett, Capt. Winslow, Capt. Mosely, Lieuts. Ilsley and York.
To-day the Tillson Light Infantry will re-

Sprague, Surgeon Bray and Assistant Surgeon
Wells of the First liegiment staff; Sergeant
Major Chase, Q. M. Sergeant C. A. Perry,
Commissary Sergeant C. A. Plummer, Hospital Sergeant F. W. Kinsman, of the noncommissioned staff; Capt. H. A. McDonald,
Lts. Norton and Holmes of the Portland Light
Infantry: Capt. Kimball, Biddeford Light In-

noon

train.

Personal.
Congressman Lindsey of this State has been
dangerously sick in Washington during the
past week, but within the last two or three
his condition has considerable improved.
& mong the candidates for chairman of the
Republican Congressional Committee are
Senators Hale of Maine and Representatives
Hubbell of Michigan and Page of California.
Mr. Nathaniel D. Wiggin died at his b ome
in Boston, on Monday, March 20tb, at the: age

days

of 43 years. He was a native of Parsonslield,
and during the war was a clerk in the Interior Department in Washington. While in
that position he acted as an agent of the
He leaves a
Maine sanitary commission.
widow and one child.
A private telegram

received in
B.ingor
announced the death of

Wednesday night
Samuel P. Dinsmore, Esq., formerly of that
city, which occurred in New York city that
Mr. Dinsmore has been eng aged
forenoon.
for some years in business in New York and
as editor of the Stockholder.
He was widely
known in this State, especially among the
older people, as a lawyer and at one time
editor of the Bangor Daily Mercury, which he
P.
Charles
conducted in
company with
Roberts, Esq., from 1850 till it was sole! and
converted into the Daily Journal in 1854. The
deceased was a graduate of Bowdoin College,
and a man of scholarly tastes, with a keen
sense of humor and a genial temperument
that made him a most entertaining companion.

Kohling.
fashionable
Exchange
street tailor, has just received a full line of
spring and summer goods, that furnishes a
feast for the eye, and should be examined by
every lover of the beautiful. These goods are
all in the latest made colors, and attract al[
passers owing to their careful arrangement in
Mr.

Kohling,

the

The trousers patterns are
the show windows.
very delicate and harmonize exquisitely with
the beautiful "Blarney” coatings from Ire.
land. Then there is a full line of Cheviots,
and also of the best German suitings—goods
that never fade and wear like iron.
It is a popular fallacy that Boston tailors
Mr. Kohling
alone can cut a suit of clothes.
He has turned out
is a master at his trade.
suits which have caused Boston men of fashion
to exclaim "is it possible you have such an excellent tailor in Portland?” It is absurd, and
wicked too,to go abroad for goods which can be
obtained equally as well at home.
Class Reunion.
The eighth annual reunion of the Class of
’74, Portland High School, was held at Rossini

Hall, Wednesday evening. There were forty
members present. An excellent programme,
consisting of vocal and instrumental mnsic,
and readings, was.given by the members, after
which sunp :r was served by Lucy. After the
reading of letters from absent members, an ormusic

der of dances was enjoyed. Excellent
was furnished by Grimmer. The following
officers were elected:
President—F. E’ Haskell.
Vice President—Miss A. L. Jacobs.
Secretary and Treasurer—J. H. Morse.
Reunion Committee—Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Staples, Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Everett, Mr.
J. E. Thompson and Miss C. A. Nash.
Narrow Escape from Suffocation.

Wednesday night

the steward of the schoonJohn Brown, lying at Custom House wharf,
went on board and started a coal fire in the
forecastle and shortly after fell asleep. Not

er

at the usual time yesterday morning, one of the crew went went down to awake
him, but found him insensible and apparently
dead. He was quickly taken to the cabin and

appearing

After several hours
medical aid summoned.
of hard work, signs of animation appeared
The doctors are hopeful of a full recovery but
pronounced it a fortunate escape from death,
by suffocation from coal gas.
Sensible Petition.
A petition to the city council, asking for a
change in the present school vacation regulations, is in active circulation and receiving
A

many signatures. The paper states that from
the middle of June to the middle of Sentem
ber is the shortest desirable vacation, and asks
that the present school term shall close June
23d and the next term begin Sept. 18th. The
change is recommended by every physician in
the oity, for the reason that the present vacation does not afford the school children sufficient time for rest and relaxation.

The

Good Templars.
have elected

following logges

representatives and alternates to the, Grand Lodge of
Maine, I. O. G. T., session, to be held in Au-

gusta, April 12th and 13th:
Arcana, No. 1—Representatives—E. AMarston, R. B. Whitcomb, G. H. Blake, S. L.
Carleton, Mrs. T. P. Beals.
Alternates—N. J. Sanford, Mrs. E. A. Marston, Mrs. L. A. Rich, Mrs. Martha Green, Miss
M. J. Maney.
Forest City, No. 128—Representatives—Andrew J. Chase, Dr. F. Webster, W. L. Sawyer.
Alternates—Mrs. Mary
E. Lynch, Miss Bruce.

Sireues.Waldtufel

Selection—La Maseotte.Audran

and

tered the hall the scene was magnificent. The
galleries were packed with ladies and gentlemen, and every inch of space on the floor that
could be conceded to the spectators. The great

turn home by the

J. A.

From Edward G. Newell, Chicago.

SOZODONT is

set of young men as one usually sees. They
tall and straight, their step is Arm, their

are

Proof Positive.

daily.

they passed down Congress street,

they received many words of praise from the

mar20dtf

I continue its use
201 Middle St.

As

armory.

of the circulation.
a pleasant acceleration
Those whom I have sent to you bear the same
testimony. In fact, every one who gives the
Reactionary Lifter a fair trial becomes fasciHealth-Lift rooms, 201 Middle
nated with it.
St

Insane Women-

Sergeant

Eiiles; Capt. Davis and Lieut.
Milliken, Mechanic Blue; Capt. Merrill, Au
burn Light Infantry; Capt.'Hartnett, Lts. Lappin and McCallum of the Montgomery Guards,
and Capt. Cross of the Richards Light Infantry.
At 8.45 Gov. Plaisted accompanied by Mayor
Libby, followed by the military gentlemen
mentioned above, and preceded by the reception committee, ascended the grand staircase.
There they were met by a battalion consisting
of the band, Portland Cadets, Tillson Light Infantry and High School Cadets. The Portland
Cadets were under the command of Capt. N.
D. Winslow, Lts. P. I. Ilsley and York, and
the High School Cadets of Capt. Hight, Lts.
Woodman and Carpenter. As the column en-

Portland

from which company the Portland Cadets took
its origin, were also invited in a body.
During the day flags were generally display,
ed throughout the city. Not only did the City
Hall, hotels, and other public buildings throw
out their bunting, but many private residence

sufferers
from
Debilitated persons, and
wasting disease such as consumption, scrofula,
kidney affections, will be greatly benefitted by
using Brown’s Iron Bitters.
mar24eod&wlw

impression

Rockland

teer Militia to be present on the occasion. The
Dana Light Battery of Lewiston, was ordered

Gentlemen—Chas. A. Smith.

favorable

the

company yesterday.
Invitations were extended to Gov. Plaisted
and staff, Gen. Chamberlain and staff, the
United States military and naval officers, resident in this vicinity, and the staff and line
officers of the First and Second Maine Volun-
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Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, 0. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Mlllett.
Norway, A. O. Noyee.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. O. Andrews.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendriok,
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinaihayen, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterrille, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs A Bundle*.
Woodford's Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, 0. E. Coombs,

t

LIGHT

TO

Cadets made up their minds to return the
favors they had received in the manner that
the Portland military has been famous for

Gardiner, Palmer A Oo,
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallpwell, 0. L. Spaulding.

•

EXTENDED

tie

Jellerson's Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Diokens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison,
OumwrlandMlllsoF. A. Verrtll.
Damarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley A

Lieut. Owen and

Peck ot the Saco

FRIDAY MORNING, MARCH 24.

CITY AND

dtowe,

fautry; Capt.

I.

L.

Knight,

Miss Annie

Arrival of the Ontario.
The steamship Ontaria, Capt. Williams,
thirteen days from Liverpool, arrived here at
She brought (13 steerage
1 o’clock yesterday.
and 12 cabin passengers, together with 1323
tons of freight mostly for re-shipment. That

consigned to this port consisted of linens, wool, iron, tin-plate and Irish
potatoes, one hundred and thirty cattle, nine
horses, thirteen sheep and nine calves for
She had, rough
Messrs. Burleigh & Bodwell.
portion of

the cargo

The cattle

weather but sustained no damage.
and horses for Messrs. Burleigh & Bodwell are
of

splendid

stock.

That Mysterious Disappearance.
Mb. Editob—I would like to let my friends
know that I have not left Portland, as every
ODe supposes, and that the mysterious disappearance of one Mr. Smith, a colored man, did
not mean me. My name is C. H. Smith, and
I live on Mayo street, at No. 10.

WHY THEY SHOULD BE TREATED BY

PHYSICIANS OF THEIR OWN SEX.
Results of Such Treatment in Pennsylvania and Elsewhere.

[Sarah W. Devoll, M. D.)
No one, it seems to me, can observe closely
large numbers of the insane without being
Struck with this fact,—how much their condition makes them like children, and how much
and treatment is
of the same sort of

discipline

required in their management. The same patience, gentle firmness and power to direct;
the same readiness to speak or remain silent;
same demand for the proper exhibition of

the

sympathy, untiring devotion,
self-centrol, loving-kindness.

truthfulness,

representation of the qualities of womau
is generally recognized; but the application of
these traits, peculiarly feminine in many ways,
outside the home are not generally recognized.
This special fitness is apparent through that
general fitness for the medical profession, deThis

letter to a friend recently published. He says, “Their force of intellect, their sympathy, their wonderful acuteness of observation, &c., seem to indicate in
them peculiar qualities for dealing with dis-

scribed by Carlyle in

a

ease, and evidently in certain departments
(that of female disease) they have quite peculiar opportunities of being useful."
These thoughts of woman’s inherent fitness
for treating the insane can be shown to have
their foundation in psychological and physiological processes and phenomena and hence to
be philosophical.
“According to my thinking,” says Dr. Hedge*

“it is sonl that makes organization, not organization the sonl.” The active sympathies and
quick perceptions of woman make her woman,
as distinct from other qualities held in common
with man. They were the mould in which
she was cast,—and to which she owes her plasHer mere
tic grace and power of endurance.
sensitive, sympathetic nervous system, required
to guard the processes of nutrition for the sake
of maternity, is but a part of the same formative and directing force. Out of these psychological and physiological phenomena come woman’s latent power and “her superior vitality,
unless active force be held superior to endurenoe,” and those adaptive forces which fit her
to be the mother of the race, to train the
young, care for the sick, to treat disease, enter into works of humanity aud benevolence,
and all those offices and labors to which in the
progression of the race, the expression of her
sympathetic, practical forces ana traits may be
found to be valuable.
Uut while natural fitness is the best foundation for and guarantee of success, something
There must be liberal culmore is essential.
ture, executive ability, common sense, power
to endure physical strain and prolonged mental tension.
Of woman’s ability to endure all the hardships incurred in a large medical practice, we
have evidence in the last thirty years of practice by women. Some have married and have
families besides their professional work. A
few fill professorships and are mothers of several children to whom they are as much more devoted than ordinary mothers, as their intelligent appreciation of their needs, and their own
obligations, demand. One such has passed
away. Dr. Cleaveland, who for several years
was fading in consumption, filled with acknowledged credit the obstetric chair in the Women’s
Medical College, Philadelphia; was a successful ovariotomist. She filled also the varied
role demanded by a large practice, cared tenderly for an invalid husband, and jvas the animating spirit of a home it was a physical rest
and mental insniration to visit. Thirty years
ago a young, intellectual but delicate woman
physician, married a physician, and together
they began the practice of medicine. A few
years ago, worn out in his profession, he passed
away, leaving her to go on in her practice
alone. They each built up a large practice.
She was a mother and manager of a home
modelled after the neatness and order of the
Friends, from which stock she sprang.
The consideration, modification and adoption
of the non-restraint system; the appointment of
boards of lunacy commissions; the passage of
lunacy reform bills; the agitation of the questions of modifications of systems through medical journals and the public press; the investigations in progress in several States, all show
the unsatisfactoriness of the traditional management of the insane. Some modifications
that are desirable for the better management
and treatment of the women may be effected,
and can alone be effected, by women.
What better treatment can be alone effected
by women? The treatment of that class of insane women who are either insane because of
diseases peculiar to women, or in whom those
diseases are disturbing causes of ill health and
retard recovery, or causes of irritation beyond
the point of recovery. There are oases susceptible of treatment, if properly treated at once,
that cannot bear the irritation of inadequate
methods, or the delay occasioned by a protracted, or let alone course. The obstacles in the
way of examinations and treatment of these
patients is shown in the fact that such examinations are not made and suitable treatment

applied.

Dr. Harlow stated, if the papers correctly

re-

ported him, that such examinations are not
made. Why are they not made, and why is
not the treatment applied? CertaiDly not be-

of disposition to cure, or ability
patients. Dr. H. E. Storer in his
work on Insanity in Women states, “The superintendent, as at present situated, cannot
make such examinations of a female patient or
pursue such methods of treatment as are absolutely required for the relief of many forms of
gynaecological disease, upon the existence of
which, as we have said, her mental malady not
infrequently depends. He is absolutely prevented from this alike by his regard for the patient's welfare, for his own personal reputation
and that of his hospital. So constantly compelled to see the patient he appreciates the importance as regards other details of treatment,
moral, etc., that he should retain her confidence and escape her fears; be recognizes the
danger lest an endeavor to arrive at a proper
diagnosis of her disease, should seem to the disordered mind only an attempt at improper and
unpardonable liberties with her person, and,
should she ever entirely recover her reason, be
so represented to friends and to the community by her perverted and imperfect memory.
*****
Iu this strait upon whom is the superintendent to rely? Not upon his assistants
surely, younger men. and often merely pupils,
at any rate placed in the same relations as
himself to the patient, the hospital and outside
world.”
To which Dr. Margaret A. Cleaves, a number of years in the woman’s department of a
State asylum in Iowa, now in charge of that
department in Harrisburg, Pa., adds, “It is in
insane women, suffering from diseased conditions peculiar to the sex that we are most apt
to find those perversions of sensations and perception which lead them to misinterpret that
which is done for them. Public confidence is
already too easily shaken in our charitable institutions, and we cannot afford to add another
possible oause for tremor, no matter how good
the motive nor desirable the resalt. Some hospital physicians have realized the difficulties
fn their way, their utter inability to afford all
insane women under their care every facility
for recovery.”
One of onr older and most able superintendents, Dr. Bancroft of Concord, N. H., has
said, “No one would be more thankful than
myself for better facilities than we are at present affording for investigation and treating
those cases." Says Dr. Cleaves, “While in
conversation with one of our western superintendents a few months since, be expressed bis
conviction of the almost insurmountable difficulties in the way of proper treatment for a
portion of this class of patients, and the need
he experienced of suitable means to overcome
them.”
Dr. Tyler of McLean Asylum, Somerville,
Mass., during his administration and life was
in the habit of calling in the aid of other physicians,—I know in many instances, a woman
cause of want
to treat such

physician.

superintendent of sound judgment and
fidelity, recently expressed to me the impracticability of|superintendents, or their assis-

been employed without an appointment. She
is called in to examine and treat all patients
who hare diseases of the pelvio viscera. In
accordance with the law enacted by the Pennsylvania Legislature in the spring of 1880, two
women physicians, Dr. Margaret A. Cleaves
and Dr. Alice Bennett, were appointed in July
and September of that year physicians in chief
of the female departments, each with an assistant women physician, the former at the
State lunatic hospital at Harrisburg—the latter
at the new State hospital at Norristown.
Dr.
Cleaves who is a Maine woman, held for three
years the position of assistant at the State asylum, Mount Pleasant, Iowa. The respect
developed by her ability, fidelity and the
value of her services, was attested at
their close by her appintment on the
Board of Trustees of the hospital, to which
her active services had been given. The
satisfaction of the boards of management with
the employment of women physicians is farther shown by the subsequent appointment of
two physicians to the same hospital, made necessary by resignation and retirement to private practice.
In a letter from Dr. J. P. Bancroft, superintendent of the New Hampshire fesylum for the
insane, he states his opinions 'and conduct in a
fair and forcible manner. He has employed
Dr. Julia Wallace for the past two years and a
half to examine and treat all patients who suffer from any diseases of the pelvic viscera.Says
Dr. Bancroft, “The motive that led me to this
coarse was to avoid the embarrassment, and I
may say the risk, of discharging those duties
in a house made up of women in every imaginable morbid state of mind, and liable from disease, to misconstruction and misrepresentation
It was a matter of great relief to be able to delegate a duty so beset with “unpleasantness”
which would not exist in the private family.
The advantage which I have named is the
principal one,in my ewn mind in the employment of women in this department.”
A recent letter from Dr. Hiram Corson of
Penn., one of the board of trustees of the State
hospital at Harrisburg, says of that institution
of which a thorough examination has recently
been made—“From the time when Dr. Abbie
Cleaves entered upon her duties, a change for
the better was soon observable in the condition
of the hospital and the patients; and this difference became more and more marked as the
months moved on. Our president of the board,
the eminent Dr. John Atlee who had presided
there for nearly thirty years, declared on our
last visit, that he had never seen the hospital
in as good a condition, and the patients so
comfortable. It was the feeling of every one
of us, and we attribute much of it to that wonderful capacity and adaptness of women for
this work.”
Of the Norristown hospital the records seem
equally satisfactory. “About three weeks since
the members of the Legislature, the trustees of
Harrisburg hospital, and many prominent men
—physicians, lawyers and ministers, in all
nearly 300,met at the Norristown hospital; and
there was a universal expression of satisfaction
—even of admiration—with the management
in both the male and female departments; and
most gratifying to ns all was the fact, that
while each department is entirely independent
of the other, the physicians of both sexes are in
harmony with each other, and consult and aid
each other. The board of trustees of both the
HarriBburg and Norristown hospitals are delighted with the management of the female

physicians.”

The State asylums of Michigan, at Pontiac
and Kalamazoo, have each a woman assistant
superintendent. In one the services have stood
the test eighteen months, the other more than
a year.
They were placed in the hospitals by
the advice of the trustees who now, after the
experiment has been fairly tried, hare petitioned to the Legislature to make a law, to secure the permanent appointment of women

physicians.

From the assistant superintendent at Danvers, Mass, continuously good reports are made.
The trustees’ report of 1879 says, "The appointment of a woman physician has proved a move
in the right direction.” That of 1880 states,
“All the officers work assiduously for the good
of the institution.”
Madame Tarnowski, M.D.,has been recently
placed on the board of management of a lunatic
asylum in Russia and is said to be an active
member. She has exhibited so much skill,
power of thought and sense in her treatment
of difficult cases in the practice of psychiatry
that she has earned a wide reputation among
specialists. (English Women’s Review.) No
other country, except the United States, has
employed women physicians in asylums for the
insane; bnt the same reasons and necessities
for their employment obtain, as shown by
Greisinger, a high authority, who says, “It is
certainly of great detriment to the patients
that there exists at the present time amongst
asylum physicians, a truly [childish delicacy in
regard to examinations, etc., etc. In Germany,
France and England I have found the same
delicacy; they seem afraid of exciting the patients, of awakening or increasing certain delirious ideas. * * * Such subordinate consideration ought not to be regarded when it interferes with what is the only means of arriving at a correct diagnosis, and therefore a proper system of treatment.”
In the discussion of any subject, no fact or
its semblance should be concealed. Truth will
always bear the weight of all objections. Two
instances of unBatisfactoriness in the employment of women physicians have occurred, one
in Augusta, Maine, one in Worcester, Massachusetts. Why they aid not give satisfaction
I have been unable to learn. Others besides
myself have failed to ascertain the reasons of
At any rate it cannot be
the dissatisfaction.
held as conclusive against the fitness and propriety of the employment of women physicians
because one, or two, have failed to give satisfaction, because |many men have failed
in this most difficult department of medicine.
Another advantage in the employment o£
women

physicians

not

a

reason nor

an

argument?

The Mayor Warned.
Mrs. Jane Thurston has sent the

postal

tants treating those women who suffer from
diseases of women.
In many hospitals the treatment is not attempted and the generally imperfect manner in
whidh diseases of women have been studied as
causes of insanity is shown by the ignorance
that prevails upon the subject- All authors
agree that they are causes of insanity. Yet to
what extent is not known.
Dr. Margaret A. Cleaves declares her belief
that in a large number of cases such diseases
are the predisposing and exciting causes, and
says further, “I know that diseases of women
exist in a large proportion of insane women.”
The disability on the part of superintendents
of hospitals for the insane to meet this need, is
proven as much by those hospitals where no
treatment is afforded, as by the conduct of
those superintendents who faithfully call in
the skill of others.
Physical strength is not required in the management of the insane, in a very large majority
of cases; but mental and moral power, combined with that subtle force we call sympathy
that wins the confidence, that aids most largely in the guidance, control, remedial treatment
and cure of those susceptible to curative treatment.
A few years ago I read an extract from a paper on the treatment of the insane by a famous
superintendent of an asylum in Scotland, I believe—in the Lancet, or British Medical Journal. He held the most radical views on their
treatment. He had dismissed all the male
attendants from the male wards, except a few
who might be needed for assistance to the
women nurses, and bad found that the patients
were more quiet and manageable and that his
treatment had been more satisfactory in results.
This simply shows the value of gentleness and
patience. His experience covered several
yoars. He did not turn a key in door or gate,
except where raving maniacs were kept. Unable to visit a large library I cannot give
month or year— but am sure of the fact.
But the fact is before us, that women
cians are being placed in Hospitals for the InThe reform began in Massachusetts in
sane.
18(19 by the appointment of a woman physician
to tho position of assistant superintendent at
Worcester asylum, where she remained five
years. Eleven physicians have been employed
in eight different hospitals; eight have received appointments in the last five years, six
of whom have been appointed since October,
1879, which indicates the growth of the movement. Eight of the eleven have filled the position of assistant superintendent. One has

physi-

following

Mayor Libby:
Portland, March 22, 1882.
Chats, i'. Libby, Sir:—I hereby direct you
not to take the office of Mayor ot Portland,
the city being under the commissioners whom
I appointed, to wit: Sewall C. Strout, John
W. Deering and John J. Lynch. You will
confer with Hon. Bion Bradbury.
Jane P. Thurston,
to

Prop’r

A

rare

previously mentioned,

is, their knowledge, and power, to better arrange plans of labor in variety and adaptation
to women patients, than men physicians, because men do not :have varied or familiar
Neither can
knowledge of women’s work.
matrons, or (attendants meet this demand, for
the reason that they have not the knowledge
enabling them to decide upon what patients
Knowledge and power
could, or should do.
must be combined in one individual, and that
Not only is the
individual the physician.
hygienic value of labor of as much general
importance to this class of patients as to any,
but labor suited to the different classes of
patients is of the highest importance as a remedial agent. The constant exercise of a few
brain cells in the expression of one idea or one
class of ideas, results in irritation, exhaustion
and ultimate degeneration of these cells, as
shown in the permanent impairment of faculty,
and proportionately weakens other brain cells
fram inactivity and want of use. The work of
the hands sails into activity the inactive brain
cells, affords rest and the opportunity for
nourishment to the exhausted centres of ideation or emotion.
One word as to the testimony given before a
committee of investigation by a lady on the
visiting board of the Maine State asylum, on
the employment of a woman physician. It
was stated that women patients did not want
women physicians. This statement requires examination for two reasons; it is both of special
It is the reaBon
and general application.
given against every movement in favor of
women’s progress,—“Women do not want it.”
It is the same statement made by Sir William
Gull and other noted London physisians a few
yearsjago—why women should not be educated
for the medical profession, or recognized after
such education has been received at foreign
universities, because women should not (have
thiust upon them what they did not want.
There are to-day in London and vicinity twenty
women physicians who have quite a number of
the letters of the alphabet after their names.
All rank well, and several in this short time
take high rank in position and practice. Here
is a fact, what shall we do with it? What
does it signify, and what are the lessons it
teaches? Is it not pertinent to enquire, if this
were said of sane women, if it coiu.i be consid
ered a reason against the employment of
women physicians, could auything more |be
said of it, than that it was an opinion—neither

U. 8. A. & G. B.

Nova Scotia Oil and Land Company.
The Nova Scotia Oil and Land Company or.
ganized as a corporation at E. S. Ridlon’s office yesterday, and elected the following officers:

President—S. D. Leavitt.
Secretary and Treasurer—W. Upton.
Clerk—E. S. Ridlon.
Directors—Samuel D. Leavitt, W. Upton,
W. M. B. Hammond, Hayes Lougee, and J. P.

Lynch._
Theft.
Mr. J. B. Powers, the Congress street barber, was confined to his house by i sickness and
employed a man to take his place in the shop.
The man worked steadily during the week
but on going to the shop Monday morning Mr.

Powers discovered that the man had decamped
with the week’s receipts and some money collected outsid e. The sum taken was about $15.
Associated Charities.
The Women’s Work Room Committee acknowledge tho receipt of the following contributions: Five dollars through Mrs. James
Fessenden; piece of flannel cloth from Mrs.
five dollars from
Mrs. Prentiss Loring; cloth and calico from
Mrs. Geo. W. True; ten dollars from Mrs
Charles Plummer.

McMullen; oalico, unknown;

Brown Light Artillery.
The Brown Light Artillery and Dana Light
Battery met at the armory of the formor company in this city, last evening, to elect officers.
Ool. J. Marshall Brown presided. The follow-

ing were elected:
Capt.—Seth L. Larrabee.
Senior 1st Lieut.—G. W. Proctor.
Junior 1st Lieut.—R. Talbot McLellan.
Senior 2d Lieut.—Daniel Guptil.
The Caulkers.
The Portland Caulkers’ Association held
its first meeting last evening at the Merchants’
Exchange Hotel and organized by the choice

President, and C. O. Waite
They adopted a code of by-laws

of Geo. Dyer for

Secretary.
and adjourned
same place.

for

oi e

week to meet at the
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NEW

EXCITING BEAR HUNT.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Oxford and Franklin Counties In Arms.
BUFFALO BILL.

Tonight Buffalo Bill will appear at Portland
Theatre lor the first time this season, and will
The
a performance Saturday night.
also
give

“His play of the
Cincinnati Enquirer says:
Prairie Waif has interest, and is crowded with
exciting scenes, dealing with life on the border. The plot is simple, dealing with the capture by the Indians of a little child, her rescue
after years by the [guide (Buffalo Bill) who
carefully protects her till she becomes a loving
and beautiful woman, and in the end is rewarded for his kindness by the hand of the
Prairie Waif.
It is decidedly the beat border
drama in which he has ever appeared, and differs lrom the general run of this class of plays,
from the fact that several thousand Indians are
Buffalo Bill
not killed in nearly every scene.
He shows
is, of course, the principal figure.
improvement in his acting, and his fine figure
and good looks make a favorite with all, he
being loudly, and at times boisterously applauded in most every scene in which he took

part.”

TINAFOBE.

The cast of Pinafore, which will be

City Hall, March 28th, is one of the
could be gathered together—as far as

given

at

best tha*
the musi-

cal qualifications of the artists are concerned—
in this country. The sale of seats has already
been very large at Stockbridge's, where a few
good places can still be secured.
NOTES.

It is evident that the New York critics sharpened their pencils when they went to see Anna Dickenson’s “Hamlet.”
Saturday she essays “Claude.”
The Lewiston Zouaves have engaged Chandler’s Band to play for their streot parade,
April 11th, and for a conoert before their ball
in City Hall.
The Temple Quartette, Miss Helen Nash,
Lewiston, soprano, Miss Ruth C. Long, Portland, contralto, Mr. Will H. Stockbridge, Portand, tenor, and Mr. Harvey Murray Lewiston,
pianist, will assist at the{Cary concert.
London is to have a theatre devoted to amateurs. It will be situated on the Strand. The
fact offers an opportunity for punsters to say
something about stranded|players.
The latest report concerning Mrs. Langtry is
that she will not come to America next season,
but will act in England for the present if she
remains upon the stage.
The most extensive preparations are making
for the production of the “Lights o’ London”
at the Park in Boston, next Monday. All the
scenic artists, carpenters, machinists and property men in the employ of Abbey & Schoeffel
in New York and Boston have been engaged
for the past two months in the work, and the
result will be a production far surpassing that
given at the Union Square Theatre. Mr. J. W.
Collier's company, who play the piece, has
been largely augmented by the addition of all
the extra members of A. M. Palmer’s company, among whom are Ellie Wilton, Edna Cary,
E. F. Thorne, E. J. Buckley, F. F. Mackay,
and many others of note.
An incident of quite an exciting nature occurred at the Chestnut Street Opera House in
Philadelphia, Tuesday evening during the
dressing room scene of “Edmund Kean,” in
When the
which Signor Rossi was playing.
finding of the Countess’s fan in his room by
her husband was made clear to Kean, Signor
Rossi sprang up, and tearing away the cloth
which the hair-dresser had placed about his
shoulders, he hurled it toward the dressing
bureau. In its flight it upset a candlestick on
the bureau, and before its discovery the flames
fairly caught in the lace with which the glass
was draped.
The audience was considerably
alarmed, as the flames burst out frightfully
near one of the flies.
Somebody shouted to the
people on the stage. Rossi turned, and discovering ihe danger stepped quickly to the spot,
tore down the curtau: * and soon smothered
the fire. Then he faced the audience and said
in an aside, as if taking the anxious people in
front into his confidence, “Eet ees all right.
Eet ees in ze play.” Confidence was restored
on the moment and the play proceeded,

Cruelty to Animals.
George T. Angell, president of the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals, will deliver a lecture ou the subject of human treatment of dumb animals, in
High Street Congregational Church, Sunday
evening, services commencing at 7.30 o’clock.
Several of our .clergymen have
co-operation, and willingness to

signified their
suspend their

evening services.
Mr. Angell’s lectures have received flattering notices from the press throughout the
country, and the church will undoubtedly be

crowded.

__

Larceny.
broke into Mrs. O’Donnell’s
store on Pleasant street and has been sentenced to 30 days in jail. Barry went into the
store, Mrs. O’Donnell having left it for a short
Tom

Barry

time, walked behind the connter and coolly
helped himself to a lot of tobacco and other
The

articles.

police arrested Barry lately.

Cape Elizabeth.
Wednesday, Deputy Master Samuel Bell of
Falmouth

organized

a

new

Grange

at

Cape

Elizabeth, with a full charter of some of the
leading farmers of the Cape. He was assisted
by Frederick Robie, Master of the State
Grange, Past Master Nelson Ham of Lewiston,
and L. B. Dennett, Past Lecturer of the Maine
State Grange. The following are the names of
the officers chosen:
Master—Nathan I. Sawyer.
Overseer—Stephen Scammon.
Lecturer—Edward F. Hill.
Steward—Harry C. Waterhouse.
Assistant Steward—Horace G. Jordan.
Chaplain—Z. C. Manter.
Treasurer—M. J. Peabbles.
Secretary—John Q. A. Jordan.
Gate Keeper—J. Scott Jordan.
Ceres—Clara N. Sawyer.
Pomona—Josie A. Scammon.
Flora—Angie L. Jordan.
Stewardess—Lizzie N. Waterhouse.
Organist—Mrs. Sadie Alexander.
Chorister—John T. Alexander.
Other new Granges have been recently organized in the State and the old Granges are
increasing in membership and usefulness.
The Life Saving: Service.
Perley says the Senate devoted t« o hours
Wednesday afternoon to the consideration of
the life saving service bill, and then having
passed the consular and diplomatic appropriations bill took it np again, and worked on it
until dinner time. The subjects for discussion
were the salaries paid to the superintendents
of the variouB districts, which the Southern
Senators denounced as extravagant, although
several of them have to give heavy bonds,
make large purchases, pay considerable numbers of men, and inspect numerous stations
Under the dictawith their respective crews.
tion of these Southern economists the salary of
the superintendent of the Maine and New
Hampshire District was reduced to $1600, of
the Massachusetts District to 81500, of the
Khode Island District to §1800, and so down
the coast, but when the East Florida District
was reached a demand was made that it be increased from §800 to §1000 and there was a pathetic discourse on the high price paid to
Northern superintendents and the low pittance given to the Southern. Mr. Conger, who
has charge of the bill, and who has been very
quiet since he was transplanted from the
House to the Senate, stood this as long as be
could, and then made some 'scathing remarks'
showing the different amounts of responsibility, care and work performed in the different districts. The Northern superintendents
had from 20 to 40 stations to look after, while
the superintendent on the east coast of Florida
has but one solitary life saving station, with
two or three houses of refuge, so he can pass
his time, said Mr. Conger, in eating oranges,

gathering pine apples, fishing, hunting alligators

and indulging in the little diversions en-

joyed on that coast. The bill will be taken up
again to-morrow, and it is to be hoped that it
will be passed. This attempt to place a Southofficial who has but little to do on a par
with an overworked Northern official comes
with bad grace from those whose requests for
supplies, to be distributed among the sufferers,

ern

are so

gracefully granted.
A

LIVELY TOWN MEETING.

The Lewiston Journal tells of an exciting
bear hunt in Oxford county. The bear was
started by some woodsmen near |Webb’s river*
above Dixfield village, about ten days ago.
The news kindled a spark in Dixfield village
that was fanned into a flame of excitement,
and the brav es of the village sprang to arms.
The enthusiasm grew until the whole town
abandoned its usual routine and devoted itself
to bear extermination, They brought out all

Gained at

correspondent of the Belfast
Journal, in giving the rosult of the town meetThe Islesboro

ing tells the following: "Party lines were
strictly drawn, resulting in victory and defeat
for both parties, but showing that the Greenback rule, which we have so long suffered under, is surely disappearing from view'. Several
of the most prominent Greenback leaders have
bolted squarely in the face of their party.
Among the most prominent of them appears
Capt. Robert B. Trimm, a strong partisan and
for years the backbone of Democracy and
Greenbackism in this town.
During the election Monday he watched the progress of matters with a critic’s eye aud before its close, rising upon a bench and shouting with stentorian
voice, he made the
following declaration:
‘Democrats aud Greenbackers! I have traveled
with you all my life; have followed you through
all manner of evil scheming and disgrace,
and now I bid you au everlasting farewell.
Henceforth and forever you will find me with
the Republican party, and so long as the
breath of Heaven shall continue to sustain this
perishing frame, .just so long will I support their
platform—so help me God.’ A murmur of disapprobation arose from one side of the house at
the loss of their distinguished leader, and a
shout of victory came from the other at the addition of one more to their fast filling ranks.”

SPRING

ULSTERS.

the old muskets,shot guns, fusees and even pistols, that there were in the village. Men, children and women were talking of nothing but
Business was apparbear and ammunition.
ently suspended—except in the powder and

60

shot trade.
The large crowd of hunters got ou the bear’s
trail. They pursued him for several days over
a large part of Dixfield, and across the town
The hunters received
of Mexico into Byron.
numerous accessions of men and ammunition
from these.towns, and the bear had considerable
The chase was conbusiness on his paws.
tinued for a week, without interruption. The
The hunters
bear’s tracks were numerous.

surrounded him in thickets two or three times,
and were confident of accomplishing their
murder; but the bear when driven at bay,
rushed out with such ferocity that the line of

hunters weakened and broke in each case, and
the bear escaped.
One of the leaders of the chase is a man
named Babb, who has been in constant pursuit for seven days, traveling hundreds of
miles. Mr Babb became so lame that he had
to rest for two days. Postmaster Stanley, Fish
several other
Commissioner Stanley, and
prominent citizens have joined in the hunt,
is
and the excitement
spreading through OxSome of the
ford and Franklin counties.
party are armed with fish horns, which they
blow at intervals, to start Bruin into sight.
The bear is reported to be .very large—a regular “old ranger”—with a paw as largo as a
On one of the
number 11 gentleman’s boot.
mountains in that vicinity, one of the Oxford
hunters got within twenty feet of the bear,
nervously took aim and fired. The ball passed
harmlessly over the bear’s body and the bear

The man "disappeared” as soon
possible after pulling the trigger.
From Byron fthe bear was chased back to
Dixfield It was supposed he had a den in
that vicinity and every effort was made to
drive him to his hole, where he might be moie
easily murdered. The bear refused to do anything of the sort and led his would-be slayers a
long jaunt over the hills and mountains. Tuesof
day he was driven through the village
Berry’s Mills, in Carthage, a crowd of armed
Mills
men and boys on his trail setting Berry’s
in an uproar. The bear ran through a grist
mill and into a school house at that place,
causing a great panic, and would speedily have
bad the whole town to himself had the hunting
party not been in immediate pursuit. He took
to Spruce Mountain near the Weld and CarthThe
age line, where he spent Tuesday night.
hunters are determined to capture him. J. (!.
is
in
bear
the
vetern
hunter,
great deKicb,

MISSES’

Light Clotii Ulsters,
AOBS

10,13,14 and 16 yearn
to be sold at

$3.75.
These

and

_

Bates College.
The annual Sophomore prize speaking occurred Monday evening. Owing to the storm the
attendance was not so large as on former like
occasions. Following was the programme:

Hayes.
Prayer.Prof. Wilson

Extract from Emmet’s Last Speech...W. D.
Speech on the American War, Chatham,
.E. K. Chadwick
Higher Views of the Union, Phillips,
.F. C. Farnham

Dinning
Fngland and Free Trade, Frye.T. C.
Evans
Progress of Humanity, Sumner.G.
The Nomination of Blaine, Ingersoll.. .E. C. Holden
Ide.H.
Whitney
and
Patriotism,
Christianity

Pretext of Rebellion, Douglass.\V. It. Nutter
Defence before Execution, Mme, Roland,
.Miss E. M. Brackett
Elements of Success, Garfield.Aaron Beede
The Nomination of Grant, Conkling.. .H. H. Emery
Appeal to Young Men, Garfield-Sumner Hackett

STATE NEWS.

from

a

Bank-

are

less than half

price.
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mand.

are

rupt manufacturer’s stock

disappeared.

FARM FOR SALE.
WALTER RATH

BONE BACON El Al.

versa*

WINSLOW JOftEM Ac CO., Limited,
In Equity.
8. A. C.
to an order issued by Hon. Joseph
W. Symonds, one of the Justices of the Sunrem*
Judicial Court of Maine, the undersigned will reoeive tenders for the purchase of the
((Cebb and Robert* Farm,”
so-called, situated in Peering, near Pride’s Bridge
containing 1>2 acres, more or lees, divided into til
lage, mowing and woodland, and cutting about 76
tons of hay. There has been much attention given
to bringing the land into a high state of cultivation
by dressing of various kinds and under-draining.
The bui'dings, consisting of House with ten finished
rooms, Barn and Sheds, and a small tenement
House with Shed, are In good condition.
Title good. Terms cash.
CHARLES B. MERRILL, Receiver.
dlaw3wP
mli24
J.

PURSUANT

NOTICE.
annual meeting of GORHAM SAVINGS
BANK, will be held at the office of the Treasin
urer,
Gorham, on SATURDAY, the first day of
April next, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, for the
election of Trustees for the ensuing year, and the
transaction of any other business which may lawfully be attended to.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Clerk and Treasurer.
mar24eod3t*
Gorham, March 23, 1882.

THE

The Carpenters of Portland
A genera)
an advance of
wages.

DEMAND

meeting of ship carpenters, held last evening,
decided to demand an advance after March 27th of
$3 per day. The present rate is 62.50.
d3t*
mh24

SALES.

AUCTION
HANCOCK COUNTY.

Mrs. Sarah Fifield
the 10th inst., at the
She
and 38 days.
town and perhaps in

of Deer Isle died Friday,
advanced age of f>7 years
was the oldest person in
She lived to
the county.

great grand-

children, grand children,

see

children and great great grandchildren to the
number of 254 of whom 23ti are still alive.
Frank W. Campbell, night engineer of the
Hercules mine, is supposed to have been
drowned. He left Castme Monday afternoon
and shortly afterwards the boat in which he
The body had not
left was found bottom up.
been recovered at this writing, Tuesday.
COUNTY.

KNOX

A Camden correspondent of the Bangor
Whig says: “Nathan F. Hart, convicted of
the murder of Mrs. Meservey in September,
1878, and now in prison at Thomaston under
life sentence, files at this term of the S. J
Court for Knox county, a petition for a new
trial, which will be heard before Judge Peters,
Simonton &
now presiding at said Court.
Rich of Camden are his counsel and believe
him innocent.’’
Edwin J. Gordon, a convict in the State
Prison under sentence for larceny, is dead. A
petition for his pardon was pending and hearing was to have been given on the petition the
thirtieth of this month.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Kennebec Journal says that Mr. Geo.
F. Wade and Benson Harriman of Augusta
in
started Tuesday for Perham plantation
Aroostook county, ten miles from Caribou,
where they will engage in farming, They will
put up a temporary cabin, and intend to reclaim a fine farm from the forests of the noble
county. If more of our young men would go
to Aroostook, instead of leavirg the State, it
would be better for Maine and better for the
young men.
Pittsfield has voted to raise 85,000 to aid in
building a 815,000 brick block, which will contain a town hall, offices for the selectmen and
town club, engine house, lockup, &c.
to some extent in
There have been some fatal cases of
pneumonia. German measles are very prevalent.
The sardine business is rather discouraging
at present.

Diphtheria still prevails

Lubec.

IN GENERAL.

According to the Philadelphia Record the
ship Screamer, which was lost a little more

voyage from Philadelone of the rottenest
hulks.
She was built at
rotten
old
all
of
Brunswick, Me., 30 years ago, and in December, 1881, was known to be rotten from stem to
stern, and totally unfit for sea service. Nevertheless her owners decided to send her to sea
“once mere,” and, as was expected by many
who had examined her, she went to the bottom, as hundreds of just such coffins have
gone before.
than

a

week ago, on

or

0. W. ALLS*.

BAILEY,

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
in.

octddtf

Consignments solicited.

NEW GOODS.
Tan Color Chamois Cloves.
Misses’ Mosquilaire Kids-

Fancy Sash
Ribbons, $1.00.
Real Antique Squares.

Broad

Fine Muslin and Nainsook Embroideries.
Silk Gauze for
Crimp Nets.
New Buttons-

Style Cents’ Ties*
Special Lot Towels
New

12 1-2 cts-

Owen, Moore & Co.
mar3

CALL & TUTTLE,
FASHIONABLE

was

Hold on to the truth, for it will serve you
well and do you good through eternity. Hold
is beyond price to you at all
on to virtue, it
Hold on to Dr. Bull’s
times and places.
Congh Syrup, for there is nothing like it to

cough

18 Exchange St.

Salesrtom
9. O.

a

phia to New Orleans,

cure a

F. O. BAILEY dc CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

cold.

INTERESTING
to those in want ol

In order to reduce our Stock to make
Goods of onr own manufacture.

room for

We offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as onr Stock Is large, and consists
of goods from fine hand sewed to common medium grades. Do not fail to call
and examine onr goods before buying
elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE C0„
Cor. Union St, Under Falmouth Hotel
Janl

EASTER CARDS
at

Tailors & Importers,
Are

now

exhibiting their

SPRING GOODS
—FOB-

GENTLEMEN and
LADIES’ WEAR.
DEEM SUITS A SPECIALTY.

LADIES’

GARMENTS

MADE TO ORDER.

453
melill

BOOTS and SHOES.

—

The Recruit the Republicans
Islesboro.

MISSES’

Washington St., Boston.
lm

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros

’

Pianos,

telerai b) ANNIE LOUISE CANE.
Also

ft

choica stock of flrst-olftM

PIANOS AND 0R0AN8.

SAH EL TBIKTOJ,
3 Free Street

Block, PORTLAND.
d“

oep29

—

Stockbridge’s Music Store.
lOOO Fancy
Cards marked down.

EASTER CARDS

Birthday Cards.

Odd Cards 5 cts

a dozen.

NO. 156 EXCHANGE ST.,
NEAR CITY HALL.

<ltf

mar23

SCOTCH POTATOES.
1000 Bash. Received

To-Day.

table. Superior to “Early
Fur
Rose. Highly recommended i'or
seed. Call for “Champions.'’

JtpDCDON BROS.,,

Artist’s

Materials.

CYRUS F. DAVIS,
FINE

ART

STOR

Just received,

elegant

a

large and

assorti

of

i?nt

PRANG’S and 1 k PORTED EASTER CARDS.

CALL

EARLY.

FRANK B. CLARK,
515 Congress Street.
dim

marO

DRY HEMLOCK BOARDS
FOK SALE.

300,000 ft. dry Hemlock Boards, Ready
for immediate delivery.
ADDRESS,

B. c.
feb20

JORDAN, Allred, Maine.
du

Butter Produced aa Cheaply In Winter
as In Summer.
[By Henry Reynolds, M. I).]

be produced as cheaply in
winter as in summer. This is a statement
which many farmers will declare to be incorrect. The general belief is that it costs
more to produce butter in winter than it
does In summer. Possibly it does under
Butter

can

the management [generally practiced but it
need not necessarily. Certain requisite are
essential to successful butter making in
winter. A suitable place for keeping tbe
The stable must
cows must be provided.
be warm and at the same time well ventilated. The admission of plenty of sunshine
to where the cows stand will be beneficial
and promotive of good results. With suitable surroundings and careful management
the cost of butter production need not be
any greater in winter than in summer.
The produce of one acre of good land will
afford sufficient hay for one cow, and the
hay produced on another acre would purchase all the grain needed for feeding the
acres of
cow, while in summer two or three
good land are required to afford pasture
The more grain there is fed
for one cow.

probable

it is

hay is required and

the less

half acre, and
afford all the
less
from
lat,d,would
possibly
hay and purchase all the grain needed for a
The amount of manure
cow during winter.
that the hay from

made would

cutting
the

and

than repay the cost of
the cost of caring for

more

would not be greater than in
the cost of

Consequently

sum-

keeping

Dr. Holland once said that “the greatest
is poverblessing that a young man can enjoy
ty.” Still, it is one of those blessings that
“brighten as they take their flight.”—Lowell
Citizen.

in winter need not be greater than the
keeping her in summer, while the
butter in winter is from fifty to
of
price
seventy-five per cent higher than in summer.
cow

iu the following departments:
Silks,
Dress Goods, Woolens, Prints, Hosiery,
Gents’ Furnishing Goods and Upholstery.
Apply iu person or by mail to J. F. HAM,
at R. H. W HITE & CO.’S Boston, Mass.

pockets filled with
a
newspapers, yon must not suppose him
journalist; he may have something besides
them in his pocket.—Rochester Express.
a

man

has

his

mar 2
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Housekeeper Wanted.

Sublimely Superb.
A pair of beautiful Sun-flowers on Easles
send
will be mailed free to any lady who will
to Dr. C.
ten cents in postage stamps or money

AN experienced

Philadelphia coal dealer recently received
to
a prominent shoddyite, who had been

order for five tons of coal delivered
Europe,
a la cart.—Philadelphia News.
an

Misses’ White Boots and

Slippers

at F. W

Dearborn’s, 381 Congress street.

orchards and produce the finest fruit are
the men who are most liberal in the use of
fertilizers about their trees. They regard
the trees as they would a crop of corn and

mh21

expect

production proporgiven. If they ap-

increase of

an

tionate to the fertilizer
ply no fertilizer year after year but instead
keep taking off a crop of grass yearly they

-would not expect a good yield of fruit any
more than they would expect a good crop of
corn from the same ground year after year
when no fertilizer had been applied. No good
farmer expects remunerative hoed crops
from the same field year after year unless
fertilizers are applied. Yet some of these
tame men will expect their orchards to bear
fair crops of fruit although no fertilizers
have been applied to them for years. It is
true that orchards which are thus neglected
will bear some fruit but not nearly as much
nor as

■

good fruit

as

they would If fertilized.

No other crop on the farm pays as well for
the fertilizer applied as does the fruit crop.
It requires only a small amount of fertilizapples and the
ers to produce a barrel of
cost is comparatively trifling. If by applying $5 worth of fertilizers an increase
can be secured in the crop of fruit amount-

ing in value to four or six times that sum
it would seem that no further inducement
need be offered the

owners

of orchards.

M.

|By,Henry Reynolds,
In order to produce
ter in winter

management
in

summer.

greater

a

first

care

is

IN

Cleanliness

although

indis-

in summer, becomes even more
essential if possible in winter. In winter
there are more causes of filthiness to be

pensable

greater degree of
Some farmers
necessary.
article
a
good
very

guarded against and

a

cleanliness is
who
produce
fail alsummer
the
in
of
butter
together in winter for want of cleanliness. Milk which is tainted through with
odors of the stable will not work good butter. The cream retains these bad odors and
transfers them to the butter. In order to
avoid all odors of the stable, the first requisites
Is to remove them. The odors depend upon the presence of filth; in order to remove
them the filth must be removed and kept
to remove

emoved. Great
required
all the excrement of the cattle but it should
be done. Then by sprinkling the floor with
dry earth roground plaster all the remaining
odors will be absolved. If cows are obliged
to breathe air laden with foul,odors, the milk
will be tainted by the same, however cleanly
the milker conducts his operations. Foul
odors in the air are absolved Dy the blood in
care

is

E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound is the best remedy for
female weakness that they ever heard of, for it
Send to Mrs.
gives universal satisfaction.

prepared

Miss Sawyer’s Salve as now
the world. 25 cents.

Apples in the Odd Year.
There is scarcely any thing more desirable
community than an equalizing of the
apple crop. On even years, millions of bushels of apples are wasted, or used in a manner of little value; while in the odd years
to the

most farmers have none to sell, but must
buy, and ithe community are obliged
to give a price beyond their real value compared with the nourishing capacity of other
food. This makes a difference of millions
of dollars every two years. If skill in culture could equalize this crop so that there
would be a fair supply each year for the
wants of the community, cultivators and
benefited. A
consumers would be alixe
farme- at South Hadley has managed to
have good yield of apples on the odd year for
thirty years past. He has secured a permanent change of the bearing year, and has
done it by attention to three points,: (1) He
grafted some of his trees with grafts from
trees already bearing tbe odd year. (2) He
has picked off the blossoms from young
trees on the even years—whenever they did
blossom—a no very difficult job when the
trees are small. (3) He lias manured his
orchards regularly on the even year, that
buds
they might have strength to set the to
well for the next year. By attention
these three points, he has quite regularly a
full crop on the odd years, and secured subthereby. For instance, this
even

A well-known lawyer goes to beg clemency
of M. Grevy for his client, coademned to death.
“I ask nothing better than to be able to pardon
him,” says the head of the State, "but you
must give me some ground” “My client is at
least a brave man,” replies the lawyer; "he
knew that in murdering his mother he was
bringing his own life into jeopardy!”—French
paper.
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QRAT MEDICINE CO.,

N. V.
No. UK Main Street, BcrTAlo,
w Pr-J. J, Turner, 2*1 CtmjpftM 8t.,
Ow St»

A

day.

ute.
_

In a Western town recently the “star’’ who
shoots an apple off a man’s head missed his cue
and killed the apple-holder. The audience
an encore,
was so delighted that it demanded
and the manager came forward and said that

GOOLD,

expense of shipping a
East they would be obliged to reluc-

owing to the prodigious

FARM

Chapin’s Bdcho-Paiba.—a quick, complete
rare for Catarrh of the Bladder, Urinary,
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, In male or
female. Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Milky and other deposits, Stricture, Stinging,
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation, Whites,
impure or Diseased Discharges, Pams in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
ex-r
Ulcers, Tumors, &e. fl, at druggists,by

Rheumatism, disordered blood, general deand many chronic diseases pronounced
incurable, are often cured by Brown’s Iron

bility,

Bitters.
An unusually large number of M. D.’sare
being turned out of the rough this SpriDg. We
note this fact so that if any of our readers desire to strike out for tall timber they can do

press,

Falls-containing

ScliMai Aromatic

as

other causes,

our

westerly side of the road leading to Reiorm

public

School, consisting of twenty acres or grass land
(more or less), small barn, large orchard: also large
two-storied house, barn and garden lot, all in good
order. Will be sold at a bargain for cash. Apply
to H. M. BREWER, Ex., or M. P. Frank, 199 Middle Street,

country of Udolpho Wolfe’s

mar 8

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and

by

a.

sale

Insured for it the

reputation

16,000

uneqaaled

any other alcoholic distillation

have

WELL

FOR SAFE.
house-lot on Congress Street near foot of
Neal. Enquire of ». F. HAGGETT, 10 Hill
Street.
mchl3eod2w*

DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md.,

NICE

In the course of his practice discovered what now
a combinaare renowned in medical practice, viz:
tion of Celery and Chamomile in the shape of Pills-

a

patent medicine.

It is

FOR SALK

large and con-

the result of his

IK BEAY1B

experience in practice. They are a sure cure
for the following special diseases, and are worthy
They are preof a trial by all intelligent sufferers.
pared expressly to cure sick headache, nervous
headache, dyspeptic heailache, neuralgia, paralysis,
sleeplessness, dyspepsia and nervousness, and will
The Doctor's great remedy for Skin
cure any case.
disease, called Dr. Benson’s Skin Cure is exceedingly
valuable and greatly sought after by all persons
who have skin diseases or bad complexion. An
excellent toilet dressing.
box.
Sold by all druggists. Price, 60 cents ft
By
own

address.____
W. BENSOM’S
DR.

NEW YORK.

H

|
ra
M
“

Is

BURNHAM A MORRIUU.

OF

PORTLAND, ME.

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and Manufacturers of Portland.
The Merchant
and Manufacturer will here find convenclassified
and
iently
indexed, general
merchandise and supplies of every dewhich
are
offered to the
scription,
Trade by firms whose facilities, experience and enterprise have given this City
an honored position among the Wholeale Markets of the country.

A

Brunswick, 7.00

p.m.; Bexter, 7.65 a. m.,4.40p. m.; Belfast,
0.36 a. m.t 2.60 p. m.; Hko. began, 8 20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.65, (10.00
p. m.; and 5.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
0.00 a.m 10.10 a. m.t 2.45 p.m., (10,65 p.m.;
t.urdiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m., 3.07 p. m.,
(11.14 p. m. Bath, 6.66 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
7.25 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
p.m.,
4.35 p. m., (12.35 a. m.t (night.) Kockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.35 p. m. ficwiaton, 7.20 a.m.,
11.28 a. m., 4.16 p.m. Phillipa, 0.40 a.m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.: U inthrop 10.26
a. in. tteing due in Portland
as
follows: The
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
8.35 a. m. Lewiston,
8.40.
The day trains
from Bangor, and al! intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
connecting
and
1.06 p.
The afternoon
m.
trains from
Waterville
Augusta. Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

Implements,
AGEIICIJliTURAL
WHITNEY,
KENDALL &

Market

Square
and Dairy ImpleGEO. BLANCHARD At BRO. 46 Union

AGRIFl'LTl'KAIi
ment*.

Brnuswick,

ARTISTS* material*, DAVIS,
K. FOY
BELTING
CO.,

Picture Frame*,
693 Cong. St

m’fr’*. Be*t Oak Tanned.
&
136 Middle St.

J.

a. m.

ill?

mar21dtf

no excuse for suffering from
0 ion
C?oam.ra♦ S.
and a thousand other diseases that
owe their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

FOB SALE.

BAY

Mare

be
Preble.

owned by Dr. Gordon.
Can
application to Quartermaster, Fort

formerly

seen on

mar20dlw*

Domestic and

Dressed

DR. HENRY BAXTER’S

House to Let.
HOUSE Corner North and Melbourne sts
Possession May I st. Enquire of Shepherd &
eod 4w

BRICK

Co.

SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES and g
<
TENDER ITCHINCS°nallpartaotthe

and smooth:
It makes the skin white, soft
and is the BEST toilet
remoyes tan and freckles,
up, two
dressing in THE WOBLD. Elegantly pnt
of both internal
bottle* in one package, consisting
and external treatment.
All first class druggists have it. Price 01. per package.
body.

STORY of
corner of High and
V.
Commercial Sts. A desirable place for light
Power
manufacturing business.
lurnished if
want'd. A. A. MITCHELL.
March 17, 1882.
mar
dim*
18_

TJPPER

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

New
CHAS. N CRITTENTON, 115 Fulton St.
remYork City, eo’.e agent for »>r. C. W. Benson’s
edies, to whom all orders should be addressed.
MWF
mchl7

lm_

eases, etc., all of

TO LET.
on Cumberland St.,
341, in firsts
Inquire at 31 Piuo St.
dtf

HOUSE to lot
class repair.
£eb»

A

CATARRH. Elys’ Cream Balm
:

speedily cure by removingthecniMe.
Keep lh<* Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organa
in good working order, and perfect liealtli
will be the result. LadiGS and c^ierS subjpet to sick Headache win find relief
and permanent cure by the use of these Bitters
Being tonic and mildly purgative they

allays

by

Price 25 cts. per bottle.

Send
For sale by all dealers in medicine.
address for pamphlet, free,giving full directions.

by,the little finger
MAY rCYtKi into the nostrils. On
■

WINES &
«( ail

N, Y.
FOSTER. MIIBURN it CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo,
holesale
W
Agts.
W.l. PHILLIPS & CO.,
M.W&Fly

OUiOINAL

^

TH6

EYE

fn thr

PACKAGES,

ART! THE BEST
tbo UiGHTEST. HANDSOMEST
•d STRONGEST known. Sold by Opliciansand
‘4teler«, Made by SPENCER OPTICAL CO/ttY
sep28
eodffm

%canse they are

STANLEY & SON, Importers,
mHIREItT

d&wly48

WHY

^
CELLULOID
CLASSE^

LIQUORS
PBBTtAHBM*

rCI/CD

SSCASOiSS

—FOB BALE BY—

R.

/| v

nov24_

iJm.wSl»yw)y4'i

IMPORTED

will satisfy the
A course of Burdock Wood Bitters
Blood futiSer on eait
skeptical that it is the Greatest
10 Oat#.
TRIAL
SIZE,
$1.00.
PRICE,

■

receipt of 60c will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

2EARY, J0HSS0X& LORD,Props., Burlington, Vt.

fndigertwTb

inflammation,

protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
sore* and restores the
sense
of taste and
smelljbenelicial results
are realized
a few
applications. A thortreatment
will
ough
cure Catarrh,
Hay Fe&c.
ver,
Unequaled fo
colds in
the head.
_Agreeable to use. Ap-

PURIFY THE BLOOD
by expelling all Morbid Secretions.

uovl7

cleanses
passages of

j
i Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,

Bitters will

Face
Tetter

Effectually

the nasal

which these

j

Flail

Trains leave Portland.

Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30a. m.
A special
Sleeping Gar will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00

At

SI

n.

and is attached to this train for
car will not bo ready

m.

p.

sn.

(Sunday nights this

p. in.
At M.45

Boston.

ern

with Clvde Steam
Lines to
CharleMton, «. C\, Washington, D. C\, and
al' Kh 1 «nd Water Lines.
Through Rates and Bills Lading given from any
to Philadelphia.
in New
For Kates and Information apply to

England

point

untill ll

C. MI*K, Agent,
15 State Street, Boston, Mas

D. D.

for

Gape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport,
Lynn, Clielsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1. IO p. n>. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Kail Lines for all Southern ana Westa. m.

adolplila.

Connecting there

points.

feb20dtl

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP t’O.
Eastport, Me., Calais, Me,, St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S*
Charlottetown, P. E, I.

WINTER AKltANGEjnENTS.
_

TWO

TRIPS

PER

Trains leave Boston.
At M.30 a. in. and arrive in Portland at 12.30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Cars.

WEEK.

AFTER HONDAY.NOV.Mik. Mica Bi-

ON AN»

of
(hi. Llac wMI
L«rc Kuilraad Who.

er.

ana

m.

State

of

foot

in.,

a.

m.

on

m. ana

a.

to

on

same

run

or

NORTHWESTERN

____„

o-*-

a.

m.

m.

■ ■

a. m,
m.

m.

on

a. m.

u.

as

m.

a.
in.
a.

m.

m.

a.
n.

m.

cor.

CLOTHINGCO.,

the
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Mo. Central R. R., and
at GrandTruuk
Transfer, Portland, with through
train? of Grand Trank R. R.
Through tickets to ail points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Flo) lino & Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
» Does not
stopat Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticke*. Agent.
GEO. V. WE
r. Sant.di&dtf

229 Middle and 6 Temple St*
Wholesale, by Cargoor Carload.
&
RANDALL MCALLISTER, 60 Commercial S
by the Cargo, Carload or Ton*
ALLEN &

J
(lOAL,

CO^L,

S. ROUNDS & SON. 36 Commercial St
Dealer in Hpeeial Coal*.
HENRY L. PAINE. 267 Commercial S
Lehigh, White Ash and Cumberland.
WARREN & RING, 162 Commercial St
Wholesale by Carload or Ton.
CHARLES H O’BRION, 236 Com’l St
Roaster* and Hpice Grinder*.
H. H. NEVENS & CO., 184 & 186 Fore St
Hpice*, Cream Tartar. Ac
ROLLINS & RUMERY, 184 & 186 Com. St.

COAL,
COAL.

COAL.

NewYork & Pti|aaeiphja New Line

COFFEE
CtOFFEEH,
/

Bound Brook Route.

A Fancy Mfr
489 Congress St.

COJ>FECTIONARY,Plain
PERKINS,
L. J.

-BETWEEN-

York, Trenton

New

Exporter*.
GEO. S. HUNT’* CO., Ill Commercial St
COOPERAGE
China and Gins* Ware.
C. E. JOSE & CO., 140 & 142 Middle St
CROCKERY.

&

Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK

CROCKERY,

BOSTON

com-

missions to agents,
medical fees, ad-

vertising, postage,
expressage and all
other expenses....

ASSETS.

FARE SI.OO.

Loans on bonds
& mortgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes..
1,620,674.46
Real estate.
1,720,219.30
U, S. and other

bonds, (market

Th» .a.orite Steamer. Forest City fnd John
Brooks will alternately leave FRAN KLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’cloek p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense

2,486,491.66

value).

Cash on hand and
in bank.
Accrued interest
and rent.
All other assets.,

1,364,422.97
295,954.01
288,468.53

Total..
LIABILITIES.

18,839,438.26

actua-

Baltimore, Norfolk

283,779.35

ties.

Total... 13,836,847.33
SurpluH Over 4 per cent.
Better™.
3,033.611.61

JOHN F.

FISH,
FISH,
and Groceries.
FLOUR
WILLIAMS, PULSIFER & CO.. 69 Com’l St
Groceries and Provisions.
FLOUR,E. C. HERSEY & CO., 93 & 96 Com’l gt.
of

Every
Description.
PORTLAND FURNITURE CO., 40 Exchange
Munir*. Fine A Common
WALTER COREY & Co., 28 Free S
iron, Gutter & cornice*.
W. H. SCOTT. Mfrs., 29, 31 & 33 Union St
Flour and Provisions.
W.& C.R. Milliken 107 & 109 Commercial St
Flour and Provisions.
COUSKNS & TOMLINSON, 217 A 219 Com’
Spice Grinders & Coffee Roaster•
TWITCHELL, CHAMPIJN & CO., 176 Com’

FURNITURE
FURNITURE

Galvanized

GROCERIES,
GROCERS.
GROCERS,
CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN & CO,.
Grocers.

Central St.

ROCERS,
lx SAWYER, FOSS & DEERING.l Centra Whrf
ri

and Provisions.
CON ANT & RAND, 163 Commercial St

GROCERIES
Flour nnd Provisions.
FLETCHER & CO., 169 Commercial St
GROCERIES,
Flour and Provisions.
U. s. MELCHER * CO., 147 Commercial St
GROCERIES,
Provision* and Flour.
W. P CHASE & CO, 167 Commercial Si
GROCERS.
and Dealers in Flour.
GROCERS
SMITH, GAGE & CO., 92 Gommorcial St
Cntlery and Farm Tool*
HARDWARE,
SMITH, TIBBETTS & CO., 131 Middlo St
Agent* for Oriental Powder Milla
N. M. PERKINS & CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’k
Hardware.
Mill Supplies, Agts. Williams
KING & DEXTER, 269 Middle St
HARDWARE,
Belting.
Caps, Furs, Robe* and Gloves.
BYRON GREENOUGH & CO.. 234 Middle S
HATS,
Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 & 160 Commercial
IRON.
Carriage
COREV & CO., 126 & 127 Commercial St
IRON,E. Steel,
Hardware Ac.

Ship
Ship
LUMBER,
ing. W. H. SLMONTON, 814 Commerce 1 S
Southern Pine Timber, Plank and
J. W. DEEPING, 210 Commercial
Boards.
LUMBER.
all kinds. Black Walnut
spe
W. LARRABEE & SON, 194 Com
S.
LUMBER,
cialty.
Cement. Cal. A Land Plastea and
Hair. C. A. B MORSE & CO., 6 Com’l WhI
LIME,
Spruce, Pine nnd Short.
LUMBER,
RUMERY, BlRNIE CO.. 332 Commercial St
of All Kinds, “Mnnufr'*.’
EDWIN CLEMENT & CO., 272 Commercial St
LUMBER
Eustern. Western A Southern
S. H. & A. R. DOTEN. 266 to 264 Fore S
LUMBER,
Mf’r. ofall kindaof Spruce
GILBERT SOULE, Agt., Oom’1. foot of Park
LUMBER.
Knee* nnd

LUMBER,
ing.
Ij

UMBER.

Mich. Pine A Hard Wood,
WTDBEK & BACON, 220 Cr.m’1 St.

sieam,
SON.
Machinists,
Piping.
PORTLAND COMPANY.
him,
MACHINIST*
Millinery
MORRILL
BIBBER.
McMANN,
MILLINERY
Good*,
G.I). HILLMAN
MIIil.INKRY
CO.,

and Boiler Maker*.
East
Pore St
and
Good*.
&
92 Crow et
and Straw
Mfr*
&
98 ami 100 Cross St.

Petroleum, Ligoain
Water White Oil*. PORTLAND KEROOIL.—
SENE OIL CO., 194 Fore St.
Planter* and
&
119

St

Oil*. Yurui*he* A
W.
6c
74 & 76
Book* A

SH(‘RT &

St

and

&

& 192 Middle
Material*.
6c
480
a

D.

Ac

E. D.

8 Sc

LAUD, ESnm*, SnuMagc*, Ac
THOMPSON, FOWLER & CO., 80 Portland St.
ilOBK PACKERS.
TRI E A LEIGHTON, 13 & 16 Silver St
If'

PORK,

WboIcKinle and CommiM*iou.
>N & HALL, 163 Coinmeicial St.

THUMPS
PRODUCE,

GOODS.-Hall Rubber Co.
cor.

Importer*

Middle & Union ste.

Dealer*.
EMERY & FUR 1SH, Head of Union Wharf
BROKERS, Store* A Chandlery.
J. S. WINSLOW & CO., 3 & 4 Central Whf

SAUT.
SHIP

SHIP

LJHIPSMITHS, Chains, Arcbors, Blocks
>3 Pumps, &c. G.M.Stanwood&Co. 171-3 Com’i s
yH<IW CASES of every Deacription.
CHARLES H. BL *KE, 78 Cross St
O
II FATING and Plumbing.
W. 11. PENNELL & CO., 17 and 19 Union St.
A Mola**e* Importer*.
GEO. 3. HUNT 6c Co., Agts Eagle Refinery
fllACRLE Block*Galvanized Boat Trim
Jt
rning*. T. LAUGHLLN & SON, Center St
f I YE AS, Coffee*, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries.
X G. w. SI MON TON 6c CO.. Mfrs., 13 6c 16 Union
WAKE, Mfg’*. and Dealer*.
TENNEY Sc LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
Bbci&Cm Mfr*. and Dealer*,
G. B. BROAD & CO., 162 Exchanged
Dealer* in Sawed Wood and
Kindling*. MORSE 6c FICKETT 19 Plum

STEAM

Tin

TRUNKS,
WOOD.

,7 en.

14.35

LEAVING PORTLAND

m.—For all stations, through
Si wanton, Montreal and

u.

ling ton.

toBur-

Ogden,

burg.
3.43 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate stations.

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11 .OO a. m.—From Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
6.00 p. m. -From Burlington and Swanton.
J. HAMILTON, Snp't.
Portland, Dec. 3, 1881.
deo5dtf

BOSTON & 3AINE KAILKOAD
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On

nnd

after

Monday, Dec.
Trains
will
LEAVE
PORTLAND
FOR BOSTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.10
(Express.) and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at
1.15, 6.10. and 8.00 p. in. Returning, leave Bos
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 8.30 p. m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.30. 6.00, and 8.00

3,

1881, Passenger

Portland for

p. m.
Pine

Point.OldOrchard Beach, and Ken.
nebnnk,at 8.46 a. m. 3.30 and 6.30 p.m. (See
Note.) For Saco and Biddcford, at 8.46 a. m.
l. 10, 3.30 and 6.30 p. m. For Wells, at 8.46 a.
m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
For North Berwick, Salmon Falls, Creat Falls, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.46 a. in.. 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
Market, at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
For
Rochester, anil Farmington, N. H., at 8.46
1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
a. m.
For Alton Bay,
at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For Manchester
and Concord, N. II., (via Lawrence,) at 8.46
a. m.;
(via New Market Junction) at 3.80 p. m.
Morning Train will leave Kennebnnk for
Portland at 7.26.

Kgr-NOTE—The 1.10 p.

train from Portland. will not stop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Point, Old Orchard Beach, Kennebnnk or Wells,
except to take passengers for Boston.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12,30 p. m. and Portland at 8.46 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.
m.

Parlor Car Seats secured in advance

at

Depot Ticket Office.

(3F~The

1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Sound Line Steamers for New Fork
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
connects with all Rail Lines for New
train
Fork and the South and West.
SCNDAF TRAINS Leave Portland for
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Boston
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.

Boston & Maine road oonnoct with all
steamerB runlng between
Portland and Bangor,
Mt.
Desert, Machlas, Eastjwrt, Calais, St.
Bookland,
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland A Ogdensburg traina at Transfer StaTrains

_

Grand Trunk

Railway of Canada.

CHANG EOF TIME.
bd<I

OW 1881,

after MONDAY, OFT.
train* will ran as follows:
Dlb PA RTF

17th,

ItEM:

For Auburn and Lewistvn, 7.10 a. m.,
12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For tilorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 80 and 6.16 p, m.
For Fiorbata. 4.00 p. in., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
in.

ARRIVALS.

Lewi«ton and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 3,16 and 0.00 p. m.
From Rorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m.
From t'hicngo, Montreal and
ucher,
12.30 p. m.
From

PASSENGER OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET
-AND

■■

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

increase of over $500,000 of assets
and $9,536,657 insurance. The
new insurance amounted to $15,038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been $2,901,348 in excess of premiums.
In 1878 payments were $1,104,215 more than
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus, one
year excepted, have steadily increased.
There

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Mill wankee
Cincinnati, St. l.oui*, Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Cake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
.and all points in the
KortlfcwcSf, West amt Sousiiwcst.

To

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager
SPICER Supt. rintendont.
oct!7dtf

____

li amford Palls & Bucftiield
RAXX*aOAIJ.
Leave Cannon for Portland and
4.0*) and 0.20 a. m.
LeavePortland for Canton, at 1.30
'~ja*
Leave Lewiston at 1.57 p. m.
Stage oonneotiona witli Byron, Mexioo, Dlxftold,
Pern, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFORD, Supt.
dec3 dtf
Portland, Doc., 5tU, 1881.
--

r^rhLewiston,

one

WM. LAWRENCE,
ALLEGHAN* Y,

CRANE,
D. H. MILLER,
BERKSHIRE.

ereiw WEDNESDAY and
at 3 o’clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boston,
direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of

SATURDAY,

TENNESSEE,

VIRGINIA,

CAROL1NAS,

FLORIDA,
ALABAMA,
GEORGIA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
A <>a. Air Line. Bills of LaTenn.
By Va.,
ding given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
By Atlantic Coast Line and Neaboard Air
Line. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 228 Washington st.
By Inland A Neaboard Coaming Co. and
Potomac M. K. Co. to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKETS* to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through Ticket* to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
306 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; $7.00 second class, including meals
and berths.
E. SAJflPNOH, Gen. Agent, S3 Central
nov2-dtf
Wharf, HoMton.

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO
F0R

was an

INVESTMENTS.
paid living

ENDOWMENT

The $3,318,815 matured endowments
members have given insurance and paid
of 4V2 per cent, compound interest on
invested. For insurance apply to

an

average

the money

T. T. Merry
STATE

LEWIS

ACT., ATBIRN.

McLELLAN,
GOBUAN.

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
PORTLAND
LOCAL

AGENTS.

OFFICE:
febl7

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.
eodtf

Fishing

Insurance

The hooks of

the

PORTLAND MUTUAL

Fishing

Insurance

CALIFORNIA,
china,

l*andwicb

Inland., New Zealaad and
An.trmlia.
The low &b
splendid steamers sail from New
Fork on the 10th, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying: passengers and freight for San Francisco
as below.
S. S. City of Para, Mar. 21 | 8. 8. Colon,... Mar. 30
8. 8. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
April 10.
For freight or passage
a tee and the fullest Information, apply to the General Eastern Agent*,
C.X. BARTLETT & CO.,
119 Hate Street, cm. Broad Ml., Boils*.
or to >V. D. LITTLE A GO.,
81 Exchange St., Portland.
jeSSdtf

DOMINION LINE.
The steamers of this Line will
trrun during the winter season
fortnightly between this port ami
6a LiverpooL The vessels are Cl j dt.
bnilt. full powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.

TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19th March
ONTARIO, Capt Williams.30th March.
BROOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.13th April.
DOMINION. 27th April.
AATKS

or

Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

mar2-dlm

Wo
rwnBoa’s compouhd or

N

PUEE COD LIVEE
L OIL AHD LIME. J
Wilbor’* C’od-Liver Oil and Lime.—The
friends of persons who have been restored from Con-

sumption by the use of this original preparation.and
the grateful parties themselves, have, by recom-

mending it

and acknowledging its wonderful efficacy, given the article a vast popularity in New Eng
land. The Cod-Liver Oil is in this combination robbed of its unpleasant taste, and rendered doubly
effective in being coupled with the Lime, which is
itself a restorative principle, supplying nature with
just the assistance required to heal and restore the
diseased Lungs. A. B. Wilbor, Boston, proprietor.
Sold by all druggists.
uiarG eod &w8w

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE.
inhabitants of the Town of Deering, and all
others liable to be taxed therein, are hereby
required to make and bring in to us, the Assessors
of said town, true and perfect lists of their polls
and all their estates, both real anti personal, which
they may be possessed of on the first day of April
next, (excepting such as may be exempted from taxation by law,) ami each person will be expected to
make oath that, to the best of his knowledge, said
list contains all his taxable property; and those who
fail to bring in as above directed may expect no
abatement by the Assessors. The Assessors will be
in session at the following places on the following
days, to wit:—At the Selectmen’s office on SATURDAY, MONDAY and TUESDAY, April 1st, 3d and
4th, at 9 to 12 (A. M.) o'clock and from 2 to 5
o’clock P. M.
GEO. B. LEAVITT, ) Assessors

THE

J

Deering,

of
GEORGE LIBBY.
THOMAS J. RIGGS,) Doering.
mli21d&wlw
March 20 1882.

NERVOUS

A

Cure

DEBIEITY.

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Braln TreatDizziness, Convulment: a specific for Hysteria,
sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrhea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure

recent cases Each bo* contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for tivo dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar*
antee to return the money if the treatment does not
effect a cure.
Guarantees issued through H. H.
HAY & CO.f
only agents u Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.

Druggists,

uovl6

d&wly46

-A3TD-—

PHILADELPHIA

other informa-

GEO. W. RICH, Secretary.

$50.00 Gold.

•

now

KSP*Send for blank applications

PASSAGE.

$90.00 Gold.
Cabin return.
For passage, &c„ apply to DAVID TORRANCE
Si CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec6 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

Company

tion.

OF

Cabin.

open for business. We insure all vessel* owned in the State of Maine and engaged in the foil and Mackerel Fisheries.
are

of their first-class

WM.

—3,319 policies

Tickets Bold at Reduced Rates 1

J.

6,306,367.73

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873 HAVE PAID
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Premium receipts in 1881 were 300,000 more
than for 1880.

Washington

steamships

JOHN HOPKINS,

on

tion.
AH trams stop at Exeter ton minutes for refroshments. First class Dining Rooms at
Portland,
Transfer Station. Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Sonin may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at Unien
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
•IAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Sunt.
8, H, STEVENS, Gen Agert. Portland
doc2
dtf

p.

from total payments to policy
holders and invested assets, give
interest gain over all expenses
of.

Scarborough Beach,

A

BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery and
Stores. RYAN Sc KELSE Y. 161 Commercial St

SUGAR

CaTf
*

and

Shipper*.
TIMMONS
Commercial
HAWES,
OYSTER1*.
Supnlien.
PERKINS
JOHN
ComT
CO.,
PAINTS,
Blunging*,
Stationery
CORING,
HARMON, 208 Middle
PAPER
HANGINGS
Carpeting*.
BaILEY
MARKET!,
O., 190
PAPER
J.
DEX'IER
CO.,
FIIOTOGRAPUIC
Congress
Vinegar, Ci«2er, Ketchup
10 afarket
PETTENGlLL&Co, Mfrs.,
PICK-IiES,

Portland

tarther notice passenger train*
wlu
« follows:

___.Until

timid

Kiln-dried Hardwood Floor
LEGROW BROS., 24 Preble S

RUBBER Branch,

On and after

&

Steamship Line,
will Bail

or

CHANGE OF TIME.
Monday, December5th, tSSl,

Laces, Fancy Good*
RAND, 96 Cross St
Dry and Pickled, Dealers in Salt.
DANA & CO., 124 Commercial St
Dry, Pickled and Smoked.
GEO.TREFETHEN A CO. 6Commercial Wuaf

EMBROIDERIES,

and inconvenience of arriving in Boston lata at nigh*
HP* Tickets and Staterooms for .ale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 273 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. tOVLB, Jr., Gcscral Agent.

dtf

ries, 4 per ct... $15,553,068.00
All other liabili-

DRAIN
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.
DOORH,
Painter* A Mfr*. Hupplic*
Express Trains, Ooubie Track, Stone Balias Financial Record from OrganiW. F. PHILLIPS & CO., 134 to 138 Middle St
DRUGGEMTH,
»*
bny tickets (at any railroad
stei^i
A
Chemical*
Drug’t* Hundrie>«
boat oilice in New England) riu
zation to January 1st, 1882.
J. W. PERKINS A CO., 74 & 76 Commercial St
DRCGN,
BOI?N»
SHOOK
ROUE.
Chemical*. Paints, Oil*, Ac.
Received for premiums.$39,631,783.47
Paid for death
DRSJGH, E. L. STANWOOD & CO., Market st
losses.$9,628,649.65
Medicine*, Paint* nnd Oil*.
Paid for matured
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., 21 Mvket Square.
DRUGS,
endowments...
3,318,815,64
Medicine* Paint* and Oil*
New York and Philadelphia
Paid for surrend{
C. A. PARSONS & CO., 117 and 119 Middle S
DRUGS,
ered and lapsed
Good*, Wooleus.and Fancy Goon*
policies. 5,811,479.76
NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,
Paid for dividends 8,620,039.28
DRV
DEERING, MILLIKEN & CO., 168 Middlo St
310 Washington Street, Boston.
Goods, Woolens and Fancy Good*
Total.$27,278,894.24
DRY STORER BROS. & CO, 64 & 66 Middle St
H. P. BALDWIN,
Add pres, assets. .18,859,458.96
goods and woolens.
diSadtf
Gen. Pass. Agent 0. R. R. of N. J.
WOODMAN, TRUE & CO., 7 to 141 Middle St
Dry
$46,138,353.20
goods, woolens. a«.
Amount paid policy holders and
Dry A. LITTLE & CO., 236 & 238 Middle St
invested for them
46,138,333.30
Goods, Woolens und Fancy Goods.
Received for premiums. 39,631,783.47
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN & CO., 169 Middle
DRY
Total premiums received deducted
sure to

Steamers!

620,270.88

Total..3.891.383.90

Reserve,

host Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia <fc Beading R. JR.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

Ware.
St.
PIPE, Garden Border, Emery
J. W. STOCKWELL.
Wheels, &c.
Window*. Blind* and Fixture*
LEGROW BROS., 24 Preble S

Glass and Plated
HA YES & DOUGLASS, 242 Middle

defined

Let.
building

i o

Will give immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a permaAfter constipation follows
nent cure.

BAIL

OLD COLONY
ROAD.

direct to

a. m.

<>un, a. water
DANIEL WINSLOW &

LET.

TO

onnection with

street,
every
Monday
Chicago
for
JOHN L. BEST & CO.,|289 Comorcial St.
at 6 p.
and Thursday,
BEFF.
Eastport and
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
St. John, with connection* for Calais, Robbins ton,
Fertilizer* and meal. Limp. Ac
trains leaving Portland, 8.46
7.00 p.m.
St. Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock,
C. W. BELKNAT & SON, 142 Commercial St
BONE
and 1.10 p.
(Through Pullman Sleeping Grand Menan, Dishy, Annapolis, Tarmonth,
Shoe* and moccasins.
Gars
trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p.
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
BOOTS,LORD, HASKELL & CO., 136 Middle St
Portland at 2.00
m).
Bathurst, Dalheusle, CharPioton, Shediac,
all points West and
and Shoe*, Leather A Finding*
Through tickets
lottetown, Fort FalrHeld, Grand Falls, and other
Mouth may be had of J. M. French, Ticket Master,
the New Brunswick and Canada, Interstations
BOOTS A. F. COX At SON, Manufacturer*
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Count Sleeping Cars attached,
and Shoes. Leather A Findings.
daily, Sundays in- 40
Exchange street.
ties, and Prlnoe Edward Island Rail Roads,
0. J. WALKER & CO., 163 and 166 Middle St
cluded, between Boston and Maine Central B. K.
BOOTS
Pullman Car Tickets for Meats and
and Stage Routes.
only.
and Hhoew, Manfr*. and Jobber*.
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.
received up to 4 p.
and any InRuns through to Bangor every morning, and Skow(^'Freight
t
BOOTH
CHASE, KNIGHT & CO.. 62 and 64 Union St
LUCIUS
formation regarding the
TUTTLE,
may be had at the
hegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
General Passenger and Ticket Agent
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
Hhoe*, Leather and Findiug*.
not
to Dexter, Belfast
Bucksport, Sunday
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation,
B. B. FARNSWORTH & CO., 133 Middle St
For Circnlais, with Excursion Rentes, Tickets,
BOOTH,
morning.
dec6
dtt
Slate Rooms and farther information apply at
I.imiied Ticket* first and second class for
a Shoes, Mfr*. Ladies’ A Mi**e*
S:. John and Halifax
sale at redneed
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HERFine Hhoe*.
BOOTH
SHAW, GODING & CO.
nov24dtf
SESf, President, and Manager
rates.
a Hhoe*, Leather A Finding*.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
INSURANCE
WHITNEY GAITER SHOE CO.. 222 Newbury
BOOTH
Portland, Dec. Eth, 1881.
and Cooperage stock.
dec2
Portland, Bangor & Machias
dtf
E. S. HAMLEN. 140 Com’l St, & 240 Fore St.
BARRELS
STEAMBOAT CO.
Maker* and Black*mithM.
BOILER
QUINN & CO. Office, 36 Commercial St
Portland and Worcester Line.
Winter Arrangements.
Htationery and Room Paper*.
BAILEY & NOYES, 68,70 & 72 Exchange St
BOOKH.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
Commencing November d5tb.
Htationery A Room Paper*.
BOOKH.
LORING, SHORT & HARMON, 208 Middle St
WINTER
ARRANGEMENT.
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
Blank Book* and Htationery,
On and after Hominy, Dec. 3,
Mutual
BOOKH,
DRESSER, McLELLAN & CO., 47 Exchange
Passenger Train* will leave
The Steamer LEWISTON,
Town Good* and H. H. Hupplic*
1..■■!PortiaUti at 7.30
and
t--„—■
m.,
Mu5BCHARLES DEERINO.
““l .03 p. m., arriving at Worcester
BOOKH.
HOYT, FOGG & DON HAM, 193 Middle st.
ter, will leave Railroad Wharf,
and 7.30 p.
at 8.16#.
~ifr, Portland,
Returning leave
LIFE
MFBH.. Paint, Whitewanh, Ac.
INSURANCE
COMPANY,
every
Friday
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30
and 11.16 a.
evening,at 11.15o'clock,for Kocklaod, CaaBHCHH D. WHITE & SONS, 127 Middle St m.,
and 6.46 p.
arriving at Portland at 1,26 p.
tiae, Deer lele, Medgwick. So. Weal HarMfr’*.. Paint, Whitewash, Ac.,
MILWAUKEE, Wig.
bor, Bar Harbor, Ulillbridge, Joaeaport
TRUE BROTHERS, 176 Fore St.
BRCHII
Nor Clinton,
Ayer Juuc.,
and Machiaitport.
Fitchburg,
Maker*. Fine Furniture.
Nanbna, f.owell, Windham, and Eg.
Returning, leaves Machiasport, every 31
and 1.03 p.
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 Midlle St.
CABINET
ping at 7.30
day iflorning, at 4.30 o’clock, touching
above,
Annual Statement, January arriving
For Manchester, Concord and point*North, at
Twenty-Third
In Portland about midnight, connecting
and Paper Hanging*.
1.03 p.
with Pullman night train for Boston and the West.
CARPETINGH
MARRETT, BAILEY & CO., 190 & 192 Middle
For Rochester, KprJagvale, Alfred, WatConnects
at
Rockland with Sanford S. S.
1st, 1882.
A Hleigh Mfr*. A Dealer*.
erboroaud Maco Kiver.7.30
m., 1.03
Co. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
CARRIAGE
MARTIN, PENNELL & CG., Elm & Cumberland
m., and (mired) at 6.30 p.
Returning
also
with
steamer for Green’s landing,
Landings;
INCOME.
E. Rochester at (mired) 0.46 m., li,2l
nod Hleigh Mfr*. A Dealer*
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
For Premiums.. ..$2,179,562.36
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
ZEN AS THOMPSON, JB., 34 to 38 Union St
CARRIAGE
steamer tor Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
For Interest. 1,194,670.97
and 6.46 p.
(mired) 0.36 m., 1.26 p.
with stage for Blue Hill.
and Haddlery Hardware.
Total. .t 3,374,133.33
For Gorham, Naccarappa, Cumberland
JAMES BAILEY & CO., 264 Middle S
CARRIAGE
Coming West,
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
DIMBCRSEMENTS.
Fish
and
Meat*,
Vegetable*.
at 7.30
onnects at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. 9,
m., 1.05, 6.30 and (mixed)
Death Losses.$816,435.50
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
CANNED
*6.30 p.
Co. from Bangor and River Landings for Portland.
Matured
EndowGEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
The 1.03 p.
tiain from Portland connects at
Manufactarer and Importer
ments. 575,060.41
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARH.
Ayer Jane, with Uoosac Tunnel Route for
Exchange and Middle
and
Surrendered
and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
Nov. 23. 1881.
the
West,
Canned
__nov23-dtf
Tobacco*,
GocmIn, Ac
Lapsed Policies... 110,908.26
New York via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
G. W. SIM ONION & CO., 13 and 16 tfnion St
CIGARH,
Dividends to Policy
via gpringfleld, also with N. Y. A- N. E. R.
Holders. 768,610.80
and
Furnishing Good*
R, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelJ. T. LEWIS & CO., 147 Middle St
CLOTHING
Baltimore, Washington, and the
Total.$2,271,015.02
outh and with Boston & Albany R. R. for
Manufacturers A Jobber* i ghia,
Taxes, salaries,
Wrest.

<s

A DESIRABLE residence with Stable, Carriage
V House and about 12,000 feet of land on
Pleasant Street, betw een High and Park. Apply
Old No. 60.
mh21dlw
on he premises.

There is

BOSTON

Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
B tVEK. there connecting with the Clyde Hteaai*
ere, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY

Rich-

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND aud BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.45 p. m., Ml.
J.Iid, 8.16 a. m., 9.00 p. a,; Hoiilton, 9.00
а. m.;
Hi. Stephen, 9.46 a. m.j ttucliap.rl,
б. 30 a m., 6. p. m,; Bangor, 7.15 a. m., (7.46

-stkki. an® iron flows.
JOHN J. FRYE, Mfr„ 111 Greeue St.

a

FOB SALE.

41

For Sale.

JJ

Cures Scrotum,
Tumors,
Grubs, Blotches, Boils,
Scald Head,
Humors, Salt Rheum,
WeakFemale
stores ’Mercurial Diseases,
Loss of
ees'es and ^regularities, Dizziness
the
Liver,
of
Aouetite Juandice, Affections
»nd
Biliousness, Dyspepsia
m elcvenlanguages.
General Debility, pircctions
most

of

Exchange street, city.

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS, g
INFLAMMATION, milk crust,
g
ALL ROUCH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
5
h
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,

___

Enquire

ALL

*

Warranted to Cure

PRESSES and Dies for the mantlfacturc

of Corn Cans for sale.
SCREW

the fixtures and good will of a first-class
restaurant, located in business part of the city.
For particulars, call on J. BREWER, Jr., No. 49 y2

ISKIN CURE |
j*”

Corn Packers !

STREET?

mh20dtf

Md.
Depot, 10G North Eutaw St., Baltimore.
to
mail, two boxes for *1. or six boxes for 82.60,
any

feet of Land For Sale on

adapted for manufacturing purposes or
house lots, said land being on the north side
of Lincoln street, between Mavo and Smith streets,
and 200 feet on Lincoln and 80 feet in depth, with
Hats adjoining if wanted. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
mar8eod3w
t»3 Exchange Street.

of salubrity

and Grocers.

It is not

eod3w

Lincoln Street,

claimed for it. For ssie by all Druggists

at

marl7eod2w

THE
the

trial of over SO years duration in every

section of

_SALE.

For Sale in Deering.
property in Stroud water belonging to the
estate of the late Jonathan Smith, situatad on

Aromatic Schnapps is snperlor to every
A

a

ly

necessary

preparation.

There is

land. The farm is supposed to contain about one
hundred acres. The buildings consist of a good farmhouse, three barns, one stable, a new hen house,
and yard, hogperis and sheds. Cuts about fifty tons
of hay and has a good f>asturo. A fine orchard newgrafted. The s il is loam with clay bottom, and
the farm is in a very high state of cultivation, it
also has a valuable lot of pine timber on it, which
will be reserved if desired by the purchaser. Terms
of payment made easy. Apply to ELBKIDGE GERRV, JOHN C. GERRY, 167 High St.
mar 15 d&wtfll
Portland, March 14th, 1882.

Limestone, Sulphite of Copper Ac, the

other alcoholic

of Marsh.

FARM FOR SALE.
offers his farm for sale, pleasrpHE undersigned
A antly situated in Deering on the Gray road,
or
miles
about 4V2
thirty minutes ride from Port-

corrective of water rendered impure by
or

acres

March 15th, 1882.

SCHNAPPS.

vegetable decomposition

land,

ST.

WOLFE’S

general

of

JULIAN HOTEL property, corner Middle
and Plum Sts., Portland, Maine.
62 feet on
Middle St., 166 on P urn St; Hotel heated by steam,
has two large counting rooms, now leased, printing
office unaerneatb under lease. Large dining rooms
and 61 rooms for guests. Apply to JOHN C. PROCTOR, or C. P. MATTOCKS, Portland, Me.

__

They are used by the profession
stantly recommended by them.

with 2

FOR

a

acres

the best farms in the Town and very desirable to
any one wishing a farm. I will sell or exchange
for real estate situated in Portland on favorable
terms. If not sold on or before April Pth, I will be
prepared to “Lease” for a term of years. Reason
for selling—I have other business and cannot attend
to it. For terms &c.t address or apply to W. H.
GREEN, No. 34 Emery St., Portland Me.
feb21 dtf
February 20th, 1882.

having satisfied his appetite with a delicious
banquet and all the luxuries of the season

As

60

[well divided into Tillage, Pasture

and Woodland

prepaid, S1.25.

be verage and

in the

and thrifty orchard upon the place containyoung
ing 11<* trees, just beginning to bear. Good buildwith
a never failing supply of water.
Good
ings,
soil, easily worked, free from rocks, splendidly located and handy to a good market.
This is one of

cc^9___WF&vrly43

Burdocks Blood Bitters are a positive cure,
for these and all other disorders of the stomach. Price $1.00, trial size 10 cents.

farm situated

a

Yarmouth, on the Freeport Road—about Va mile from the

dyspepsia,

They were riding in a liorsecar past the poet's door when one of the ladies remarked,
“Is it?” re•‘That’s Longfellow’s home."
sponded the other, carelessly. “Yes,” said the
first, “and don't you admire ‘Excelsior’?” “No,
I don’t,” replied lady Ho. 2, with energy. “I
hate it. There’s nothing like curled hair after
all, though husks ain’t so bad; but I wouldn’t
have excelsior again in the house.”—Boston

FOR SALE.

x have
Town of

Chapin’s Injection Flecr i3 to be usee,
with Bucbu-paiba, in cases of Impure erg
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, II. ati
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, for $1.95.1
Bothby express, prepaid, on receipt of $3.2o.g

so.—Cincinnati Enquirer.

Transcript.

Hallowell, Oardiner,

mond, and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m., 6.15 p. m., tll.15 p. m.: Rath, 7.00 a. m.
12.55 p. m.. 6.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
A I.incoln R. R., 7.00 a. m., 12.5b p.
m.:
Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m..
6,06 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., tll.15 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillips,
Rangeley Lake, Monmouth, U inthrop,
Readfleld, West Waterville and IVorth
Anson, 12.45 p. m./
Farmington via

STOCK

repetition.—Norristown Herald.

A Delicious Banquet.
The modern epicure is too of ten afflicted with
indigestion or constipation after

\H_WINDHAM.

Fogg farm,

?ood

r.-.

will cure.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in one min-

TRADE MARK

for
Beminal Weakness.
Im potency, and oil
Diseases that follow
as qsequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age. and many
other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
Consumption and a AFTER-TAKING.
Premature Grave.
10
nartiralarfl in our pamphlet, which we acsirc ih
Hnecilie Medicine
one.
for $5
per package, or ux packages

-i-i..

I.

-k'11,1:

How absurd to wheeze with a cough which
Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar

a

ESTATE.

arpWindham

15c. boxes clears out Rats, Mice, Roaches,
Bed-Bugs, Insects,
Flies, Ants, Mosquitoes,
■

In

Dexter,

AngUMta,

LINE

STEAMSHIP

FROM

and all stations on B. A
Piacataqui* R. B.. 111.16 p. mM (or 12.55 p.
in
remain
and
Bangor over night); for
m., noon,
Belfast and
Bangor, Bucknport,
12.45
p. m., 12.55 p. m., tll.15p.
Skowhegan.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m„ 12.56
p. m., 11.16 p. m. and 6.15 p. m. Saturdays only,

lave

on tho great eastern
which passes through Gorham,
and Gray.
Is within one
Simile of Windham Center, and within
100 rods of a good country hotel and store, where
In a
the mail stage passes each way every
farming neighborhood, and hut twelve miles
The farm huildiDgs are large, well
rnm Portland.
finished and in good order. They were built within
twenty-five years by a man of ample means and
home tastes. The house contains thirteen finished
rooms of good size and height, sashes hung with
weights, amnle closets with drawers, piazza and
cedar hedge, washroom with boilers set, and an
abundant supply of spring water for all useful and
ornamental purposes, the fountain is high enough
to make jets of thirteen feet at the house. Over the
woodhouse is a finished hall 17X60 feet with direct
entrance. Barn 40X75 feet, with aqueduct. The
field of 13 acres in grass, produced in 1881, 25 tons
of the best hay. 75 young bearing apple trees, with
of eight acres, with 20
pears and plums. Pasture
large sugar maples. It is a good location, all fitted
for summer boarders, and can be purchased for
much less than the cost of the buildiogs. Apply
personally or by mail to DAVID MA1NES, on the
Post office Windham Center. Reference
farm.
to WM.
Windham Center.
March 16th.
mchl7 d2w

The

4kroad,

SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

Remedy.
TRACK MARK!lish
unfailing cure

■» • a » a

REAL

stantial profits
last fall be has for sale 550 barrels of apples,
for $5.u0
some of which be sold for $3, some
a barrel, beside tbe many of inferior duality
first
which accompauy such a quantity of
quality. He has not to ponder tbe question:
“Is farming profitable?’’—Congregationalist,
BUST'S

pictures
\MJANTED—Agents to sell our elegant
if
of the Gar field Family, published under the
directions of Mrs. Garfield; the only authorized picture: samples free to agents that work. For further
particulars, address J. H. BUFFORD’S SONS, art
publishers, 39 Federal St., Boston; established
mar8-dlm
1830.

FOB

—
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Lake,

IVIooMchend
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|By Henry Reynolds, M.D.]
The production of butter in winter is year
ly becomming a more and more important
matter for tbe farmer’s consideration. Tbe
high prices for butter which prevail during
the winter months, and the demand for

_

18.dtf

FOR SALE

The Production of Butter in Winter.

spring.

ASS

mar

beats

clean milk, then the subsequent process
the princican be conducted according to
ples of good butter making.

much butter in winter as in summer.
order to do this it is well for him to arin durrange to have half of his cows come
half in the
other
the
and
the
antnmD
ing

H.

<r^.

TO

Eagle.

lungs and find their way to the milk.
Having made the stable clean and wholesome,
it is essential that the milker should, before
milking carefully remove any dirt from the
side of the cow which would be likely to fall
into the milk while milking. Having obtained

In

Nervous Debility and Weakness of the Gen
eratire Functions. Clears Cloudy Urine, stops
losses and escapes In same, The great Reliable Tonic for General Debility or Special
Weakness. A complete Rejuvenator for Ex
haustion, Faintness. Excesses, Advancing
4ge, Ague, Chills, Female Weakness, &c.
If at druggists, or by express, prepaid, on
receipt of$1.83. E, g, WELLS, Jersey City, N. J.

Avenue,

the

freshly made butter which is increasing,
farmer
render it important for the
to give increased attention to winter dairy
of
ing. So great is the demand on the part
consumers for newly made butter that about
the same amount is needed in winter as
daring summer while the prices are considerably higher in winter than they are in
In view of this fact it is importsummer.
ant for the farmer to endeavor to produce as

Wanted.
Wife must be a
CARRY on a small farm.
Address A. B., box 1983.
butfcft*
maker.
good
Farmer

“Do you believe in a future lifo in which we
shall renew the ties that bind ns together
here?” “I do,” said the henpecked husband
sadly, “but I don’t want to.”—Brooklyn

D.]

of the cows and their milk than

Wanted, Farmer and Wife
on my farm
in Deering, the ensuing
L year. I want a man thoroughly acquainted with
farming, raising vegetables, and marketing, and a
woman equally competent.
Apply to ELBRLDGE
GERRY, or JOHN C. GERRY, 167 High Street.
marlld&wtf
Portland, March 11th, 1882.
mO carry

Lydia

-ON

Philadelphia A
England

on

Agents Wanted

the cheese rind.” And the new boarder
“Just so; lam leaving this for you.”
—Boston Home Journal.

tantly forego

quality of butrequired in the

pay every

Every Town, for the best selling book of the
age, “The Women of Mormonism”. Address
J. A. STROUT, Woodford’s, Maine, General agent
mar21d2w*
for Maine and part of N. H.

replied,

corpse

Importance of Clleaniness.

price,

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

m.

Steady work,
Monday. No bums need apply.
Address, G. R. GODFREY,
mar22dlw*Gardner, Mass.

eat

Pinkham, 233 Western
Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets.

WHOLESALE

On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, PaMaenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for HU John, Halifax and the Province*,
and all stations on E. A IV. A. Railway,
12.55, and tll.15 p m.; Nt. Andrew*, St. Stephen, Fredericton, Arooniook County,

CLYDE’S

Eastern Jtailroad.

run

Wanted.
fJ

Sirs—I have taken Hop Bitters and recommend them to others, as I found them very
Mrs. J. W. Tullee.
beneficial.
Sec. Women’s Christian Temperance Union.

E.

d&wiw

K JOUR. HARNESS MAKERS.

Pittsfield, Mass., Sept. 28, 1878.

Lydia

SALVE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Art €«ood*. CYRUS P.

illw*

NOTICE.
The Overseers of the Poor of Deering
would like to engage a man and wife as
Keeper of Deering Alms House. Pro*
posals will be received Tor same until
April 3, 1882.
Per Order
Overseers of Poor of Deering.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal Baking Powder Co.
feblSd&wly
New York.

It always saddens an old cow to look over
the fence at an oleomargarine factory.—New
York Commercial Advertiser.

Druggists say that

2 3d tf

mb23

“Young man,” said the landlord, “I always
[By Henry Beynolds.M. D.]
Cultivating and fertilizing orchards is a
common practice with the most skillful and
most successful orchardists. Those men
who make the most money out of their

LIBBY, Portland,

WAITED.
To purchase a medium sized second
hand Safe. Address 15, Press Office.

Hence the advantage of winter dairying.
Cultivating and Fertilizing Orchards.

H, J.

__mar

Pure.

Absolutely

to take chai ge of a farm
Most he a good butter maker.

woman,

house and dairy.
Address with reference,
Me.

POWDER

W. Benson, No. IOC North Eutaw street, Bal-

timore, Md.
A

d3t

WAITED.
FEW'good Lady Copyists can find employment
by addressing, in own hand writing.
P. O. BOX 140.1,
mh23d3t
Portland, INfo.

We are a nation of grit. Even the cotton
we ship is full of “sand.”—New Haven Register.
_,

from

3
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FOR S882.

^JNTO>

STEAMER*._

RAILROADS.

_RAILROADS.

CIRCULAR

Dry Goods Salesmen

Revitalizing the blood is absolutely necesweakness,
sary for the cure of general debility,
lassitude, &c. The best enricher of the blood
is Brown’s Iron Bitters.
Because

Retail

Experienced

_

a

cost of

WANTED.

Domestic

a

hay, and

the

cow

mer.

one

Have you seen the light ruuuiog
Sawing Machine. 12 Elm street.

TRADE

WANTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wit and Wisdom.

AGRICULTURAL.

r-v..

4

-i.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Beaton, 3 p,
From Pine S-reet Wnarf,

m.

Philadelphia, at 1C a.
*Tii
I gP^jfllLb^ s\\2» Insurance one-half

m

the rate of

Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Paniage Eight Dollar*. Bound Trip 813*
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
fl. B. MAMS* *ON, A|C«:,
tO I,esr w*»nrf. Hmiii
iSeftK

General

Ocean Steamer

s

PASSAGE TICKE1 OFEICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lanes route free from ice and iceberjs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American.
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $26 to S32. aceording to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Take Notice.—I eau sell steerage $2.00 less
fastest,

than any other agency.
Mierlinjg and Continental exchange n
Also agent Morris European and
to suit.
American Express for packages and freight to all
of
the
globe. Also agent for the celebrated
parts
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to
sums

Agent,

J. L. FARMER,

No. 22 Exchange Street.
dtf

ruelilO

Maine

Steamship Company.

S?ml-We;kly tine to Sew fork.
Steamers Eleanors and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
t
Finland, every MONDAY and
£.M.. and leave Pier 87, East River, New York,
M.
4
P.
at
every MONDA Y and 1H URSDAY,
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
between New
and comfortable route for travelers
months these
York and Maine. During the summer
Haven on their
at
touch
will
Vineyard
steamers
pasYork. Passage, •“eluding
sage to luid from New
State Room, 86; meal* extra. Goods destined beyond
to
destination at
Portlander New York forwarded
For farther information apply to
once.

THURSDAY^*

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 88, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 8k
Excnango Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1, no pas-

sengers will bo taken by this line.

dccBdtf

